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1
Introduction

Introduction

At the end of the twentieth century, the relationship between the private and public sectors 

received increasing attention, and a growing enthusiasm for market competition for public 

services emerged. Such interest was motivated by observations that for a broad range of 

government services that had been contracted out, cost savings of about twenty percent 

could be achieved, without sacrificing the quality of services provided (Domberger and 

Jensen, 1997; Tang, 1997). However, also of interest was the possibility that the potential 

efficiency advantages of external service delivery may not materialize due to the distortionary 

consequences of the European value added tax (VAT) regime on the decision of whether to 

contract out. In 2003, the Dutch government introduced a VAT compensation fund to address 

this distortion.

In this study, we investigate the effect the Dutch VAT compensation fund has had on 

municipalities’ decisions, particularly on contracting out. Section 1.1 motivates this research 

question. Section 1.2 then summarizes the organization of the different chapters of this study.
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1.1 Contracting out and the VAT distortion

Public sector bodies can choose among various ways to deliver their services. These delivery 

modes can be classified into in-house supply versus contracting out. In the case of in-house 

supply, the public sector body provides the service that it is responsible for. In the case of 

contracting out, in contrast, the public sector body outsources the service it is still responsible 

for to another organisation. Under contracting out, the public sector body can choose to have 

the service delivered by a private organization or another public sector body, for example, 

a neighbouring municipality or a combination of bodies that form together an independent 

public organisation (Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2003). 

Public sector bodies may change delivery mode, in most cases from in-house provision to 

external service provision, for various reasons. First, focusing on the political motivations 

behind managerial decisions, public choice theory argues that public managers are self-

interested agents who try to maximise their personal interests by securing longer terms or a 

larger budget and as a result monopolise public service delivery, leading to sub-optimal levels 

of production. As market competition might remedy such behaviour, this theory suggests that 

contracting out should lead to lower costs and higher efficiency. The public choice literature 

on contracting out focuses on cost effects, especially in terms of scale advantages, the 

relevance of political patronage and ideological factors (Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 1997; Bel et 

al., 2007). Consistent with this theory, empirical research documents described considerable 

potential cost advantages of contracting out, especially to private bodies, due to scale effects 

(Domberger and Jensen, 1997), although more recent studies (Boyne, 1998; Hodge, 2000; 

Bel and Warner, 2008) provided more mixed evidence on the size of these effects. Second, 

focusing on the costs related to planning, adapting and monitoring task execution, transaction 

cost theory argues that contracting out can only deliver cost savings if the cost advantages 

of external service provision exceed the related transaction costs (Bel and Fageda, 2007). 

From this point of view, the specificity of assets and the measurability of service delivery are 
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relevant to decisions about whether to contract out (Williamson, 1981). Notice that both of 

these theories have an economic-rational foundation. In contrast, the institutional literature 

focuses on institutional pressures as driving forces for organisational change (Oliver, 

1992; Scott, 1998). This literature assumes that a primary determinant of organisational 

structure is the pressure exerted by external and internal constituencies to conform to a set 

of expectations so as to gain legitimacy, so secure access to vital resources, and ensure long-

term survival.

Notwithstanding the potential explanations above for the choice between in-house delivery 

and external service provision, in practice, this choice is likely to be distorted by the VAT, 

as the costs associated with this tax are incurred under contracting out – in particular, to 

the private sector – but not under in-house supply. As a consequence, a level playing field 

between these two options is likely to be lacking. In an attempt to address this distortion 

for municipalities, provinces and regional public sector bodies, in 2003, the Dutch central 

government introduced the VAT compensation fund. As municipalities are the most relevant 

group of these bodies entitled to compensation, this study focuses on this tier of local 

government.

The central question of this study is:

What are the benefits of the introduction of the Dutch VAT compensation fund, in 

particular on municipalities’ decisions of whether to contract out? 

Each of the four chapters of this study addresses relevant aspects of this question. 
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1.2 Research questions and contents of the study

A broad range of empirical studies describe the potential advantages arising from public 

sector bodies contracting service delivery out, particularly to private companies. However, 

due to the distortionary effect of the VAT treatment of public sector bodies, they are not likely 

to profit from such advantages completely and hence, are less likely to choose the contracting 

out option. As a fundamental change of European VAT legislation was not to be expected, 

in an effort to overcome these distortionary effects on local governments’ decision-making, 

several member states of the European Union have introduced a VAT refund scheme. In 

Chapter 2 we describe the potential advantages of contracting out to the private sector and 

the effect of the VAT on public authorities’ activities. We also analyse the refund schemes 

introduced by European countries in an effort to mitigate the distortionary effects of VAT. 

In chapter 3, we turn our focus to the Netherlands. The fiscal status of public sector bodies 

in the Netherlands, as derived from the European VAT regime, has consequences for their 

decisions with respect to the choice of service delivery mode. The Dutch VAT compensation 

fund was introduced as a non-fiscal solution to address these consequences. However, its 

rules outlining which activities qualify for compensation are complex and its implementation 

is confounded by a number of transitional problems, most important of which is the treatment 

of hidden VAT costs in municipal assets. In chapter 3, we describe practical aspects of 

the Dutch VAT compensation fund as it was introduced on 1 January 2003 and extant 

evidence on its implementation. Finally, the chapter describes several evaluations regarding 

the execution of the fund and analyses the budgetary development of the requests for 

compensation. 

The introduction of the fund was based on the premise that municipalities, provinces and 

regional public sector bodies were faced by a threshold on contracting out. Therefore, 

in chapter 4 we analyse the effect of the refund scheme on municipalities’ contracting 

chapter 1
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out decisions. Specifically, based on a survey sent to all Dutch municipalities, we 

examine changes in the nature of service provision following the introduction of the VAT 

compensation fund for a number of standard municipal activities. We also investigate 

municipalities’ opinions with respect to the effectiveness of the fund. We find that despite 

the potential advantages of a more level playing field between self-supply and contracting 

out resulting from the fund’s introduction, the potential benefits are not appreciated by many 

Dutch municipalities. Most complaints regarded the administrative consequences and the 

complex demarcation of the activities that are entitled to compensation. 

The results in Chapter 4 call into question the basic assumption underlying the introduction 

of the fund, namely, that municipalities face a threshold on contracting out. To assess whether 

this assumption is indeed without basis, in chapter 5 we analyse Dutch municipalities’ 

reasons for choosing whether to contract out their activities to external public or private 

service providers. Previous empirical studies are primarily based on economic-rational 

theories of public choice and transaction costs, but did not provide a comprehending 

explanation for contracting out decisions. Therefore, we made a direct analysis of motives for 

contracting out decisions for municipalities by interviewing the responsible managers on both 

the motives and the actual nature of service provision of a number of their activities. This 

offered the opportunity to explore and compare the relevance of other – more institutional 

and pragmatic – motives in contracting out decisions. 

Chapter 6 concludes with a summary and general discussion of this study and directions for 

future research. 

Introduction
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Contracting out: the importance of a 
solution for the VAT distortion1

Abstract: In member states of the European Union, the current VAT treatment of activities 

of public authorities creates significant distortions in their decision-making between public 

provision and contracting out of public services. In several EU-member states, a refund 

of VAT to local governments eliminates this effect. Therefore, these VAT refund schemes 

facilitate contracting out. In member states with a refund scheme for the VAT costs of local 

governments or another solution to this distortion, in general refuse collection is contracted 

out to a relatively greater extent compared to member states without. Despite these solutions, 

the VAT distortion is still relevant for private suppliers of tax-exempt activities and public 

suppliers in other member-states. This distortion could be addressed by a change in the 

European VAT legislation. 

1  This chapter is published as Wassenaar, M.C. and R.H.J.M. Gradus (2004), ‘Contracting Out: The Importance of a 
Solution for the VAT Distortion’, CESifo Economic Studies 50:2, pp. 377-396. We would like to thank Nick Williams 
and Alan Ruston (United Kingdom), Trond Christensen (Norway), Ulrika Hansson (Sweden), Bettina Kristensen, 
Ane Kofod Petersen, Ellen Dalsgaard Zdravkovic and Paul Schüder (Denmark), and Marja Niiranen and Tommi 
Parkkola (Finland) for providing information on the VAT refund schemes in their respective countries. We thank two 
anonymous referees for useful comments.
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2.1 Introduction

Over the last two decades, contracting out of government services has increased. A broad 

range of studies has shown that this policy generates benefits because competing for the 

market can increase efficiency for public activities such as refuse collection, fire protection 

and cleaning services (Domberger and Jensen, 1997; Tang, 1997). However, the VAT (Value 

Added Tax) system of the European Union favours public provision over contracting out. 

Therefore, public authorities are not able to achieve the maximal efficiency-gains. Several 

member states of the European Union introduced VAT refund schemes to address this 

distortion (Aujean et al., 1999).

This chapter describes both the effects of the VAT treatment of the activities of public 

authorities as well as how different member states of the European Union attempt to 

overcome the distortionary effects on the decision making by a major part of public 

authorities: the local governments. The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 describes 

the possible benefits for public authorities of contracting out their services. In Section 3, the 

effect of the European VAT rules on the decision-making process by public authorities is 

described. In Sections 4 and 5, an overview is given of the different VAT refund schemes in 

Europe intended to address the distortionary effects of VAT. Section 6 offers the conclusions 

based on the analysis. 

2.2 The economic effects of contracting out

There is evidence that contracting out government services compared to public provision 

saves taxpayers money. In an overview, Domberger and Jensen (1997) described experiences 

with contracting out of a broad range of government services indicating cost savings of about 

twenty percent without sacrificing the quality of services provided.

chapter 2
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Especially the cost savings of contracting out refuse collection have been discussed at length. 

Kitchen (1976) showed that the average costs are lower in case of contracting out instead of 

direct provision by a municipality. Pommerehne and Frey (1977) studied refuse collection in 

Switzerland. They showed that the private sector comes up with cost savings that amounted 

to 20 percent, as far as the refuse collection market is competitive. Stevens (1978) arrived at a 

cost decrease between 7 percent and 30 percent due to contracting out for the USA, where the 

size of the effect depended on the size of the municipality. Based on the UK data, Domberger 

et al. (1986) published a study on the effects of contracting out household refuse collection. 

They showed cost savings of 22 percent for contracting out to private companies. Szymanski 

and Wilkins (1993) and Szymanski (1996) confirmed these results, based on an extension (in 

years) of this database. Dijkgraaf and Gradus (2003) showed for the Netherlands similar cost 

savings for contracting out between 15 percent and 20 percent. Moreover, Ohlsson (1998) 

reported almost the same findings for Sweden. Reeves and Barrow (2000) estimated cost 

savings of around 45 percent for Ireland. 

For other government activities competitive tendering will lead to higher efficiency and lower 

expenditure as well. Tang (1997), in a critical assessment of the existing literature, concluded 

that the private sector is found to be more efficient in fire protection, cleaning services, and 

capital intensive waste-water treatment as well, while in sectors such as water supply and the 

railway sector the results are mixed. 

A related issue is the use of contracting out of refuse collection. In the United Kingdom, 30 

percent of the contracts for municipal refuse collection are placed privately (Szymanski, 

1996). In the Netherlands, 40 percent of the municipalities use private collectors for 

removing household refuse. However, because private collectors are especially active in 

small villages, only 20 percent of total tonnages are in private hands (Gradus and Dijkgraaf, 

1997). According to Reeves and Barrow (2000), in Ireland in 39 percent of studied cases 

private providers were contracted to provide refuse collection. In Denmark, 85 percent 

Contracting out: the importance of a solution for the VAT distortion
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of local authorities rely on private companies for waste collection and disposal (OECD, 

2000). In Norway, 73 percent of the municipalities make use of private companies for waste 

collection and disposal. In Sweden, this is 63 percent. In the same OECD-study it is shown 

that in Italy 46 percent and in Finland 92 percent of the municipalities contract out refuse 

collection. 

As already pointed out in the introduction, for the member states of the European Union, 

the VAT rules may be an important explanation for the resistance of public authorities to 

contracting out. Table 2.1 shows the differences in eight member states’ percentages on 

outsourcing of the refuse collection by local governments and the fiscal treatment with 

respect to VAT.2,3

Although other elements are important for achieving a level playing field, it is interesting to 

note the relationship between the percentage of private refuse collection and the existence of 

a level playing field with respect to VAT for refuse collection. In the member states with such 

a level playing field, this has been generated by the introduction of a VAT refund scheme or 

by considering the collection of household refuse as a taxable activity. Consequently, in these 

member states the decision-making between self-supply and contracting out is not influenced 

by VAT effects. Note that despite its system of VAT compensation, the UK has a remarkably 

low percentage of contracting out. Possible explanations are that the data for United 

Kingdom are of earlier date and that competition is less severe (Gómez-Lobo and Szymanski, 

2001). However, this needs further investigation.

2 Norway is not an EU member state, but with Liechtenstein and Iceland member country of the EEA, the European 
Economic Area. The EEA Agreement entails the application, as between the EEA members and the European Com-
munity, of European Community Treaty provisions and secondary legislation in respect of the free movement of 
goods, persons, services and capital (Snyder, 1998). Because of the EEA-membership, the Norwegian VAT system is 
comparable with the VAT system for EU-member states. Therefore, Norway is included in Table 2.1 and the analysis 
in this study.

3 Just for those eight European countries, information on the percentages on outsourcing of the refuse collection by 
local governments is given in the discussed literature.

chapter 2
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Table 2.1  Contracted out refuse collection in eight member states of the European Union
Member states Percent of private refuse collection 

(year of data collection)
Level playing field with respect to VAT  
(in year of data collection)

United Kingdom 29 (1994) yes b)

Ireland 39 (1995) no
The Netherlands 40 (1998) no a)

Italy 46 (1998) no
Sweden 63 (1996) yes b)

Norway e) 73 (1997) yes c)

Denmark 85 (1997) yes c)

Finland d) 92 (1996) yes b)

a) A VAT refund scheme is available from 2003 onwards.
b) The level playing field is achieved by the introduction of a VAT refund scheme. 
c)  The level playing field is achieved by considering the collection of household refuse as a taxable activity.
d) This number is only available for the Finnish county Uudenmaan Lääni.
e)  Although Norway is not a member state of the European Union, because of its membership of the European Eco-

nomic Area agreement it applies the VAT rules of the European Union.

2.3 VAT and public authorities in Europe

As shown before, public authorities can generate significant efficiency gains by contracting 

out their services. However, the VAT regime may influence the choice between self-supply 

and contracting out of services. In the case of self-supply, the public authority has to pay 

VAT just on the costs on the purchase of goods and services involved. The value added by 

the public authority – consisting mainly of the employee costs – is not subject to VAT. In 

the case of contracting out to a private enterprise, VAT is charged on the full price. As a 

result, VAT costs are in general higher in the case of contracting out than in the case of self-

supply. This effect is a consequence of the European VAT legislation for most activities of 

public authorities and certain specified activities performed by both public as well as private 

suppliers.

Contracting out: the importance of a solution for the VAT distortion
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European VAT legislation – the Common System VAT Directive – for public authorities 

distinguishes three types of activities: taxable activities, non-taxable activities and tax-exempt 

activities (Aujean et al., 1999; van Dijk and Lubbers, 2000). All activities of both private 

suppliers as well as public authorities in general are within the scope of VAT, and are called 

taxable activities. With these activities, the VAT rate is charged and the input VAT can be 

recovered. There are two exceptions on this general rule. As described in Article 13(1) of the 

Common System VAT Directive, the first exception is made for activities of public sector 

bodies engaged in their role as public authority:4

  States, regional and local government authorities and other bodies governed by public 

law shall not be considered taxable persons in respect of the activities or transactions 

in which they engage as public authorities, even where they collect dues, fees, 

contributions, or payments in connection with these activities or transactions. 

  However, when they engage in such activities or transactions, they shall be considered 

taxable persons in respect of these distortions of competition. In any case, these bodies 

shall be considered taxable persons in relation to the activities listed in annex D, 

provided they are not carried out on such a small scale as to be negligible.

The activities described in this article are called non-taxable activities. However, as the 

second part of this article describes, an exception to this general rule can be made in case the 

non-taxable character of these activities would lead to significant distortions of competition. 

In applying this provision, each member has to interpret the various terms used in its own 

domestic legislation as the VAT rules of the European Union are not directly applicable but 

have to be incorporated in domestic legislation.

The second exception is made for specific activities listed in Article 132 of the Common 

System VAT Directive as for health, education and banking services. These activities are 

known as tax-exempt activities. This exception is relevant for both private as well as public 

4 Prior to 1 January 2007, the Sixth VAT directive.
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suppliers. There are a number of mainly political arguments for the special VAT status of 

these activities as (1) the continuity in tax practices after the introduction of the present VAT 

system, (2) the reduction of compliance costs, (3) the avoidance of conceptual problems 

created by ‘difficult to tax’ transactions and (4) price reductions in line with distributional 

targets of, for example, merit goods (Tait, 1988; Genser and Winker, 1997).

In case a public authority performs taxable activities, it is obliged to charge VAT to the buyer 

and is entitled to recover the input VAT acquired for the purposes of a VAT taxable activity. 

Since the public authority will be able to recover any input VAT incurred relating to this 

activity, the VAT consequences will not be a consideration in case a public authority chooses 

between carrying out the activity itself and contracting out services to the private sector.

In case a public authority performs non-taxable or tax-exempt activities, these activities are 

outside the scope of VAT. The authority carrying out this kind of activity will thus be unable 

to recover any input VAT related to this activity. The respective VAT consequences will then 

become an important argument in case the public authority chooses between carrying out 

the activity itself and contracting out the activity to the private sector. If the private sector 

is able to perform activities for costs lower than the costs to the public authority, the private 

sector could still be more expensive since the additional VAT charged on the supplies from 

the private sector increases the price by the relevant VAT rate (Dijk and Lubbers, 2000). As 

a result, these VAT costs are relevant in case a public authority considers the choice between 

carrying out the activity itself and contracting out the service to the private sector.5

In formulas, the cost-effect of the VAT rules can be shown as follows. The final costs of an 

activity contracted out to the private sector are given by:

(1) FCps = (1 + VAT%) * NCps

5 Seen from the perspective of the central government, the introduction of an exemption for or non-taxation of sup-
plies by public or private suppliers to households results in a loss. This is because no tax is paid on the value added 
by the supplier. For the same reason, an exemption for these supplies to suppliers of taxable services results in a 
revenue gain.
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The final costs of contracting out to the private sector (FCps) are the net-costs (NCps), raised 

with the VAT rate. The net costs consist of the costs of the purchase of goods and services 

(Pps) and the value added (VAps).

(2) NCps = Pps + VAps

The final costs of an activity carried out by the public authority itself are given by:

(3) FCpa = (1 + VAT%) * Ppa + VApa

The main difference between (1) and (3) is the effect of the costs of VAT on the value added 

by the private contractor. In the comparison of both alternatives by the public authority, the 

final costs will be relevant. The public sector authority decides for contracting out the activity 

in case the final price of the contractor (FCps) is lower than the price of the public authority 

itself (FCpa), see (4).

(4) FCps < FCpa ó

(1 + VAT%) * (Pps + VAps) < (1 + VAT%) * Ppa + VApa

Suppose their costs for the purchase of goods and services to be equal.

(5) Pps= Ppa

Then:

(6) (1 + VAT%) * VAps < VApa ó

 VAps < VApa / (1 + VAT%)
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Consequently, the public authority will decide for contracting out the activity in case the 

costs for the value added of the private contractor are lower than the costs of the authority 

itself, divided by the VAT rate. In case the private contractor and the public authority have 

comparable value added, the purchase of the private sector has to be far less expensive to be 

competitive.

The member states of the European Union have standard VAT rates between 15 percent and 

25 percent (Cnossen, 2001). Therefore, in general, the private contractors have to be far less 

expensive than the public authority to be competitive. In addition to the level of the VAT rate, 

the distortionary effects of the VAT rules depend on the relative size of the value added to the 

value of the purchase of goods and services in the final price. Szymanski (1996) showed for 

the United Kingdom that for the collection of household refuse over 50 percent of the final 

costs are the costs of labour. These results are similar to those for the Netherlands, where 10 

percent of the final costs are capital costs, 40 percent are disposal costs and 50 percent are 

labour costs (Gradus and Dijkgraaf, 1997).

For both non-taxable as well as tax-exempt activities, the European VAT legislation distorts 

the level playing field between the self-supply and contracting out of activities and causes 

significant economic distortions. These distortions may have increased in recent years 

because of the rise of the tax rates of VAT in some member states of the European Union (for 

example in the Netherlands in 2001 the VAT rate is raised from 17.5 percent to 19 percent).

There are two general options to address this VAT distortion (Aujean et al., 1999). The 

first option is the change of the European VAT legislation by widening the application of 

the regular VAT system to the non-taxable and the tax-exempt activities. Then, the VAT 

input costs can be recovered and do not influence the comparison between the self-supply 

of services and contracting out. However, such a thorough change of the European VAT 

legislation is not to be expected in the near future mainly because of some conceptual 
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difficulties (Aujean et al., 1999). The main problem is that most activities of the public sector 

are financed from taxation or grants and not from charges. Therefore, a direct price-link 

between supplier and buyer is missing. Consequently, in VAT legislation public authorities 

are considered final consumers rather than intermediary or supplier in the distribution chain 

of these activities. In this alternative VAT system based on the treatment of public authorities 

as intermediaries of supplier for all of its activities, regardless of whether a consideration was 

charged for them, the distortion would not appear.

Such a VAT system would be comparable to the systems of Canada and New Zealand. 

Besides, some distributional effects of such a change should be addressed, for they were one 

of the main reasons for the tax-exempt status of a number of public sector activities (see the 

first part of this section). For a further elaboration on the design of such a VAT system, see 

Aujean et al. (1999).

The second option to address the VAT distortion is to fund the VAT costs of public authorities 

by a refund outside the VAT system. This non-fiscal, budgetary solution creates a level 

playing field between the self-supply and contracting out (European Commission, 2000). 

Such a refund is implemented in five member states of the European Union and Norway (see 

Table 2.2). Because of the refund, the activities are in fact taxed at a zero rate. 

Some member states of the European Union have addressed the VAT distortion for public 

authorities for very specific activities by using the exceptive clause that in case considering 

the activity as a non-taxable activity would lead to significant distortions of competition, 

the activity is considered taxable. As shown in Table 2.1, both Norway as well as Denmark 

chose this solution for mitigating the VAT effects on the collection of household refuse. 

The possibilities for the use of this exceptive clause depend on the domestic legislation of 

public authorities. In case an activity is by law a responsibility of the public authority, it is 

according to VAT legislation considered a non-taxable or tax-exempt activity and there are 

no exceptions allowed. Therefore, the clause is not generally applicable. For example, in the 
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Netherlands the collection of household refuse is by law a responsibility of the municipalities. 

Therefore, in VAT terms, it is a non-taxable activity, that can be contracted out to the private 

sector. However, the collection of non-household refuse is not a municipal responsibility. 

Because of the exceptive clause, the collection of non-household refuse is a taxable activity 

(Wassenaar et al., 2003). In case the refuse collection is considered a taxable activity, regular 

VAT rules are applied, the VAT rate is charged – as part of the fee – and the input VAT can be 

recovered.

2.4 VAT refund schemes in Europe

Five member states of the European Union – the United Kingdom, Denmark, Finland, 

Sweden, and the Netherlands – and Norway have a refund scheme for the VAT costs on 

non-taxable or tax-exempt activities for local governments. In this paragraph, the main 

characteristics are discussed. Note that these six countries are all North European countries. 

Apparently, the southern member states of the European Union seem not so concerned about 

the effects of the VAT distortion. 6

2.4.1 The United Kingdom

The main reason for the introduction of the VAT refund scheme in the United Kingdom 

simultaneously with the introduction of VAT in 1973 was to prevent VAT falling on the 

activities of local governments financed by local taxpayers. The VAT refund scheme is part 

of the regular VAT legislation (Sections 33 and 42 of VAT Act 1994) and only applies to non-

6 The German government considered the introduction of a VAT compensation fund in 2005, with, as a mayor motive, 
the wish to ease the introduction of Public-Private-Partnership projects. The distortion of VAT in considerations be-
tween contracting out and self-supply was not a relevant aspect. As the VAT receipts are divided between the several 
tiers of government, this regime would have been quite complex and an alternative solution was decided for (KPMG, 
2005; Bundesregierung, 2005).
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taxable activities carried out by local and police authorities.7,8 Compensation is not given for 

VAT incurred in other EU-member states and for certain specific purchases as motorcars (HM 

Customs and Excise, 1997).

The scheme is fully funded by the central government from the Consolidated Revenue Fund, 

so the local authorities do not contribute. The scheme costs about £3.3bn in 2001 (about 

0.4 percent of GDP). At the introduction of the refund scheme in 1973, contracting out was 

not used widely. Consequently, there are no figures available about the effect of the scheme 

on the level of contracting out. Furthermore, the imposition of Compulsory Competitive 

Tendering by the central government in 1988 also seems important in stimulating the level of 

governmental contracting. 

2.4.2 Denmark

The reason for the introduction of the VAT compensation fund in 1985 was to ensure equal 

competition between goods and services produced by the public sector and the private sector. 

From 1970 to 1984 the Danish municipalities were imposed VAT on their own production 

to ensure equal competition, but from 1985 onwards the actual VAT equalisation scheme 

was introduced as it was more simple to administer. The scheme includes municipalities, 

counties and inter-authority companies. Compensation is given for both VAT on non-taxable 

as well as tax-exempt activities. Only VAT paid to the Danish government is refunded by the 

compensation fund. The VAT costs for tax-exempt activities that are supplied by a private 

enterprise are not recovered by the regular refund rules. To prevent an unequal treatment of 

self-supply of tax-exempt activities and contracting out of these activities, a reimbursement – 

equal to a percentage of the price – is given by the refund scheme as well. The VAT costs on 

the tax-exempt activities are calculated by a fixed percentage for each relevant activity.
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In Denmark, the VAT compensation fund is fully funded by municipalities and counties by 

an equalisation scheme. The inter-authority companies do not contribute to the scheme. The 

costs are distributed among the counties and municipalities according to their estimated 

income tax base. Higher refunds are funded from higher contributions and are not funded 

by the central government. The fund costs about 13.5 bln DKK in 2001 (about 1.0 percent 

of GDP). There are no data available about how the VAT compensation fund influences the 

level of contracting out. However, the growth of the size of the local government VAT fund 

since 1993 has been interpreted by the Danish government as a sign of a growing level of 

contracting out.

2.4.3 Finland

The Finnish VAT refund scheme was introduced in 1994 simultaneously with the introduction 

of VAT in Finland. The refund scheme turned out to be necessary to compensate the local 

governments for the budgetary effects of the extension of the number of services that were 

taxable compared to the previous consumption tax. The refund right covers the VAT on most 

non-taxable and tax-exempt activities of the municipalities and the municipal federations that 

do not entitle to a right a deduction in accordance with the normal VAT system. Refund is not 

given for VAT paid to other member states of the European Union. 

The municipalities fund the Finnish refund scheme themselves. The municipalities pay 

an increase in the refund as well. The funding share of each municipality is based on their 

number of inhabitants. Because the share of the refunds to the municipalities does not have 

a direct relation with the number of inhabitants of the municipality redistribution effects are 

caused. The municipal federations receive compensation, but do not contribute to the scheme.
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The fund costs about 5.2 bln Finnish marks in 2001 (about 0.6 percent of GDP). The total 

sum of the refunds paid to the municipalities and the municipal federations has increased 

steadily during the application of the scheme. The impact of the refund in comparison with 

other economic factors has not been examined. Therefore, conclusions about the impact of 

the scheme on the level of contracting out by local governments are not available.

2.4.4 Sweden

In 1995, the VAT refund scheme was introduced to remove the distortion between self-supply 

and contracting out for municipalities and county councils. Before, Sweden was not member 

of the European Union and the general right of deduction for local governments was not in 

accordance with the European VAT directive. The distortionary effect of VAT was addressed 

by refunding all input VAT, regardless whether the activity was taxable or not. The present 

system is based on the Danish VAT refund scheme. The scheme applies to municipalities 

and county councils. Refund is given for both VAT on non-taxable as well as tax-exempt 

activities. VAT paid in other member states or by the purchase of passenger cars is excluded. 

There is also a compensation for hidden VAT in case tax-exempt services are procured from 

subcontractors, such as private hospitals and dentists or in case a tax-exempt activity is 

subsidised by the local governments. Because of the tax-exempt character, the input VAT 

costs are not a separate part of the procurement price. Instead, a calculated flat rate of 5, 6 or 

18 percent of the price is reimbursed in the system. This should correspond with the hidden 

VAT in the price of the service. 

In Sweden, the compensation fund is based on a principle of self-funding. The total amount 

of refunds must be paid back to the fund by all municipalities and county councils. The 

payment is the same amount per inhabitant in each municipality or county. Furthermore, in 

case the present system was introduced, the general state subsidy to the local governments 
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was raised. This means that the state also contributes with a fixed amount to the funding of 

the system. An increase in the refunds is funded by the contributions of the municipalities 

and the provinces. The fund costs about 27 bln SEK in 2001 (about 1.2 percent of GDP). No 

information is available about the effects of the refund scheme on the contracting out.

In 1999, a governmental committee presented a report on the functioning of the 

compensation system and suggested a few changes (SOU, 1999). The Committee found that 

one of the main problems of the compensation scheme appeared to be the unequal treatment 

of non-governmental providers of tax-exempts as private schools, private health clinics and 

comparable governmental bodies. These bodies are not entitled to have the same kind of 

direct reimbursement of input VAT as the governmental bodies have. Besides, the funding of 

the system has been too low which has created a deficiency of the fund and the reattribution 

of resources (since the contribution is just dependent of the number of inhabitants).

2.4.5 Norway

Although Norway is not a member of the European Union, due to its membership of the 

European Economic Area (see section 2.2) it applies the rules of the EU VAT directives. 

In 1995, the VAT refund-scheme was introduced to remove the distortion between self-

supply and contracting out as it might lead to an improved allocation of resources. Local 

governments can get a refund for VAT costs of some specified governmental activities, 

restricted to tasks defined in the VAT compensation Act, as building contractor services, 

engineering services, laundry services and services by consultants. The fund costs about 

1.2 bln NOK in 2001 (about 0.1 percent of GDP). Refund is given only for Norwegian VAT 

costs. The fund is funded from a reduction in the general grant to municipalities (about 

80 percent in 2000) and partly (about 20 percent in 2000) by higher VAT receipts because 

of increased contracting out. Higher refunds are funded from the higher VAT receipts of 
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the central government. The claims for VAT refund have increased by 20 pct (adjusted for 

inflation) in the period 1995 – 1999. The increase in the share of the funding by VAT receipts 

is by the Norwegian government seen as an indication of the growth of contracting out.

2.4.6 The Netherlands

In the Netherlands, a compensation fund is introduced in the year 2003 (van Dijk and 

Lubbers, 2000). The main reason for the introduction is the creation of a level playing field 

between self-supply and contracting out. The scheme applies to municipalities and provinces. 

Compensation is given for VAT costs on non-taxable activities, except the VAT costs for aid 

in kind to other organisations. The compensation fund provides refunds for both Dutch VAT 

as well as VAT from other member states of the European Union.9

The scheme is funded by a structural reduction of the general grants for municipalities and 

provinces equal to the value of compensation in the year of introduction and by the addition 

of extra VAT receipts resulting from the growth in contracting out. By the design of the grant 

reduction, differences in cost-structure between municipalities and provinces are taken into 

account. Therefore, the fund will not lead to a significant redistribution of funds between 

individual municipalities and provinces. Until now, no expectations about the size and the 

efficiency gains of the introduction of the fund are available.

2.5 Overview

This section gives an overview of the different schemes used to address the VAT distortion. 

Table 2.2 shows the main characteristics of the models described in this chapter.

9 Due to legal reasons, compensation is given for VAT from the EEA member states Norway, Liechtenstein and Ice-
land as well (see section 2.2).
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2.5.1 Contracting out refuse collection

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show that EU member states differ in the level of contracting out of the 

refuse collection and the existence of a level playing field with respect to VAT. Comparing 

the figures of member states without such a level playing field (Ireland, 39 percent, the 

Netherlands, 40 percent, Italy 46 percent) with the member states having a level playing field, 

indicates that having a level playing field with respect to VAT stimulates the contracting out 

of refuse collection by local governments. In the member states with a level playing field, this 

is in general achieved by the introduction of a VAT refund scheme for non-taxable activities. 

Denmark and Norway have achieved the level playing field by considering the collection of 

household refuse a taxable activity.

In spite of the VAT compensation, in the UK contracting out refuse collection is less popular 

than in-house provision (see Table 2.2). It should be noted that the data for the UK are 

of earlier period (1984 – 1994) (e.g. Szymanski, 1996) and that competition may be less 

intensive in the United Kingdom (Gómez-Lobo and Szymanski, 2001). In other countries, 

measures have been taken to ensure that several firms would be in a position to compete in 

case the time comes for re-tendering. For example, in Denmark Odense split its geographical 

area into four parts and invited separate tenders for each of the four regions. In Sweden, for 

example Uppsala divided its area into sub-regions and organised tenders for each region 

sequentially with one tender coming up for renewal each year (OECD, 2000).

 

Dijkgraaf et al. (2003) examined for the Netherlands the determinants of the provision mode 

of refuse collection. Although empirical evidence suggests that contracting out results in a 

significant cost reduction, a majority of Dutch municipalities collect the refuse themselves. 

Evidence is found for the role of political preferences as a reason for contracting out, but 

also the possible efficiency gains of contracting out play a role. While Dutch municipalities 

put weight on efficiency-effects, the introduction of the VAT compensation fund in 2003 will 

certainly stimulate contracting out of refuse collection on other local governments activities.
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Table 2.2 VAT refund schemes in Europe
Percentage 
of private 
refuse  
collection

Type of 
model

Non-
taxable 
activities?

Tax-
exempt 
activities?

EU-VAT 
compensated?

Budget 
in %
GDP,
in 2001

Year of  
introduction

United Kingdom 30 Open All None a) No 0,4 1973

Denmark 85 Closed All All No 1,0 1985

Finland 92 Closed All All No 0,6 1994

Sweden 63 Closed All All No 1,2 1995

Norway 73 Open Some b) None No 0,1 1995

The Netherlands 40 Open All None Yes 0,4 c) 2003

a)  Compensation is given for tax-exempt activities in case their size remains below 5% of the expenditures of the 
public sector body.

b) Compensation is restricted to contractor, engineering, laundry, and consultancy services.
c) Budget for the year 2003.

2.5.2 Open vs. closed models

The VAT refund schemes differ in the way the extra costs for the refund are funded. For this 

purpose, open and closed models are distinguished. The two types of models differ in the way 

the extra costs of the scheme are funded in case the payments of the fund increase because of 

a growing level of contracting out. In an open model, the extra VAT receipts fund the extra 

costs. In a closed model, the local governments themselves fund the extra costs. The choice 

for one of the models has only an effect on the budgetary flows between central and local 

governments. In a closed model, higher refunds caused by an increase of the contracting 

out of activities are funded from a higher contribution to the scheme, and therefore have a 

negative budgetary effect on each of the individual governments. The benefits of the scheme 

for an individual local government therefore depend on the efficiency gains that it may 

achieve by contracting out, and the losses made by the contribution to the scheme to pay the 

refunds for other governments. In case these benefits are negative, the public authority has 

to cut its expenditures or to increase its tax rates to meet these costs. In case of an increase 
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of contracting out by local governments, in this model the central government has a windfall 

equal to the extra VAT receipts.

In an open model, higher refunds caused by an increase in the contracting out of activities to 

all public authorities are funded from the higher tax receipts of the central government, which 

are added to the fund. The individual local government is able to generate the efficiency gains 

by contracting out, without the side effect of higher contributions to the scheme. 

The United Kingdom, Norway and the Netherlands have an open model for the compensation 

of VAT costs. Increases in contracting out lead to a payment funded by the extra VAT receipts 

to fund the higher costs. The refund schemes in Denmark, Finland and Sweden are closed. 

The local governments themselves fund higher refunds of the scheme. Therefore, they may 

cause higher local tax rates.10 Therefore, it may have consequences on the opinion of the local 

governments about the scheme (SOU, 1999).

In case the level playing field is achieved by making the supplies taxable – as is the case in 

Denmark and Norway for the household refuse collection – there is an increase in central 

government VAT receipts as far as the output VAT exceeds the input VAT refund. In these 

countries, an explicit charge for refuse collection is levied. This charge, reflecting the costs is 

made subject to VAT (OECD, 2003).

2.5.3 Non-taxable and tax-exempt activities

In the United Kingdom, Norway and the Netherlands refund is given only for input VAT paid 

for non-taxable activities.11 In Sweden, Denmark en Finland refund is given for tax-exempt 

activities as well. This choice might be related to the difference in the scope of activities of 

10 In Denmark, the expenditures of local governments and counties to the VAT compensation fund are part of the 
general estimates of the economic outlook for the next year when local governments and counties negotiate with 
the central government on the average tax level for the next year. Therefore, rising VAT costs are not directly being 
compensated, but they are taken into consideration in general negotiations.

11 In the United Kingdom compensation is given for tax-exempt activities as well in case their size remains below 5 
percent of the expenditures of the public sector body.
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local governments in these countries. In the UK as well as the Netherlands, health care and 

education – the most relevant tax-exempt activities – are provided by the private sector as 

well. A VAT refund scheme for public authorities including these activities might therefore 

lead to an unequal treatment between private and public suppliers. As a result, in Sweden 

non-governmental providers of tax-exempts, such as private schools and private health 

clinics, complain about not being entitled to have the same kind of direct reimbursement 

of input VAT as the comparable governmental bodies have (SOU, 1999). In Norway and 

Denmark, the refund is restricted to certain specified non-taxable activities.

In Table 2.2, a relation is shown between the choice for the compensation of VAT on tax-

exempt activities and the choice for a closed model. This can be explained by the text of 

article 17 of the Sixth VAT directive. This article states that the full refund of VAT is excluded 

for tax-exempt activities (Terra and Kajus, 1991). In a closed model, not a full refund is 

given, because the refund is entirely funded by the local governments themselves. Therefore, 

the European Commission considers them not as a fiscal regime, but more as a redistribution 

of means (European Commission, 2000).

As far as private suppliers perform tax-exempt activities, no compensation of VAT costs is 

given. This still creates significant efficiency losses as decision-making of these suppliers 

also is distorted by the effect of VAT. The same effect is seen in member states with just a 

refund for non-taxable activities.

2.5.4 Non-national VAT

Only in the Netherlands, the refund scheme allows a refund of non-national VAT costs. 

The choice of other countries to restrict the refund to national VAT costs might be in 

contravention of the European common market rules. Because of this exception for non-
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national VAT, the costs for national suppliers are lower than the costs for non-national 

suppliers and the level playing field is restricted to the national market. However, in general 

the supplies of foreign companies fall under the national VAT system. Only in very specific 

situations – for example in case a local government buys a good in another country – it pays 

non-national VAT.

2.5.5 Efficiency gains

At this moment, no information is available about the efficiency gains that are a consequence 

of the introduction of the different refund schemes. For the United Kingdom and Finland, 

the schemes were introduced at the same as the introduction of VAT. For the Netherlands, 

the scheme is introduced in 2003. Only for Denmark, Sweden and Norway indications are 

available that after the introduction of the scheme the contracting out by local governments 

has increased. This might be explained by the introduction of the refund schemes.

2.6 Conclusion

The VAT system of the European Union significantly distorts the decision making of public 

authorities in their choice between public provision and contracting out. A refund scheme – as 

used for local governments in several member states of the European Union – is a sufficient 

solution to this distortion. The extension of the refund schemes to other public authorities 

or private suppliers or tax-exempted supplies and the introduction in other countries will 

generate additional efficiency profits.

Although other elements can be relevant to achieve a level playing field, the introduction of 

a VAT refund scheme seems to be important to stimulate the contracting out and therefore a 
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more efficient government. In member states with a refund scheme for the VAT costs of local 

governments or another solution to this distortion, in general refuse collection is contracted 

out to a relatively great extent compared to member states without. In Denmark and Norway, 

considering refuse collection as a taxable activity creates a level playing field. An important 

aspect is the funding of the extra refunds caused by an increase in contracting out by local 

governments. A closed scheme – funded just by the local governments themselves – may lead 

to an increase of local tax-rates and windfalls for the central government. Therefore, an open 

system which funds the extra costs by the extra VAT receipts is superior. Because in a closed 

system no pure refund is given, it is possible to include tax-exempt activities in the fund 

as well. However, this give rise to new distortions in mixed sectors with public and private 

suppliers.

The VAT refund schemes successfully address the VAT distortion in the decision making 

between public provision and contracting out, as far they cannot be addressed within the rules 

of the VAT regime. However, because it leaves the VAT rules as they are, other member states 

face the distortionary effects. Besides, the distortion is still relevant for private suppliers 

of tax-exempt activities and in some member states for public suppliers as well. This leads 

to significant efficiency losses in economic sectors as health care and education. These 

distortions could be addressed by the European Union, by a change in the VAT rules.
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Appendix 2A Questionnaire on VAT refund schemes in EU-member states

Introduction

This appendix contains the questionnaire as sent to authorities in some member states of the 

European Union on the VAT refund schemes in their countries in August 2000.

Questionnaire

In the Netherlands, a VAT compensation fund is planned to be introduced in the year 2002. 

The main reason is the creation of a level playing field between the self-service and the 

contracting out of public activities. We discussed this subject on the last meeting of the Small 

Group on Local Finance in June in The Hague. At the end of August, the VAT compensation 

fund Act will be sent to parliament. Therefore, we would like to know more about the VAT 

compensation regimes in other countries and especially about the effects of the introduction 

of this compensation system and the relation of this scheme to the European Union.

We would be very pleased if you could give us answers on the following questions about the 

scheme in your country:

1. What was the reason for the introduction of the VAT compensation fund or refund 

scheme in your country?

2. When was the VAT compensation-scheme introduced in your country? Is the 

compensation given for all activities of public sector bodies or is the compensation 

limited to public tasks? Is compensation given for so called VAT exempt activities as 

well?

3. Is compensation given for VAT paid to other EU-countries? If yes, how is this part 

of the compensation financed?

4. Is compensation given for the VAT paid on expenditures, which are subsidized by 

the European Union?
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5. What is the opinion of the European Commission about the VAT compensation in your 

country?

6. Is the fund financed fully financed by the public sector bodies themselves or is the fund 

financed through higher VAT receipts as well (higher VAT receipts as a consequence of 

the increase in contracting out activities)?

7. The level playing field between self-service of contracting out is the main reason for 

the introduction of the VAT compensation fund. Are there any data available about the 

effects of the introduction of the VAT compensation fund in the Netherlands? Are there 

any data available about the effects of the introduction of the VAT compensation regime 

on the level of the contracting out of activities?

8. What are the main problems associated with the performance of the compensation fund?

9. What is the opinion of the local governments concerning the content of the 

compensation scheme?

Please, send the answers to:

Mattheus Wassenaar

Ministry of Finance of the Netherlands, Budget Affairs Directorate

P.O. Box 20201

2500 EE Den Haag

Tel: 0031-70-342 7363

Fax: 0031-70-3427962

e-mail: m.c.wassenaar@minfin.nl

yours sincerely

Mattheus Wassenaar

Ministry of Finance

The Netherlands
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The Dutch VAT compensation fund

Introduction

The Dutch VAT compensation fund was introduced on 1 January 2003 to eliminate a number 

of distortions – caused by the levying of VAT – in decision making of public sector bodies. 

Section 1 of this chapter deals with the main characteristics of VAT and the consequences 

for considerations public sector bodies make. Section 2 describes the VAT compensation 

fund as the Dutch solution to this distortion for the decentral level of government. Section 3 

elaborates on the demarcation of the entitlement on compensation. Miscellaneous issues on 

the introduction and the execution of the VAT compensation fund are described in section 

4. These four sections are largely based on Wassenaar et al. (2003), complemented with 

more recent literature. Section 5 describes a specific – asset-related – problem caused by the 

introduction of the fund, based on Wassenaar (2004). The preparation for the introduction 

and the most relevant changes in the fund’s legislation since the introduction are described 

in section 6. Each section ends with an overview of conclusions. Section 7 offers the general 

concluding remarks of this chapter.1,2

1 I would like to thank Brigitte Bijl, Henk Wolvers and Michiel Sorber (all affiliated with the Ministry of Finance of 
the Netherlands) for critically reading a previous version of this chapter.

2 This chapter describes the compensation of VAT for municipalities. In all cases, the same applies for provinces and 
regional public sector bodies unless described otherwise.
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3.1 Value added tax for public sector bodies 

Value Added Tax is one of the main sources of tax-income for the Netherlands. In 2009, it 

raised € 36.1 bln (6.3 per cent of GDP). The Dutch legislation on VAT is largely committed 

in European VAT legislation (3.1.1). The status of public sector bodies in this legislation is 

quite diverse (3.1.2) having numerous consequences for considerations made by public sector 

bodies (3.1.3).

3.1.1 Value added tax

Value Added Tax (VAT) is a consumption tax levied on any value that is added to a product. 

In contrast to a sales tax as the alternative type of consumption tax, VAT is, in principle, 

neutral with respect to the number of passages between the producer and the final consumer. 

In contrast, a sales tax is levied on the total value at each stage with a cascade as a result. 

Value added taxation therefore avoids this cascade effect by taxing only the value added at 

each stage of production. Hence, the tax administration is paid tax on the gross margin of 

each transaction. In principle, value added taxes apply to all commercial activities involving 

the production and distribution of goods and the provision of services. VAT is an indirect tax, 

in that the tax is collected from someone who does not bear the entire cost of the tax. Most of 

the cost of collecting the tax is borne by business, rather than by the state.

Personal end-consumers of products and services are not entitled to a refund of VAT on their 

purchases, whereas producers and businesses are, in principle, able to recover VAT on the 

materials and services that they buy to make further supplies or services directly or indirectly 

sold to end-users. In this way, the total tax levied at each stage in the economic chain of 

supply is a constant fraction of the value added by a business to its products.
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The European Union Value Added Tax is a value added tax encompassing member states 

in the EU VAT Area. As joining in is compulsory for all member states of the European 

Union, each Member State’s national VAT legislation must comply with the provisions of 

EU VAT law as set out in the Common VAT System Directive (CVSD).3 This Directive sets 

out the basic framework for EU VAT, although it does allow Member States some degree of 

flexibility in the implementation of VAT legislation. For example, different rates of VAT are 

allowed in each EU member state, although the Directive requires Member states to have a 

minimum standard rate of VAT of 15 per cent and one or two reduced rates not to be below 5 

per cent. Some Member States have a 0 per cent VAT rate on certain supplies – these Member 

States would have agreed this as part of their EU Accession Treaty. The zero rate is intended 

primarily for exported goods, seagoing vessels and aircraft used for international transport, 

gold destined for central banks, and any activities that may take place within bonded 

warehouses or their equivalent. There is also a zero rate for goods that are transported to 

another EU Member State on which VAT is levied because of the acquisition in that Member 

State. The current maximum rate in operation in the European Union is 25 per cent, though 

member states are free to set higher rates.

The VAT Common System Directive (prior to 1 January 2007 referred to as the Sixth VAT 

Directive) requires certain goods and services, partially to be supplied by public sector 

bodies, to be exempt from VAT (for example, postal services, medical care, lending, 

insurance, betting), and certain other goods and services to be exempt from VAT but subject 

to the ability of an EU member state to opt to charge VAT on those supplies (such as land and 

certain financial services). Input VAT that is attributable to exempt supplies is not recoverable 

and is part of the final price. So the customer effectively bears the cost of the ‘sticking’ VAT 

(the effective rate will be lower than the headline rate and depend on the balance between 

previously taxed input and labour at the exempt stage).

3 Council Directive 2006/112/EC of 28 Nov. 2006 on the common system of VAT, [2006] OJ L347/1.
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Much of the present difficulty and confusion in the application of VAT to public sector 

bodies arises precisely from their specific position. Public sector bodies tend to be treated 

as final consumers of the goods and services they buy, rather than as intermediaries within a 

production or distribution supply chain (Aujean et al., 1999).

3.1.2 VAT for public sector bodies

In turnover tax matters, the government may act in different capacities, as a taxable 

entrepreneur, as a tax-exempt entrepreneur or as a consumer (Denie, 1987). Therefore, 

European VAT legislation implicitly distinguishes three main types of activities: taxable 

activities, tax-exempt activities and non-taxable activities (Aujean et al., 1999; van Dijk and 

Lubbers, 2000). 

All activities of both private suppliers as well as public authorities are, in general, within 

the scope of VAT, and on the supply of these activities, the VAT rate is charged. The seller is 

entitled to a refund of VAT incurred on input purchases undertaken to make taxable supplies. 

The municipal collection of entrepreneurial refuse is an example of these types of activities. 

For public sector bodies, there is an important exception on this general rule. As described 

in the first paragraph of Article 13(1) of the CVSD, the exception is made for public sector 

bodies engaged in their role as public authority: 

States, regional and local government authorities and other bodies governed by 

public law shall not be regarded as taxable persons in respect of the activities or 

transactions in which they engage as public authorities, even where they collect 
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dues, fees, contributions or payments in connection with those activities or 

transactions.

However, when they engage in such activities or transactions, they shall be regarded 

as taxable persons in respect of those activities or transactions where their treatment 

as non-taxable persons would lead to significant distortions of competition.

In any event, bodies governed by public law shall be regarded as taxable persons in 

respect of activities listed in annex I, provided that those activities are not carried 

out on such a small scale as to be negligible.

This provision contains two key elements, the first related to the supplier, ‘bodies governed 

by public law’ and the second to the manner the supply is undertaken, ‘activities in which 

they engage as public authorities’, where both conditions have to be fulfilled (de la Feria, 

2009). The activities as described in this article are called non-taxable activities.4 

For the interpretation of this article, a range of case law is relevant, especially the various 

Carpaneto Piacentino cases. In these cases, the Court ruled that ‘activities pursued as public 

authorities are for the VAT directive only those that public law bodies engage in under the 

special legal regime applicable to them and do not include any activities pursued by them 

under the same legal conditions as those that apply to private traders’.5 In the related case 

of Ayuntamiento de Sevilla, the Court specified that ‘two conditions must be fulfilled in 

order for the exemption to apply: the activities must be carried out by a body governed by 

public law and they must be carried out by that body acting as a public authority’.6 The strict 

interpretation of the expression ‘governed by public law’ had therefore the obvious effect of 

excluding all outsourcing situations from the scope of the main rule in Article 13 (de la Feria, 

2009), which has the effect that they are taxable. 

However, as the second part of this article 13 describes, a number of exceptions to this 

general rule are made. The most important exception is in case the non-taxable character of 

4 Besides, in case a public sector body performs activities for free, or the fee has no direct relationship with the costs 
of the activity, the body does not act as a taxable or tax-exempt person as well. Also, in this case, the activity is 
called non-taxable.

5 Court of Justice, 231/87 and 129/88.
6 Court of Justice, 202/90.
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these activities would create significant distortions of competition. In applying this provision, 

each member has to interpret the various terms used in its own domestic legislation as the 

VAT rules of the European Union are not directly applicable but have to be incorporated 

in domestic legislation. Therefore, this expression had caused significant difficulties of 

interpretation and application. Relevant cases are the Porto-case and in particular the Isle 

of Wight case. According to the Court, this expression has to be interpreted as meaning that 

the significant distortions of competition, to which the treatment as non-taxable persons of 

bodies governed by public law acting as public authorities would lead, ‘must be evaluated 

by reference to the activity in question, as such, without such evaluation relating to any local 

market in particular’.7 In this case, it considered that they must be understood as including 

both actual competition and potential competition in so far as the possibility of the latter is 

real.

Besides, as described in Article 13(1), public sector bodies are regarded as taxable persons for 

a number of activities as listed in Annex I of the CVSD, provided that they are not carried out 

on such a small scale as to be negligible.8 The Court has so far never ruled on the meaning of 

‘negligible’ in this sense. Finally, an exception is made in case the activities in question are 

intra-community acquisitions, above a certain threshold of € 10.000 (de la Feria, 2009). 

VAT paid on the input purchases undertaken to make these non-taxable supplies is part of the 

final costs. Activities such as the maintenance of the sewerage system by a municipality or 

the construction of a road by a province are examples of this category.

Tax-exempt activities vs. taxable activities

Even in case a public sector body is deemed to be a taxable person under Article 13(1), the 

activities it performs or the transactions in which it engages, although falling within the scope 

7 Case C-288/07, Isle of Wight and Others, judgement of 16 September 2008.
8 The Annex I list the following activities: telecommunication services; supply of water, gas, electricity and thermal 

energy; transport of goods; port and airport services; passenger transport; supply of new goods manufactured for 
sale; transactions in respect of agricultural products, carried out by agricultural intervention agencies pursuant to 
Regulations on the common organisation of the market in those products; organisation of trade fairs and exhibitions; 
warehousing; activities of commercial publicity bodies; activities of travel agents; running of staff shops, co-opera-
tives and industrial canteens and similar institutions; and, activities of radio and television bodies.
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of VAT, may not necessarily be taxable. In case the activity is listed in any of the exemptions 

provisions in the CVSD, in particular those listed in Article 132 therein, it is exempted 

from taxation and is called a tax-exempt activity.9 Examples of these types of activities 

are health services, social or cultural activities, services of sports clubs to their members, 

banking services and education. This exception is relevant for both private as well as for 

public suppliers. There are a number of mainly political motives for the special VAT status 

of these activities as: (1) the continuity in tax practices after the introduction of the present 

VAT system, (2) the reduction of compliance costs, (3) the avoidance of conceptual problems 

created by ‘difficult to tax’ transactions and (4) price reductions in line with distributional 

targets of, for example, merit goods or externality grounds (Tait, 1988; Genser and Winker, 

1997; Bird and Gendron, 2007). For these activities, the supplier does not charge VAT to 

the buyer, but is unable to recover incurred input VAT as well. VAT paid on input purchases 

undertaken to make these supplies remains as a hidden cost element part of the final costs. 

Therefore, the break in the credit chain through restricted exemption gives rise to VAT 

cascading (Genser and Winker, 1997).10 In addition, violate the logic and functionality of the 

VAT, they distort input choices and harm exports (Cnossen, 2003).

The zero-rated activities are a specific fourth category. Any supply to which the tax applies 

at a rate of zero percent is said to be zero-rated. Zero-rated supplies are technically taxable, 

although the rate of tax is nil; the VAT charged on inputs relating to them can be reclaimed 

like other input tax, even though the seller does not collect VAT on such supplies. Under 

a destination-based VAT system, any exported supplies are zero-rated (Bird and Gendron, 

9 The most important are: the supply by the public postal services (Art. 132(1)(a)); hospital and medical care and 
closely related activities undertaken by bodies governed by public law (Art. 132(1)(b)); the supply of services and of 
goods closely linked to welfare and social work, including those supplied by old people’s homes, by bodies governed 
by public law (Art. 132(1)(g); the supply of services and goods closely linked to the protection of children and young 
persons by bodies governed by public law (Art. 132(1)(h)); children’s or young people’s education, school or univer-
sity education, vocational training or retraining, including the supply of goods and services closely related thereto, 
provided by bodies governed by public law (Art 132(1)(i)); certain cultural services and goods closely linked thereto 
supplied by bodies governed by public law (Art. 132(1)(n)); and activities of public radio and television bodies other 
than those of commercial nature (Art. 132(1)(q)).

10 Genser and Winker (1998) stated that the exemption of financial services from VAT gives rise to social costs for dif-
ferent reasons: foregone VAT revenue has to be raised through other distortive taxes, regressive redistribution causes 
welfare losses for final consumers, and non-recoverable VAT credits distort input prices. They estimate for Germany 
a net VAT revenue loss of 4 per cent of the VAT revenue through the exemption of bank services.
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2007). However, this type of activities is not relevant for public sector bodies as discussed in 

this study.

As a result, in a VAT system most of the activities and transactions undertaken by public 

sector bodies are not subject to full taxation (Bird and Gendron, 2007). The rationale usually 

invoked to justify the lack of full taxation is both conceptual as political (de la Feria, 2009). 

First, there is a view that the activities of these bodies are hard to tax and that, in practice, it is 

almost impossible to establish a single VAT treatment applicable to all of them. Secondly, and 

more importantly, is the perception that preventing full taxation to these activities achieves 

social and distributional aims, both for tax-exempt and non-taxable activities. The argument 

is two-fold: first, non-taxation should increase consumption of so-called merit goods; second, 

non-taxation of these goods is said to diminish the natural regressivity of consumption taxes. 

However, there is no definitive economic evidence that exclusion of the products supplied 

by public sector bodies from full taxation, achieves the social and distributional aims that are 

often pointed out as the main reason for their current EU treatment (de la Feria, 2009).

3.1.3 Consequences of the levying of VAT

In case a public sector body performs taxable activities, it is obliged to charge VAT to the 

buyer and is entitled to recover the input VAT acquired for the purposes of a VAT taxable 

activity. Since the public sector body may recover any input VAT incurred to this activity, the 

VAT consequences are not relevant in case a public sector body is weighing up, for example, 

carrying out the activity itself and contracting out this service to the private sector. 

However, in case a public sector body performs non-taxable or tax-exempt activities, it is 

unable to recover any input VAT related to this activity. As a consequence, the levying of VAT 

causes a number of distortions in public sector bodies’ considerations. In case is weighing up 
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carrying out the activity itself and contracting out the activity to a private sector company, 

respective VAT consequences may become a relevant argument. If the private company is 

able to perform an activity more efficiently than a public sector body itself, the company 

could still be more expensive since the additional VAT charged on its supplies increases the 

price by the relevant VAT rate (van Dijk and Lubbers, 2000; Wassenaar and Gradus, 2004). 

Besides, public sector bodies have an incentive to start fiscal schemes to avoid levying of 

VAT. Finally, lending out of employees between public sector bodies is hindered, as the 

public sector body has, in principle, to charge VAT on these personal costs. 

Concomitantly with the objectives of the VAT compensation fund, this study deals with the 

economic consequences of the VAT treatment of public sector bodies and the solution via the 

VAT compensation fund. In addition, the VAT treatment has a number of legal consequences 

as it gives rise to definitional and interpretative problems, creates difficulties in calculating 

the portion of deductible VAT, constitutes an incentive for engaging in aggressive tax 

planning, and has the additional problem of being conceptual incoherent with the general 

principles of the EU VAT system (de la Feria, 2009).

Self-supply or contracting out

In case a public sector body is weighing up the self-supply or contracting out of its activities, 

the consequences of the levying of VAT might play a role, both in case of tax-exempt 

activities as for non-taxable activities. The VAT incurred on input purchases is part of the 

final costs. In case of contracting out, VAT is paid on the full costs of the activity, while in 

case of self supply, VAT is just paid on the purchase of goods and services involved. The 

VAT costs on the added value are the difference between both alternatives, consisting of 

largely the salary costs and a risk and profit cap. In case of contracting out, these are part of 

the purchasing costs and therefore charged with VAT. In case of self-supply, the employees 

are in the municipality’s service, and paid without the costs of VAT. Therefore, in case of 

contracting out, the final costs may be higher, despite the lower net-costs (the costs without 

VAT) of the private supplier as box 3.1 shows in an example.
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 Box 3.1 Example of the VAT consequences of self-supply and contracting out

For the collection of household refuse, a municipality can choose between self-supply 

and contracting out to a private company. Suppose, the municipality can perform this 

activity for € 1 000 000, consisting of € 800 000 personnel costs and € 200 000 for the 

purchase of goods, for example a garbage truck and its fuel. Including the costs for VAT 

on the purchase costs (suppose 19 per cent of € 200 000), the final costs will be € 1 038 

000. Even in case the private supplier can perform this activity more efficiently, the final 

costs for the municipality can be higher due to the VAT effect. The private entrepreneur 

can perform this task for € 950 000 (net costs). Including the charge of VAT, the costs 

will be € 1 135 000 (1.19 * € 950 000). Despite the lower costs of the private supplier, 

the charge will be higher in case of contracting out, with a difference of € 92 500.

Because the consequences of VAT may distort the decision making of public sector bodies 

between self-supply and contracting out to the private sector, this can have an effect on the 

efficiency of the government. Private organisations have more incentives to work efficiently 

(Domberger and Jensen 1997; Tang 1997; Boyne, 1998b; Hodge, 2000). Collecting 

household refuse, catering, cleaning services, management of public space and archives 

management are examples of activities private suppliers might execute more efficiently. 

Besides the efficiency-argument, public sector bodies may have other motives as the quality 

of external service provision or the scale of their municipality to outsource parts of their 

activities. However, the VAT distortion hinders a sound comparison of alternatives. Poutvaara 

and Wagener (2008) showed that – due to this VAT distortion – government run entities 

are often more labour-intensive than private companies, even with identical production 

technologies. This need not imply slack in the public sector, but may reflect a wage tax 

advantage. From the private sectors’ point of view, due to the VAT distortion, private 

companies are not able to provide their services to public organisations at a level playing 

field.
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VAT avoidance constructions

As a second consequence of the levying of the VAT, public sector bodies have an incentive 

to start fiscal schemes to avoid the payment of VAT. Until the mid nineties, these tax 

constructions were in the Netherlands mainly common in real estate, although a special 

law on these constructions abolished the incentive for these types of constructions (Vennix, 

1994; Simons, 1995). Still, public sector bodies may make use of numerous fiscal schemes 

in order to avoid the above-mentioned problems (Bonhof, 2000a). Finding such solutions is 

time consuming and costly and VAT authorities, for their part, spend a significant amount of 

time and money in order to prevent such fiscal schemes, which, in some cases may border 

on tax evasion (van Dijk and Lubbers, 2000). However, most important is that tax avoidance 

schemes reduce the tax base. Still, it is profitable to search for an increase in the percentage 

of deductible input VAT by the apportionment of input tax over different types of activities 

(de la Feria, 2009).

Lending out of employees

The third distortion – as mentioned in the Law on the VAT compensation fund – comes into 

being in case a public sector body lends out an employee to another public organisation. This 

activity is in principle considered a taxable activity as the municipality acts as a temporary 

employment agency.11 Therefore, it has to charge VAT on the supply of employees. As a 

result, it is unattractive for public sector bodies to lend out their personnel in times of for 

example temporary overcapacity. The same effect occurs in case a municipality makes use of 

the employees of a sheltered employment organisation under the its responsibility, the costs 

of the work force – for example for park management – are raised with VAT.

Conclusion

Scheme 3.1 provides an overview of the four types of public sector activities, as distinguished 

by VAT law.

11 For a number of specific situations, a regulation allows to omit the payment of VAT in case of the lending out of 
personnel between public sector bodies, for example in case of a municipal merger (Belastingdienst, 2007).
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Table 3.1 VAT status of different types of activities according to VAT law.
Taxable Tax-exempt Non-taxable Zero rated

Charged with VAT Yes No No No

Refund Yes No No Yes

VAT distortion No Yes Yes No

Type of bodies Private and public Private and public Public, incidentally 
private

Specific activities

Public sector bodies within the European Union have a mix of activities; some of which 

are outside the scope of VAT under Article 13(1) or exempted under Article 132 and some 

of which are taxable either because they fall specifically in Annex I or because they are 

similar to the activities of commercial providers and non-taxation would lead to significant 

distortions of competition (Aujean et al., 1999). As de la Feria (2009) showed, the 

demarcation of the different types of taxability has given rise to a vast amount of case law.

As public sector bodies are not entitled to a refund of VAT paid on their tax-exempt and 

non-taxable activities, the levying of VAT causes a number of distortions in their decisions. 

This distortion is also effective for other non-profit organisations, charities and suppliers of 

tax-exempt activities. Most relevant is the distortion in the choice between self-supply and 

contracting out to the private sector. Besides, these bodies have an incentive for starting tax 

avoidance constructions with negative consequences for the tax base, the administration 

and the bodies themselves. Finally, VAT hinders the lending out of personnel between these 

bodies.
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3.2 The VAT compensation fund

At the end of the nineties of last century, the Dutch central government decided to introduce 

a VAT compensation fund to address the various distortions caused by the VAT treatment 

of public sector bodies. As a fiscal solution was not feasible on legal grounds, a budgetary 

solution was decided for (section 3.2.1). The fund was limited to municipalities, provinces 

and so-called regional public sector bodies (section 3.2.2) and funded budgetary neutral at a 

macro-level (section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 The VAT compensation fund and alternative solutions

Despite the acknowledged difficulties caused by the current system of VAT of public sector 

bodies, for the most part, these provisions have remained unaltered since their introduction in 

1977. The European Commission has in the past expressed an intention to revise the current 

legal framework, but so far, there have been no significant developments (de la Feria, 2009). 

Therefore, a thorough change of the European VAT legislation is not to be expected in the 

near future due to conceptual difficulties but mainly to severe political resistance (Gendron, 

2005). However, in December 2010, the European Commission launched a Green Paper on 

the future of VAT, including a discussion of the distortions resulting from the present VAT 

(European Commission, 2010). 

As a solution by a thorough change of VAT legislation was not foreseen in the 1990s, the 

Dutch government decided to address the VAT distortions another way. The most obvious 

solution was to entitle public authorities to a refund for the VAT paid on non-taxable 

activities, just as if they are for taxable activities. However, the VAT directive allows a 

VAT refund only for taxable activities. A second potential solution would be a change of 

fiscal legislation in the sense that entrepreneurs would not have to charge VAT on supplies 
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for public sector bodies. For this solution, the VAT directive is a barrier as well, as this 

directive does not allow that services for certain customers are not charged with VAT. A 

third solution would have been that a public sector body – for its internal administration – 

would charge VAT on its own activities. However, this very complex solution would not 

be in accordance with European VAT legislation as well. Therefore, the Dutch government 

designed a budgetary solution for the VAT distortion as – due to the European VAT legislation 

– alternative fiscal solutions were not allowed. The essentials of the Dutch solution are 

comparable with refund schemes in other northern European countries (Wassenaar and 

Gradus, 2004). 

The refund schemes have traditionally been regarded as a purely budgetary operation 

between central and decentralized government. As such, the Commission has so far 

considered them as falling outside the scope of the EU VAT system (de la Feria, 2009). The 

compatibility of these refund schemes with the CVSD has been subject to a Parliamentary 

Question; former Commissioner Bolkestein replied, on behalf of the Commission, that such 

schemes do not conflict with the EU VAT system.12 However, van Dijk and Lubbers (2000) 

took the view that the existing VAT compensation fund in the European Union is not in 

line or in compliance with, the provisions of the VAT Directive at that time. Nevertheless, 

they did not expect the Commission to take any infraction proceedings since the VAT 

compensation funds of the Member States will ultimately result in higher contributions to the 

European Community due to the increase of the VAT tax base. 

Denie (2001) and Van der Paardt (2002) concluded that with the introduction of the fund, 

a historical mistake is being repaired, as public sector bodies should not play a role in a 

consumption tax as the VAT is. However, as Denie (1987) preferred, the government should 

be taxable to a much larger extent than is now the case in legal practice. With the exceptions 

of the cases in which objective exemptions apply, the government should be integrally be 

liable to refunds of the turnover tax, as a neutral expenditure tax. According to van der Paardt 

12 Common VAT system – Eight Directive, Written Question P-2861/99, 7 January 2000, (2000) OJ C225E/211.
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(2001), an adjustment in the form of introducing a right to deduct input VAT by government 

bodies or a VAT compensation fund for these bodies do not fit in the present VAT system. 

He preferred an amended system where government bodies are fully taxable and exemptions 

are banned because of the broad scope of the tax and the unlimited right to deduct VAT. As 

Gendron (2005) concluded, the schemes are a step in the right direction although they come 

at the cost of substantial complexity.

The Dutch VAT compensation fund provides municipalities, provinces and regional public 

sector bodies compensation for the largest part of the VAT costs they are charged on their 

non-taxable activities. Section 3.3 deals with the exact delineation of the activities that are 

entitled to a refund. Due to the provision of compensation for the costs of VAT, the VAT 

distortion does not longer play a role in the considerations of these public sector bodies. For 

reasons of simplicity, not just the VAT on contracted activities is compensated, in principle all 

VAT costs on non-taxable activities are entitled to a refund.

The payment from the VAT compensation fund is provided with a delay of a year and for 

some types of costs, payments are paid out in advance. VAT paid on tax-exempt activities is 

not entitled to the refund. The reason for this exclusion is that organisations other than these 

public sector bodies are not able to receive a refund for these costs as well. Including these 

tax-exempts activities in the compensation fund would lead to an unequal treatment with 

private bodies, with new distortions as a result. For taxable activities, these distortions do not 

arise. Public sector bodies are entitled to a refund via the regular VAT regime for the VAT 

costs of their taxable activities.

Outside the European Union and alternative solutions

Although in most countries the activities and transactions undertaken by public sector bodies 

are treated as VAT exempt or outside the scope of VAT, there are some notable exceptions, 
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namely Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Canada applies a modified exemption system, 

whilst Australia and New Zealand fully tax most of the activities undertaken by public sector 

bodies, with some exceptions.

The regime applied in Canada is, in essence, an exemption system: most public sector 

bodies’ activities are exempt, although some may be taxable, or zero rated; input VAT related 

to exempt activities is not deductible. However, the Canadian VAT systems depart from 

the traditional systems by granting a rebate of tax paid on inputs used to make exempts 

supplies. The rebate scheme constitutes a feature of the Canadian system since its inception, 

in recognition of the difficulties arising from exemptions, in particular the bias towards 

self-supply; compliance costs are said to be minimum, whilst revenue effects are negative. 

Remarkably, the rates of rebate differ among various types of organisations, creating at least 

a small incentive to choose some service-delivery methods over others (Gendron, 2005; 

Bird and Gendron, 2007; de la Feria, 2009). However, this system is – for municipalities – 

globally comparable with the refund schemes as applied in a number of member states of the 

European Union.

The Australian and New Zealander system are essentially an attempt at (almost) full taxation. 

In both countries, all activities of public sector bodies are within the scope of VAT and are, 

in principle, fully taxable. Under Australian GST rules, only a few exceptions apply: certain 

activities, where undertaken by specific bodies, such as government schools, will be regarded 

as zero-rated, and, certain activities can also opt to be exempt. The New Zealander system 

is not subject to these general exceptions and thus, considering its system of almost full 

taxation of public activities, it is perhaps unsurprising that the New Zealander system has 

been hailed as exemplary model insofar as the VAT treatment of these activities is concerned 

(Dickson and White, 2008). Common distortions, as found in the EU VAT system, have been 

eliminated, without an increase of administrative and compliance costs, or a decrease in 

revenue (de la Feria, 2009).
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Aujean et al. (1999) concluded that the current VAT regime considers the output of public 

sector bodies in most cases as final consumption by the organisation itself rather than 

consumption by the ultimate final consumers (citizens or persons). Partly, this is caused by 

the fact that for the provision of public goods and services that are provided to the population 

in general, it is usually impossible to identify individual transactions to individual consumers, 

as these public goods are non-rival and non-excludable. The same applies partly for quasi-

public goods. As an alternative system, they describe a case for the full value added taxation 

of activities of public sector bodies, as it would be better able to deal with the growing 

competition between public and private sector provision of many goods and services, and 

the complexity of the current system. However, the main conceptual problem to solve is 

‘The insistence existing models on identifying explicit consideration before a supply is 

seen to be made. In fact, much of the confusion that arises in the application of VAT to 

public sector bodies is caused by supplies for which no explicit fee is charged or where the 

link between the fee charges and the benefit provided is not direct’ (Aujean et al., 1999). 

Therefore, determining the tax base seems to be the most difficult issue. Explicit fees are easy 

to deal with, as they are a price for a good or service, but for subsidies, grant payments and 

mandatory levies, this is more complex. As Poddar (2005) described, this could be solved by 

levying at a zero rate for supplies made for nil (Bird and Gendron, 2007).13

At the end of 2010, the European Commission launched a Green Paper on the future of VAT, 

with the aim to come towards a simple, more robust and efficient VAT system. Among the 

numerous issues the Commission wants to discuss is the scope and the exemptions of VAT, 

which create the distortions as described. As the European Commission states, ‘where public 

bodies are exempt or outside the scope of VAT, they have an incentive to limit outsourcing 

in order to avoid paying VAT that they cannot deduct. VAT thus becomes a factor influencing 

investment and spending decisions’. Besides, the European Commission explains the need to 

review the exemptions from VAT, notably in the light of economic and technological changes 

(European Commission, 2010).

13 The same system would apply for non-profit organisations and charities.
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3.2.2 Public sector bodies

The Netherlands has three tiers of government. There are two levels of territorial decentral 

government: provinces and municipalities. Regional water authorities are as functional bodies 

also part of local government. The twelve provinces form the tier of administration between 

the central government and the municipalities. Provinces are responsible for, among other 

things, environmental planning, regional roads, public transport, and welfare policy. In 2008, 

their expenditures counted to 1 per cent GDP. Their resources are the specific grants from 

the central government (about 45 per cent), the general grant (about 25 per cent) and own 

resources as taxes and levies (about 30 per cent).

Municipalities are the lowest tier of government in the Netherlands, after the central 

government and the provinces. There are 431 of them (1 January 2010). Municipalities are 

responsible for a broad range of tasks, especially on social services, environmental planning 

and housing, education and cultural policy. In 2008, their expenditures counted to 10 per cent 

GDP. Their resources are the specific grants from the central government (about 40 per cent), 

the general grant (about 30 per cent) and own resources such as taxes, levies and receipts 

from land development (about 30 per cent).

The 26 (in 2010) regional water authorities are responsible for regulating the water level 

and the quality of the water. In 2008 their expenditures counted to 0.5 per cent GDP. Their 

resources are mostly their own taxes and levies. Incidentally, they receive specific grants 

from the central government (Wassenaar and Verhagen, 2006; Statistics Netherlands).

As an intermediate level of government, there are a 4 regional public sector bodies (so called 

kaderwetgebieden or WGR-plusregio’s). These bodies perform by law certain activities for 

the municipalities in four specific urban areas on housing, transport and traffic.

In 2003, the Dutch VAT compensation fund was introduced for municipalities and provinces. 

The main reason for the choice for just these two tiers of government is the fact that the 

central government has is a financial relationship with a general grant to these decentral 

governmental bodies. Therefore, it was relatively simple to fund the VAT compensation fund. 
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The Law on the VAT compensation fund provides the opportunity to include other types of 

governmental bodies as well. Afterwards, via a parliamentary amendment, regional public 

sector bodies were included as well.

However, the distortionary effect of the levying of VAT is not only relevant for these tiers of 

government. Other public authorities such as regional water authorities, police organisations, 

and organisations for health care or education and other non-profit organizations and charities 

are subject to the same problems with the VAT consequences in case of contracting out. 

Nevertheless, this did not lead to the conclusion that these types of organisations had to be 

included in the solution as well. For the regional water authorities, the main argument for 

exclusion was that for these bodies, the levying of VAT is just to a minor degree a distortion 

for the decisions these bodies make. This conclusion was based on the premise that the 

largest part of the investments of regional water authorities is contracted out already. Besides, 

both the VAT distortion in case of contracting out of maintenance of the public roads as 

the lending out of personnel between regional water authorities would exist only to a small 

degree. However, both statements were not founded by evidence (compare APE /Rebelgroup 

Advisory, 2010; section 3.6.1). Finally, the funding of the fund would be complex due to the 

lack of a budgetary relation – a general grant – between central government and regional 

water authorities. Due to the small degree of contracting out by police forces, a compensation 

fund was not introduced for these bodies. Besides, contracting out of their activities is -for 

security reasons – and due to their responsibilities less obvious.

As the activities of the health care sector are tax-exempt, the various problems arising 

from the VAT distortion are relevant as well. However, also for the health care sector, a 

compensation fund was not introduced. The main argument was that the services were 

supplied by a large number of both public and private organisations. Compensation of these 

activities would have resulted in a very complex regime, as due to competitive reasons, a 

compensation fund would have to be introduced for both types of bodies. Besides, according 
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to the Ministry of Finance in this sector the distortionary effect on contracting out would 

play a minor role, although this assumption was not investigated. The same arguments 

lead to the conclusion that for the educational sector, it was not necessary to introduce a 

compensation fund as well. However, for both sectors, the distortionary effect of VAT is still 

there (Bordewijk, 2000; van Vliet, 2003; Lieftinck and Geveke, 2010). In the campaign for 

the elections of the Dutch parliament in 2010, almost all political parties proposed in their 

electoral platforms the introduction of a VAT compensation fund for the care sector, as it 

would make the contracting out of activities more attractive (see section 3.6, CPB, 2010). 

For the central governments’ ministries, a separate guideline was introduced. According to 

this rule, ministries can obtain compensation for the extra costs of VAT in case of contracting 

out of a specific activity by adding the extra VAT receipts to the budget of the ministry. 

This simple rule was introduced because of the already existing financial and administrative 

relation between the Ministry of Finance and the other departments. Besides, the presumption 

was that contracting out was not an important issue for the departments. Since the 

introduction of this rule, it is used incidentally, as according to the Ministry of Finance, most 

departments are not subject to the VAT problem in case of contracting out.14

Because the VAT treatment of non-profit and charitable organisations is, in general, equal 

to that of public sector bodies, these types of organisations are subject to the same VAT 

distortions. As Bird and Gendron (2005) concluded, little effort has been made to assess the 

distortions, compliance and administrative costs of these exceptional provisions, let alone be 

the cost savings from using other policy instruments better suited than the VAT to achieve 

distributional objectives behind this special treatment.

14 According to a notification by the Ministry of Finance.
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3.2.3 Funding 

The VAT compensation fund provides municipalities, provinces and regional public sector 

bodies a refund for the VAT costs paid for most of their non-taxable activities. Until the 

introduction of the fund, these VAT costs were part of their regular expenditures. The fund 

was introduced budgetary neutral at a macro level for both the central government as well 

as for all municipalities and all provinces together. Basic financing was created by a cut in 

the general grant, equal to the VAT costs of these bodies paid until the introduction of the 

fund. To distribute the cut in the general grant, the criteria for the regular division of the grant 

on the municipalities and provinces were used. After the introduction, public sector bodies 

will more often decide for contracting out to the private sector, with higher VAT receipts 

for the central government as a consequence. This extra tax income is subsequently added 

to the fund. All the potential efficiency gains arising from the VAT compensation fall to the 

municipalities and provinces.

The volume of the fund is equal to the total sum of requests for compensation. In case of 

an increase in the requests – for example induced by a decision for contracting out – an 

increase of the VAT proceeds is supposed. However, in case the municipality increases its 

expenditures, paid by an increase of its taxes, it will increase its requests for compensation 

of VAT as well. Although this effect is not a consequence of a growth of contracting out, 

these extra VAT costs are compensated as well as it would have been very difficult, even 

impossible, to subdivide the extra VAT receipts to these causes.

In addition to the cut in the general grant and the addition from the extra tax receipts, the 

fund has three other sources: the extra tax-receipts due to the abolishment of the permission 

related to co-operations and municipal and provincial foundations (section 3.4.2), the 

abolishing of resolution VAT 28 (section 3.4.4), and the abolishing of the special resolution 

on the subsidy on VAT on public transport. Until 2003, municipalities and provinces 

received via a special resolution from the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 
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Management compensation of 95 per cent of VAT the project costs for specific costs related 

to the construction of public transport as it was considered to be undesirable that a large part 

of the budget of extra infrastructural investments would only lead to extra tax-income (the 

resolution VAT on Public Transport). As these construction activities are non-taxable, from 

2003 onwards these bodies were compensated for these costs via the VAT compensation 

fund. Therefore, these means were transferred from the budget of this Ministry to the VAT 

compensation fund.

Finally, in 2003 a structural sum is added to the fund due to the expected raise of contracting 

out in the year of introduction of the fund (supposed to be equal to 2 per cent of the cut in the 

general grants for municipalities and provinces). As the cut in the general grant was based 

on the total requests in the year of the introduction, the public sector bodies themselves 

would fund the compensation of extra VAT costs due to the increase in contracting out. The 

extra VAT receipts would fall to the budget of the central government. As it was difficult to 

estimate the direct behavioural effects in contracting out in 2003, an increase in VAT receipts 

of 2 per cent was supposed. This structural compensation was considered a compensation for 

the administrative costs of the fund as well (Tweede Kamer, 2000-2001d).

Conclusions

The VAT compensation fund neutralizes via a budgetary solution the distortions caused by the 

levying of VAT, most important being the distortion of the decision between self-supply and 

contracting out. As a result, public sector bodies are better able to make a fair choice between 

both options for the execution of a part of their activities, and they are better able to gain 

from potential efficiency of the private sector. However, for a relevant part of their activities, 

the tax-exempt activities, the distortion is still there. Other bodies executing non-taxable or 

tax-exempt tasks, such as regional water authorities, police, education and health care and the 

financial sector are still subject to the VAT distortions as well.
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3.3 Compensation of VAT

Municipalities are entitled to compensation on a part of their activities to address the 

several distortions of VAT legislation. The Law on the VAT compensation Fund contains the 

legislation on the entitlement and the definition on compensable VAT (3.3.1). Compensation 

of VAT is given just for non-taxable activities although there are some structural and 

temporary exemptions to this general rule (3.3.2). 

3.3.1 Compensable VAT

Municipalities, provinces and regional public sector bodies are, in general, entitled to 

compensation for of VAT on their non-taxable activities, although some particular exceptions 

are made, especially to prevent unequal treatment between public and private sector bodies.

Article 3 of the Law on the VAT compensation Fund contains the core of the definition 

VAT that qualifies for compensation. In this article public sector bodies are defined as 

municipalities and provinces.

 Article 3 Law on the VAT compensation Fund

The public sector body or regional public sector body is entitled to a contribution from 

the Fund to finance:

- The value added tax that an entrepreneur charges to the public sector body or the 

regional public sector body, or is levied on the public sector body or the regional 

public sector body concerning supplies delivered or services  provided to this body;

- The value added tax that is levied on a public sector body or regional public sector 

body concerning an intra-communautary purchase; 
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-  The value added tax that is levied on the import of goods destined for the public 

sector body or the regional public sector body;

as far as the taxation concerns the goods and services for the public sector body or the 

regional public sector body, otherwise than as a taxable person.

As the fund is aimed on those activities for which the VAT law is not applicable, the last part 

of article 3 of the Law on the VAT compensation fund limits the compensation to activities 

for which a public sector body does not act as a taxable person. The meaning of taxable 

person is defined by the Dutch VAT law 1968 (VAT law), European VAT legislation and case 

law on this issue. 

Every person or organisation can classify as a fiscal taxable person, also a municipality or 

province, as it regularly performs activities for a fee. In case a public sector body performs 

activities for free, or the level of the fee lacks a direct relation with the costs of the activity, 

the body does not act as a taxable person, for example, in case a municipality organizes 

a free accessible festival. As the Dutch law does not include specific provisions about the 

entrepreneurship of municipalities or provinces, general provisions are applicable (section 

3.3). 

3.3.2 Further delineation of compensation of VAT

The first section of Article 3 of the Law contains two other conditions that explicitly 

determine the right to compensation of VAT: (1) the VAT has to be charged to the 

municipality, and (2) the VAT is paid on goods or services that are provided to the 

municipality itself. 

For many reasons, public sector bodies pay invoices that are charged to individual persons 

or other organisations. As an example, with respect to their responsibility to social assistance 
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municipalities can pay the bill for a refrigerator or a new pair of glasses for a person with 

a social security benefit. As another example, public sector bodies may pay the travelling 

costs for an employee. In both cases, the VAT is not charged to the municipality and, by law, 

compensation of the costs of VAT is not given.

In case the invoice is directed to the municipality, but the service is provided to a third party, 

the right on compensation is lacking as well. In the same example, if the provider of the 

refrigerator charges the municipality, compensation is still not possible. In this example, the 

good is not provided to the municipality but to the person with the social security benefit. 

Even in case the municipality pays the invoice due to its public role, the good is provided to a 

third party and the municipality is not entitled to the compensation of VAT.

As described in the previous section, municipalities have a right to compensation in principle 

in case:

1. The VAT is charged by an entrepreneur;

2. On an invoice directed to the municipality;

3. For a good or service provided to the municipality;

4. Used in its role as non-taxable person.

For a number of reasons, Article 4 of the law contains two exceptions to this general rule 

(although a specific resolution contains a number of restrictions to these exceptions). 

The right to compensation is excluded for those goods and services the municipality 

provides or places at someone’s individual disposal. This choice is made to prevent that 

the municipality would change a subsidy in cash into a subsidy in kind, just to increase the 

request for compensation. This change would reduce costs for the municipality but would 

undermine the budgetary neutrality of the fund as well. Therefore, compensation is excluded 

for those goods and services, which are – for example as a subsidy or a donation otherwise 

than money – for the benefit of individual third parties and not the municipality or the 
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community itself. For this exclusion, it is not relevant whether these goods and services are 

provided as part of a statutory duty, own policy, or that abuse of the fund was the aim. 

During the first years after the introduction of the fund, the right to compensation was 

excluded for VAT on the provision of goods of services – such as housing, wage in kind, sport 

facilities – to the personnel of the municipality. This exclusion was made to have a similar 

treatment of these activities in both the VAT Law 1968 as the Law on the VAT compensation 

fund. For administrative reasons, this exception was abolished in 2007.

Finally, in article 4.1.c, the right to compensation is excluded for those activities, which 

would be classified as tax-exempt activities in case a regular entrepreneur provided them. 

Article 11 of the VAT Law 1968 defines a great number of activities being tax-exempt, 

directly incorporated from article 132 of the CVSD (section 3.1.2). Medical services, 

childcare, education, and cultural activities are examples of these activities. In case a taxable 

person would provide these services, these would be classified as tax-exempt. 

For example, in case a municipality would provide education for free, it would not be a 

taxable person according to VAT law, and compensation was given. Another example is 

in case the municipality would act under a specific legal regime (as government). In this 

situation, the municipality would not be classified as a non-taxable person as well and 

compensation was given. However, in both situations, a distortion of competition would 

arise with respect to non-governmental organisations executing tax-exempt activities, which 

were not entitled to a refund of VAT. Therefore, the right to compensation is excluded for 

activities, which would be classified as tax-exempt activities in case a taxable person would 

provide them.

The introduction of the VAT compensation fund in 2003 offered a number of opportunities 

to profit unintentionally from this regime change. Therefore, a specific article in the VAT 
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law (article 13) contains a number of provisions to weaken the incentives for anticipating 

behaviour in the years before the introduction of the fund. 

For example, a good for the municipality was provided in December 2002, but the 

municipality was charged in January 2003. As the right to compensation is based on the 

date of charge, the municipality would be entitled to the compensation of VAT. As the good 

is provided in 2002, this article excludes the right to compensation. The same effect would 

appear in case a municipality – instead of buying the real estate in fore example 2002 – 

would lease this asset until the introduction of the fund and would buy it after 1 January 

2003. In that case, the municipality would receive compensation over most of the VAT 

costs. Also in this specific case, compensation is excluded. On the other hand, in case the 

municipality is charged in 2002 or before for an activity that continues after 1 January 2003 – 

for example the costs of service contracts – compensation is possible for the period after the 

introduction of the fund.

The appendix of this chapter shows a non-exhaustive summary of tasks of municipalities and 

provinces with respect to the VAT status of these activities and the allowance for refund of 

regular VAT or entitlement to VAT compensation, or none of both.

Conclusions

Municipalities, provinces and regional public sector bodies are, in principle, entitled to 

compensation of VAT costs on their non-taxable activities. A municipality or province is a 

non-taxable person for activities in which it engages as a public authority, also in case it asks 

a fee. In case the public sector body may act in competition with private entrepreneurs, it acts 

as a taxable person. For some specific activities, public sector bodies are defined as a taxable 

person by law. However, in case these activities are performed for free, or incidentally, 

these bodies may be defined as a non-taxable person. The Law on the VAT compensation 

fund contains a number of exceptions to the general rule on entitlement to compensation, to 

prevent abuse of the fund, which would thwart the budgetary neutrality. As municipalities 
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were until the introduction of the fund relatively unfamiliar with VAT legislation, the 

demarcation of the entitled compensation caused significant practical and administrative 

problems. 

3.4 Miscellaneous issues 

This section describes several practical issues on the introduction and the execution of the 

VAT compensation fund.

3.4.1 Mixed costs

In many cases, costs are made for different municipal tasks and can therefore be assigned 

to tasks with a different fiscal status (taxable and entitled to the regular VAT refund, non-

taxable and entitled to compensation, or other). In those situations, these mixed costs have 

to be subdivided and compensation is just given for that part that can be attributed to the 

compensable tasks. This attribution has to take place using relevant objective criteria such 

as square meters (for example in case of building related costs) or number of employees (for 

example in case of indirect personnel costs). 

However, both tracking input use and determining apportionment so as to reflect the 

extent of taxable, compensable and other activities are difficult to do well. Providing such 

a choice both comes at compliance costs and may be a source of revenue uncertainty for 

the tax administration since municipalities can manipulate the allocations. Besides, it is 

still profitable to search for an increase in the percentage of deductible input VAT by the 

apportionment of input tax over different types of activities (compare Bird and Gendron, 

2007; de la Feria, 2009). 
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3.4.2 Co-operatives and foundations

Municipalities may join the execution of a part of their tasks to profit from scale advantages 

or to share specialized knowledge. This co-operation may appear in different forms as a 

public sector body – based on the Law on Common Arrangements (Wet Gemeenschappelijke 

Regelingen, WGR) – a private co-operation or the handing over of the execution to a larger 

or centrally located municipality. To prevent the levying of VAT on these activities due to 

the common task execution by these co-operatives, they were – until the introduction of 

the VAT compensation fund – under certain conditions allowed not to charge VAT on their 

activities. Most important condition was that the co-operation executed non-taxable tasks. 

Consequently, the joined execution of tasks was in most cases not hindered by the costs of 

VAT, based on a special approval (so called paragraph 10 approval on co-operations). The 

co-operative charged all the costs to the participating bodies and the VAT paid on the inputs 

of these co-operatives was implicitly part of these costs and VAT was not charged on the 

value added of these bodies. The same approval was effective for municipal and provincial 

foundations.

However, after the introduction of the fund, it was reasonable to include the co-operatives in 

the regular VAT regulations and to charge their activities explicitly with VAT by abolishing 

this allowance. To be able to receive compensation for the implicit VAT costs of the co-

operatives as well, the approval was abolished and co-operatives were again obliged – 

according to VAT regulations – to charge VAT on the taxable activities for their participants. 

As a result, the requests for compensation increased as well as the VAT receipts and these 

extra receipts are added to the fund as well. The allowance for municipal and provincial 

foundations was abolished as well for similar reasons. 

However, under certain circumstances co-operations do not act as a taxable person according 

to VAT Law, for example if the financial contributions of the participating bodies are not 

regarded as a payment according to VAT Law, or the level is not directly related to the 
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services of the co-operation to the members. For these co-operations, the costs of VAT remain 

implicitly in the costs of exploitation. As this might be undesirable because of the lack of 

entitlement to compensation for these non-taxable activities, under a number of conditions 

these VAT costs may be passed to the participating municipalities. 

3.4.3 VAT from other countries

In addition to Dutch VAT, the VAT compensation fund provides compensation for VAT 

that is charged, based on the VAT directive in other member states of the European Union. 

In addition, VAT as charged in the EVA-states – Liechtenstein, Norway and Iceland – is 

compensated. This choice is made to conform to the European rules on the free movement of 

goods and services.

If a municipality buys goods or services from another country, just in a small number 

of situations these are charged with foreign VAT. In case a municipality buys a good 

from another EU-member state, and the costs of the transaction are less than € 10.000, 

municipalities and provinces are considered to be private consumer and the goods will – 

in principle – be charged with foreign VAT, although based on article 5a VAT Law 1968 

exceptions can be made. If the costs are higher, this intra-communautary supply will be 

charged with the nil-tariff. The municipality has to declare the costs of VAT, which are 

compensable via the VAT compensation fund. In case a foreign company provides services, 

these will be charged with Dutch VAT, unless these services are provided in the other country 

(for example, services on immovable goods). Finally, municipalities pay foreign VAT on 

costs on visits outside the Netherlands. As a summary, municipalities pay foreign VAT in 

case: (1) the total value of the intracommunity supplies is less than € 10.000, (2) the activities 

have a foreign place of action, (3) the goods are purchased outside of the Netherlands.15 

15 Although the non-Dutch VAT is a separate item on the request form for compensation, figures on the total amount of 
compensated European VAT are not available.
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3.4.4 Land development

The construction of community facilities such as streets, squares and parks is a municipal 

responsibility, and these tasks are by definition non-taxable. Consequently, the municipality 

is in principle not able to recover input VAT paid on the goods and services used for these 

activities. If a municipality sells ground for the building of – for example – houses, it charges 

the costs for the community facilities (partly) in the price of the grounds surrounding these 

facilities. The sale of these grounds is a taxable activity, and the municipality charges VAT 

to the purchaser. However, as VAT was charged on the full price, the implicit VAT costs of 

the community facilities in this price led to an accumulation of VAT. Until the introduction 

of the fund, the so-called resolution VAT 28 prevented this effect. Based on this resolution, 

municipalities could recover their VAT costs on community facilities, despite the fact that 

this is a non-taxable activity (to the degree they were able to cover the costs of these facilities 

with the sale of the grounds), (Brouwer and Rouwenhorst, 1992). After the introduction 

of the fund, municipalities were compensated for all costs of VAT on the construction of 

community facilities, as this is a non-taxable activity. As a consequence, resolution VAT 28 

was withdrawn and the VAT costs that the municipalities could recover via the regular VAT 

request were added to the budget of the VAT compensation fund. 

3.4.5 Cost-effective charges

Dutch municipalities and provinces may charge their citizens and companies in their 

jurisdiction for specific costs with a number of user fees. The refuse collection charge, the 

sewerage charge (for municipalities), and a number of administrative fees (for municipalities 

and provinces) are most important (Wassenaar and van Soest, 2002). With these user 

fees, municipalities and provinces can charge until a maximum of 100 per cent of the 

relevant costs. However, after the introduction, these bodies receive compensation for the 

VAT component in these costs via the compensation fund as well as the Law of the VAT 
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compensation fund allows municipalities – despite this compensation of VAT costs – to 

continue to charge these VAT costs via user fees (Heijnen, 2010). At the introduction, the 

double compensation was made possible as otherwise, municipalities and provinces would 

have suffered a negative budgetary effect, as the VAT costs of these activities were part of 

the reduction of the general grant. In case the maximum level of these user fees had to be 

calculated without the costs of VAT, municipalities had to solve this effect by an unwanted 

increase in their taxes (Tweede Kamer, 2000-2001b).

3.4.6 Specific grants

For activities to be entitled to compensation of VAT, it is not relevant whether the 

expenditures are funded from own resources such as taxies and levies or from the general 

grant. VAT on the expenditures funded by specific grants from the central government 

department or the European Commission can be compensated as well.16 Compensation of 

VAT on these activities is included in the calculation of the budgetary neutral reduction of the 

general grant at the introduction of the fund. After the introduction of the fund, the central 

governments’ departments still include the costs of VAT in the level of the specific grants. In 

case they would have to cut their grants with the costs of compensable VAT, the introduction 

of the fund would have negative budgetary consequences for the municipalities.

As an alternative, all specific grants could have been reduced with the VAT costs, and these 

costs would not have been part of the reduction of the general. However, this alternative 

was not feasible as information on the size of the VAT component in specific grants was not 

available at the time of introduction. 

New specific grants, introduced after 1 January 2003, could be provided on a net-base, as 

their VAT component was not part of the reduction of the general grant in 2003. 

16 After some years, the approach of VAT costs in grants of the changed (section 3.6.2).
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3.4.7 Administrative consequences

With the introduction of the VAT compensation fund, municipalities had to change their 

administration to be able to deduce the total right to compensation adequately. In their 

administrations, they often already made a separation between activities which are taxable 

with respect to VAT and those which are not. After the introduction of the fund, they 

additionally have to account separately for the input VAT related to the non-taxable supply 

of goods and services, as far as this is entitled to compensation. The administrative liabilities 

are comparable to the obligations of the regular VAT. The inspector of the Tax Administration 

must be able to control the application form for compensation. Therefore, municipalities 

have to be able to prove, through books and records, that they are indeed entitled to VAT 

compensation (van Dijk and Lubbers, 2000). Besides these administrative liabilities, the 

fund caused a number of simplifications as well. Most important was the end of the relatively 

complex resolution VAT 28 (section 3.4.4) (Tweede Kamer, 2000-2001b).

Every quarter of a year, municipalities have to send in a request form, with the amount of 

compensable VAT and as far as relevant the advance payment of parts of the compensation. 

In 2007, the frequency was reduced to once a year. Municipalities can ask for advance 

payments for costs on VAT on public transport and land development and communal facilities 

as these were provided in the year itself until the introduction of the fund.

As municipalities had to change their administration to be able to deduce the level of 

compensable VAT, the introduction led in a number of municipalities to an improvement of 

their financial administration, especially in the more decentralized municipalities as they had 

to submit one request for compensation, and the compensation had to be divided along all 

internal municipal organisations.
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3.4.8 Minimum grant

Although the fund was introduced budgetary neutral at a macro-level, significant budgetary 

effects could arise for individual municipalities on a cash base. These micro-effects were 

caused by differences between individual municipalities on a number of aspects. The cut in 

the general grant was based on the regular criteria for distribution of the grant (see section 

3.2.3). However, the relevant expenditures of individual public sector bodies may deviate 

from these average figures for a number of reasons. In case a municipality has relatively high 

expenditures – for example high investments financed by relatively high tax-rates – the VAT 

costs were higher than at average. The same effect arises for municipalities that contracted 

out relatively much as they had relatively high costs for VAT. Both types of municipalities 

profit from the introduction at the expense of municipalities with relatively low expenditures 

or relatively low levels of contracting out.

To achieve a smooth introduction of the fund, a minimum level of compensation was 

guaranteed during the first years after introduction. During these years, the maximum loss 

was € 4.54 per inhabitant for municipalities (2003 till 2007) and 1 per cent (in 2003, 2 per 

cent in 2004 and 3 per cent in 2005) of the general grant for provinces. The extra costs for 

this minimum compensation were paid – via the fund – by the other municipalities and 

provinces via a cut in the percentage of compensation during these years. As the expenditures 

of municipalities and provinces might fluctuate sharply over the years, the minimum grant 

is provided for more years and the compensation for several years is compared with the 

minimum grant for this period.17 

Conclusions

The introduction of the fund had a number of serious organizational and budgetary 

consequences on a range of aspects. Most important were the administrative and budgetary 

impact.

17 In 2003, 66 municipalities and 2 provinces received the minimum grant, with total costs of €114 mln. In 2004, 34 
municipalities and none of the provinces received the minimum grant, with costs of €117 mln (Tweede Kamer, 
2005-2006c). In 2005 and 2006, 31 respectively 24 municipalities received the minimal compensation. Information 
on the costs in these years is not available (Tweede Kamer, 2006-2007b). These figures show a deceasing number of 
municipalities and provinces with serious negative budgetary consequences during the first years after the  
introduction.
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3.5 Accounting problems during the introduction of the fund18

Because of the compensation of VAT, VAT paid on their activities should not influence 

municipal decision making on the outsourcing of activities. Therefore, in their administration 

– in accordance with the instructions for municipal accounting – municipalities have to 

register their expenditures on a net basis, exclusively the VAT paid and compensated. 

In the year of the introduction of the fund, this instruction of net accounting led to a complex 

and quite significant accounting – and potentially budgetary – problem, related to the VAT on 

municipal assets. This problem was a direct consequence of the obligation for municipalities 

to base their administration on accrual accounting rules, while the payments of the VAT 

compensation fund are cash accounting based. Due to the accrual accounting system of the 

municipalities, the depreciations on the implicit VAT on the investments as done before 

the introduction of the fund (until 2002) were still part of the annual exploitation of the 

municipalities. Meanwhile, the lower VAT costs of investments – done after the introduction 

of the fund – had just their full effect at the end of the period of depreciation. The payment 

of the VAT compensation fund does not consider these depreciations as it is supplied on a 

cash basis. On the other hand, municipalities face a positive interest effect. This effect is a 

result of the lower value of the assets of municipalities – as they are administered without 

the costs of VAT. Therefore, the costs of interest on the financing of these assets decreased 

with a structural benefit as a result. At the introduction of the fund, the asset problem for 

municipalities was estimated to be about € 1.3 billion (Ernst and Young, 2001), about 3 per 

cent of the annual aggregated municipal budgets. 

3.5.1 Accounting problems, an example 

To clarify the essence of the asset problem related to the introduction of the VAT 

compensation fund, this section shows – based on a simple example – the effect of the 

18 Based on Wassenaar (2004).
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introduction, from a cash-accounting perspective (Table 3.2, the perspective of the fund and 

therefore the central government). Table 3.3 shows the effects from an accrual accounting 

perspective and therefore from the municipalities’ point of view.

Suppose, all municipalities have each year expenditures equal to X, all being investments, 

depreciated each year for a quarter of their value. The investments are paid with the general 

grant, the only municipal source of income. The costs of the investment are inclusive the 

VAT charge of 20 per cent. The VAT compensation fund is effective from year t. For the 

municipalities, the annual income and expenditures are as follows:

Table 3.2 VAT compensation fund, from a cash-accounting perspective
t-2 t-1 t t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4

Expenditures of municipalities X X X X X X X

Income of municipalities
- General grant X X 0,8*X 0,8*X 0,8*X 0,8*X 0,8*X
- VAT compensation fund - - 0,2*X 0,2*X 0,2*X 0,2*X 0,2*X

Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Until the introduction of the fund, municipalities received an annual general grant of X that 

they spent on expenditures at the same level. After the introduction in year t, municipalities 

receive an annual VAT compensation of 0.2*X. To fund the VAT refund, the general grant is 

reduced with the same amount and comes out on 0.8*X. From a cash-accounting perspective, 

the municipalities receive after the introduction of the fund the same income as before and 

their budgets are every year in balance.

 

Despite this budgetary neutral effect from the cash-accounting perspective, the introduction 

of the fund generated a temporary deficit from an accrual-accounting perspective. This deficit 

lasts until all investments done before the introduction of the fund are depreciated entirely.
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Due to the compulsory accrual accounting system of the municipalities, they all administer 

their investments – after the introduction of the fund – on a net-base without the costs of VAT, 

as these are compensated. 

Table 3.3 VAT compensation fund, from an accrual accounting perspective
t-2 t-1 t t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4

Total costs X X 0,95 * X 0,9 * X 0,85 * X 0,8 * X 0,8 * X
-  Depreciations on 

investment done 
before t

X 
(4*0,25*X)

X 
(4*0,25*X)

0,75*X
(3*0,25*X)

0,50*X
(2*0,25*X)

0,25*X
(1*0,25*X)

- -

-  Depreciations on 
investment in year 
t and later years

- - 0,2*X
(1 * 0,25 * 

0,8*X) 

0,4*X
(2 * 0,25 * 

0,8*X)

0,6*X
(3 * 0,25 * 

0,8*X)

0,8*X
(4 * 0,25 
* 0,8*X)

0,8*X

Total revenues of 
municipalities
- General grant X X 0,8*X 0,8*X 0,8*X 0,8*X 0,8*X

Deficit 0 0 -0,15*X -0,10*X -0,05*X 0 0

Table 3.3 shows the consequences of the introduction of the VAT compensation fund, 

from the municipal accrual accounting perspective. As in the example of Table 3.1, the 

annual costs of municipalities are related to the annual investments X. Every investment 

X is depreciated in four years, at a quarter each year. Until the introduction, the annual 

deprecation counted to X (4 * 0.25 * X). From the year of introduction of the fund, the 

investments have a price of 0.8 * X (the net costs, without the costs of VAT). Therefore, 

the annual depreciation is 0.25 * (1 - 0.2) * X = 0.2 * X. During the first years after the 

introduction, municipalities include in their exploitation both the costs of depreciation of 

both old assets (purchased before the introduction, 0.25*X a year) and new assets (purchased 

after the introduction, 0.2 * X a year). Therefore, the total costs of deprecation gradually 

decline from X until year t-1 to 0.8 * X in year t+3, due to the depreciation on ‘old’ assets, 

including the costs of VAT. The benefits of the lower depreciation are fully effective after 

‘old’ investments are depreciated all.
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In this example, the asset problem counts up to 0.3*X (the sum of the deficits in t until 

t+2) and can be considered from two different points of view. The first approach is that the 

problem is caused by the fact that at the moment of introduction of the fund, the balance 

sheets contained assets with a VAT component, which still had to be depreciated. The asset 

problem is solved in the year all ‘old’ assets have been depreciated entirely. The second 

approach is that the positive effect of the compensation of VAT is visible just in the last year 

of the depreciation period of the investments done in the year of the introduction of the fund.

3.5.2 Solutions to the accounting problem

The accounting problem is caused by the difference between the accounting standards of 

the VAT compensation fund and the central government (cash accounting based) and the 

standards of the municipalities (accrual accounting based). It would be obvious to solve 

this problem via an accounting solution. A reasonable and simple solution would be to 

oblige municipalities not to deduct the compensated VAT with their expenditures in their 

administration. In that case, the municipalities would still register their expenditures on a 

gross base (inclusive VAT) instead of on a net base (exclusive VAT). However, with that 

solution, the VAT costs still would play a role in the administration of municipalities, and 

therefore it still could influence their decision-making. In case of a comparison of the costs of 

contracting out and self-supply, the costs of both options still had to be reduced by the costs 

of VAT.

Two alternative options were (1) a temporised accrual accounting based grant from the VAT 

compensation, based on the depreciation schemes of the municipal investments and (2) a 

lower reduction of the general grant, equal to the deficits for all municipalities. However, 

both alternatives were not realistic as they were administrative too complex (1) or led to a 

huge deficit for the central government (2).
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Therefore, this administrative problem was solved with an indirect budgetary solution, the 

delayed reduction of the general grant. All municipalities receive their VAT refund with a 

delay of a year. For a budgetary neutral introduction of the fund, the central government 

had not to reduce the general grant as in the year of introduction the compensation fund did 

not pay out, while the expenditures of the municipalities were already cheaper because of 

the right to compensation for VAT. At the end of the year, municipalities put a claim on the 

compensation fund on their balance sheet, equal to the expected refund in year t+1, based on 

the expenditures in year t. With a virtual reduction of the general grant (the part of the general 

grant that could be used to fund the refund scheme) municipalities were able to solve the 

budgetary problems related to the introduction of the fund (the asset problem). For the central 

government, this solution was still budgetary neutral as both in the year of the introduction, 

as in later years as the reduction of the general grant was equal to the payments of the 

compensation fund.

The asset problem is caused by the difference between the administrative systems of the 

central government and the municipalities and the solution consistently makes use of 

this distinction. The delayed payments of the fund do not have a budgetary effect for the 

municipalities except for the interest effect. For the central government, the virtual reduction 

of the general grant does not have an effect as well.

Besides, for the solution of the asset problem, both the reserves and the provisions on the 

balance sheets of the municipalities are used. As a direct consequence of the introduction 

of the fund, the value of both the reserves and the provisions increased as the future 

expenditures can be paid on a net base (without the costs of VAT). Therefore, the reserves and 

provisions could be decreased with the VAT component, without sacrificing their purchase 

power. Finally, due to the reduction of the assets on the balance sheets of the municipalities, 

the capital needs of the government diminished, leading to a reduction of the costs of interest.
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In practice, municipalities had two options to solve the asset problem, consistent with the 

two points of view as described in section 3.5.1. The first solution is that municipalities in 

the year of the introduction of the fund depreciate the VAT part of the assets, at the expense 

of both the means of the delayed reduction of the general grant and the windfalls due to 

the higher purchasing power of the reserves and provisions. In the example of Table 3.2, 

directly in year T, the annual depreciation decreases to 0.2*X instead of 0.25*X. The second 

solution is that municipalities put an equalization reserve on their balance sheet, fed by both 

the delayed reduction of the general grant and the extra purchasing power of the reserves 

and provisions. Every year, the deficit related to the introduction of the fund is solved at the 

expense of the reserve. For the average municipality, at the end of the transition period, the 

equalization reserve is empty. 

The budgetary windfall for both municipalities and provinces of the delayed reduction of the 

general grants was expected to count up to € 0.8 bln. The reserves and provisions could be 

reduced with about € 0.5 bln. Accidentally, the asset problem was expected to count up to 

€ 1.3 bln as well. Therefore, the solution of the delayed reduction was practically sufficient 

to solve the asset problem at a global level (Ernst and Young, 2001; Tweede Kamer 2000-

2001d).19

The degree of (in-) sufficiency of the solution for individual municipalities is dependent 

of different aspects. The first is the amount of VAT on the asset on the balance sheet. With 

a relatively high level of assets, the solution may be insufficient as more investments, 

including the costs of VAT have to be depreciated. The second relevant aspect is the level 

of the reserves and provisions. With a relatively low level, the solution may be insufficient 

as well as the extra purchasing power is relatively low. Therefore, differences in municipal 

policies for depreciation and the use of reserves may generate differences in the impact of the 

introduction of the VAT compensation fund.

19 Hidden reserves of public sector bodies are not included in this study. Therefore, in case hidden reserves are sold, the 
profits have a higher purchasing power, as the VAT components of the expenditures may be compensated as well.
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Because of persistent complaints from municipalities on the insufficiency of the solution for 

the asset problem, the State Secretary of Finance decided in 2004 to investigate the size of the 

asset problem and the degree of adequacy of the solution. Ernst & Young (2004) investigated 

more than a year after the introduction for 30 municipalities, the actual effects and adequacy 

of the solution for the asset problem. Based on this study, the Minister of Finance and the 

unions of municipalities and provinces concluded that the solution was adequate for all 

municipalities and provinces together, although individual municipalities and provinces could 

undergo significant budgetary effects (Tweede Kamer, 2004-2005). For the 30 municipalities 

in the research, the asset problems counted to € 200 mln. The windfall from the reserves 

and provisions was € 66 mln. The windfall of the delayed reduction of the general grant 

was € 124 mln. The deficit of € 10 mln could be solved with the interest profit of about € 34 

mln. Therefore, even a surplus was available for these municipalities. Municipalities with 

a relatively low capital rate had in general a disadvantage, as the decrease of the value of 

their assets was lower. Municipalities that used relatively short terms of depreciation had a 

relatively low asset problem (Ernst & Young, 2004).

Conclusion

Among other problems with to the introduction of the fund, the accounting problem related 

to the assets of municipalities and provinces was conceptually the most difficult to solve, 

as this was due to the different accounting systems of the fund and the public sector bodies. 

Although the solution is optimal as assessed from the goals of the fund, this had serious 

budgetary impact – both positive as negative – on individual municipalities and provinces.
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3.6 The VAT compensation fund in practice

As in the nineties of the last century, the negative consequences of the special VAT status 

of public sector bodies received more and more attention, the call for solution was heard. 

After an intensive and long-lasting period of preparation, the VAT compensation fund was 

introduced in 2003 (3.6.1). The first years, a number of evaluations were held on the main 

complex issues (3.6.2).

3.6.1 Before the introduction

In the nineties grew, in line with international trends, attention on the potential negative 

impact of government acting and regulation and the benefits of competitive markets. The 

Dutch cabinet of 1994-1998 intended to modernize society by engaging in processes of 

deregulation and liberalization. It stated three priorities for its economic policy: regulatory 

reform, liberalisation of network industries, and modernization of the competition law, 

bringing it in line with the EU-prohibition system. However, a clear view of what benefits 

competition could achieve and what government action were needed to achieve more 

intense competition was lacking. At least initially, policy seemed to be based on the idea 

that competition would automatically take care of all the public interest at stake and that 

government policy could be limited to opening up und fully deregulating markets. In 1996, 

a special Committee (Committee Market and Government, Committee Cohen) was set up to 

analyse the acting of government bodies on markets. 

During the succeeding cabinet (1998-2002), the emphasis was more on the introduction 

of making use of market forces within the public sector and on liberalisation of network 

industries. A special law on the relationship between public bodies and the market, ‘Wet 

Markt en Overheid’, aimed to regulate the activities of public bodies on competitive markets 
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to prevent the distortion of competition (van Damme, 2002; Gradus, 2005). In a study on the 

related subject of privatization policy, van Damme (2001) states that the Dutch have always 

taken, and still take, a pragmatic attitude with respect to privatisation (‘private whenever this 

does not jeopardise the public interests’), that private interests should be mobilised for the 

public cause as much as possible and that issues of market design and transition management 

received insufficient attention. 

As a result of an active government policy, during these years Public-Private Partnerships 

(PPP) were introduced as a form of structured co-operation between public and private 

parties in the planning, construction and/or exploitation of facilities in which they share or 

reallocate risks, costs, benefits, resources and responsibilities (Copeland, 2005). In a PPP-

arrangement, government remains actively involved throughout the project’s life cycle. 

The private sector is responsible for the more commercial functions such as project design, 

construction, finance and operations. 

These various developments all have a relationship with the innovations in the public 

sector with management instruments copied from the private sector, commonly known as 

New Public Management in the years before. These innovations varied from restructuring 

government agencies, introduction of performance management, and privatisation of 

activities previously executed by the public sector and contracting out of public tasks to 

profit from competition. In line with this trend, in the United Kingdom, a compulsory 

competitive tendering (CCT) regime was introduced in the eighties and required British local 

governments to compete with the private sector firms for contracts to provide an expanding 

range of services (Osborne and Gaebler, 1992; Bailey, 1999). The new public management 

practices introduced in Dutch municipalities during the 1980’s and 1990’s follow this 

widespread international trend in local government reform, especially on management and 

organisational changes in local authorities and the use of output-oriented and accounting 

based executive information for planning and control purposes (Groot and Budding, 2004). 
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In this decade, the negative effects of VAT on considerations of public sector bodies received 

more and more attention in parliament (see for instance, Eerste Kamer, 1997 – 1998a). In 

particular the negative consequences of VAT on the placing and lending out of employees – 

especially the employees in organisations for sheltered employment but also the unemployed 

with a wage subsidy at the disposal of the other public sector bodies – received political 

attention. For a number of situations in the public sector, specific regimes were at stake, 

preventing the costs of VAT. However, as the Secretary of State of Finance explained, to lend 

out personnel is in principle an activity done in competition with private entrepreneurs, for 

example an agency. As a specific solution was not legally available, a more general solution 

would be necessary to realise a level playing field between commercial providers and public 

organisations. Therefore, he announced the introduction of a regime for the compensation of 

VAT for municipalities and provinces, as far as these activities were outside the scope of VAT 

(Eerste Kamer, 1997-1998a). 

At the end of 1997, the Minister of Finance asked the independent Financial Relations 

Council for advice on this intention to solve the VAT distortion with a budgetary solution and 

a number of choices concerning the funding of the scheme. In April 1998, the Council gave 

its first advice on the intended introduction of the fund for municipalities and provinces. The 

Council supported the intention to solve the VAT distortion, but stated that it needed more 

detailed and better quantitative information on the actual VAT costs of municipalities and 

provinces and the administrative consequences to provide a final advice. In its view, despite 

the role of other arguments for deciding about contracting out, the effect VAT distorted a 

sound comparison. In addition, it asked for the inclusion of the regional water authorities 

in the compensation fund (Raad voor de Financiële Verhoudingen, 1998; Vroonhof, 1998). 

The Minister informed in July 1998 the parliament about this advice. Besides, he described 

an investigation on the VAT payments of local and regional public sector bodies (Tweede 

Kamer, 1997-1998a).
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In May 1999, the Minister and the Secretary of State of Finance described for the first time 

extensively and officially the intentions to introduce the VAT compensation fund (Tweede 

Kamer, 1998-1999). The letter to parliament describes as main subject the cut in the general 

grant and the related budgetary effects for individual bodies, and a proposal to limit these 

effects during the first years after the introduction. This reflects that at that moment, the 

relevance other important issues were not foreseen. Secondly, the letter describes the results 

of a consultation of the unions of municipalities and provinces (VNG and IPO). Although 

both unions supported the basic idea of the fund, they asked attention for the balance between 

administrative and budgetary consequences on the one hand and the benefits of the system 

on the other hand. Only on 22 November 1999, the Dutch Ministry of Finance published a 

circular for municipalities in order to prepare the public sector bodies in the Netherlands for 

the forthcoming legislation, which was expected to become effective as of 1 January 2001 

(van Dijk and Lubbers, 2000). 

In the discussions so far, all relevant parties judged the concept of the fund, based on 

the concept of a level playing field between public sector bodies and private companies, 

positively. However, until that moment, empirical research on the actual impact of the VAT 

threshold on contracting out of public sector bodies was not available. The conviction that 

a level playing field was desired was considered an adequate basis for starting the process 

of preparation of the introduction and the fact that other arguments than the costs might be 

more relevant for decision making whether to contract out received hardly attention. As the 

purpose of the fund was just the realisation of a level playing field, and not an increase in 

contracting out as such, estimations of potential profits of the fund were not made.

At 18 September 2000, the Minister of Finance presented the bill for the Law on the VAT 

compensation fund to Parliament (Tweede Kamer, 1999-2000a, and b) aimed at introduction 

on 1 January 2002. The bill founded the introduction basically on the introduction of a level 

playing field between internal and external service provision. Besides, the arguments as 

described in section 3.1.3 were mentioned. However, the Council of State, the independent 
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governmental body advisor on legislation, had a pronounced negative advice about the 

introduction of the fund (Tweede Kamer, 1999-2000c). The Council had two main arguments, 

despite their recognition of the VAT distortion in general. Their first and main argument 

was the fact that the VAT distortion is relevant for other types of organisations as well, 

such as providers of financial services, and social-cultural and health care organisations. 

As the fund was limited to municipalities and provinces, the Council foresaw an unequal 

treatment between different types of (public) organisations. Secondly, the introduction could 

– according to the council – lead to significant budgetary effects for individual municipalities 

and provinces, despite the budgetary neutrality at the macro level. Rightly, the Minister 

of Finance refuted the first argument, as compensation was just entitled to activities that 

other bodies than the municipalities and provinces could not provide. Therefore an unequal 

treatment of equal situations did not occur by definition. The second argument was rejected, 

with reference to the specified cut in the general grant and the minimum grants during the 

first years (Tweede Kamer, 1999-2000c).

In consultation with the unions of municipalities and provinces, the introduction was 

postponed to 1 January 2003 (Tweede Kamer, 2000-2001a) to realise a more controlled 

introduction at the local level. In that consultation both unions gave a positive opinion of the 

proposal, despite some technical issues that had to be solved adequately (as the asset problem 

as described in section 3.5, the administrative consequences and the budgetary consequences 

for individual municipalities and provinces). However, a significant part of their members 

had a more pronounced negative opinion (Tweede Kamer, 2000-2001b; Bonhof, 2000b; 

Streppel, 2000). The Financial Relations Council was in its second advice more positive 

about the introduction of the fund, and the choices that were made about several transitional 

measures. However, the Council asked for a review of the discussion to exclude the regional 

water authorities and the (public) education (Raad voor de Financiële Verhoudingen, 2001).
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The primary parliamentary assessment of the bill in spring 2001 was in general positive, 

although a lot of questions were asked about especially the budgetary impact and the 

administrative consequences for individual municipalities and provinces. Based on 

calculations on the expenditures of municipalities and provinces in 1997, Cebeon (2001) 

estimated a cut in the general grant of about € 800 mln for municipalities (about € 48 

pro inhabitant). For provinces, these figures were about € 85 mln (€ 5.5 per inhabitant). 

Municipalities with relatively high investments (especially municipalities with a growing 

number of inhabitants) had relatively high levels of compensable VAT. Based on these data, 

negative budgetary consequences could occur for a relatively large group of municipalities, 

although this figure was influenced by the fact that municipal expenditures fluctuate sharply 

due to incidental investments. 35 per cent of the municipalities were expected to have a 

negative effect of more than € 4.5 per inhabitant. For provinces, comparable effects were 

estimated. In reaction to questions about the potential application of the fund for other public 

sector organizations, the Minister of Finance promised a new investigation on this option as 

far as the regional water authorities were concerned (Tweede Kamer, 2000-2001b).

During the year 2001, a number of practical issues were investigated and discussed between 

the Minister of Finance and the unions of municipalities and provinces (Tweede Kamer, 

2000-2001c/d). Based on a number of studies, conclusions were drawn on these specific 

issues as the calculation of various components for the funding of the fund (section 3.2.3), 

the solution to the asset problem (section 3.5), specific grants (section 3.4.6), the temporary 

limitation of budgetary effects for individual public sector bodies (section 3.4.8) and about 

the provision of information and assistance on the introduction to individual municipalities 

and provinces. After a consultation of their members, the union for municipalities concluded 

literally that ‘there were no reasons to reject the bill’ (Tweede Kamer, 2001-2002a). Later on, 

the Minister of Finance stated that he had explicitly given both unions the opportunity to stop 

the introduction of the fund. As the introduction was only for profitable for municipalities and 
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provinces themselves, they themselves had definitely to decide about the actual introduction 

(Eerste Kamer, 2001-2002).

In January 2002, the Parliament discussed the bill in second round. In general, the members 

were positive about the proposal and especially the intensive preparation with the unions of 

municipalities and provinces. An important issue in the discussion was the potential extension 

of the fund to other public sector bodies, especially the regional public sector bodies (Tweede 

Kamer, 2001-2002b). Finally, these bodies were included in the fund for reasons of equal 

treatment as they are responsible for the execution of municipal tasks in their constituency, 

as other municipalities executed these tasks themselves. For the other public sector bodies, 

the Minister promised a further investigation of the possibilities, especially for regional water 

authorities, but also for the police, the health care and the education sector. 

However, for none of these bodies a compensation regime was proposed based on an 

assessment on the three arguments for the introduction of the VAT compensation fund 

(level playing field for decisions between self supply and contracting out, VAT avoidance 

constructions and lending out of personnel, Tweede Kamer, 2001-2002c). Despite his earlier 

positive primarily opinion, the Minister concluded that for the regional water authorities, 

the largest parts of their costs are investments, which had already been outsourced. Besides, 

alternative solutions for the VAT avoidance constructions were available. Finally, the third 

argument was the lack of a direct financial relationship between the central government and 

the individual regional water authorities. This would make the financing of a fund relatively 

complex (a levy had to be introduced) with in potential, relatively large budgetary effects 

for individual regional water authorities. For the other public sector organisations, he drew 

comparable conclusions, as the issue of contracting out played a minor role. For the health 

care sector, the problem of the equal treatment of private suppliers played a role as well.
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A special working group with members of municipalities, provinces and the tax department 

advised on certain administrative aspects on the introduction of the fund. However, according 

to the working group, most potential problems could be solved by an adequate information 

and communication strategy from the tax administration (Tweede Kamer, 2001-2002d). 

Apparently, it was at that moment not necessary to chance the proposed administrative rules 

concerning the fund. Besides, municipalities and provinces were compensated with extra 

budget for the administrative consequences of the introduction of the fund (see section 3.2.3).

At 25 June 2002, the Upper Chamber approved the bill unanimously. 

Introduction of the fund

In November and December 2002, the last two months before the actual introduction of 

the fund, ter Hofte (2003) investigated the progress of municipalities on their preparations. 

Based on telephonic survey on a stratified sample of 60 municipalities (about 12 per cent of 

the total population) she concluded that about 80 per cent of the municipalities had started in 

time with the, for the most administrative, preparations for the introduction. Especially the 

smaller municipalities started later than was advised. About 80 per cent of the municipalities 

had at that moment adequate knowledge about the fund to be able to execute the rules. In 

most of the municipalities, the board of burgomaster and aldermen was informed about the 

consequences of the fund, although only in half of the municipalities, the municipal council 

was informed.

In addition, she asked a number of questions on the expected budgetary consequences of the 

introduction, consisting of the impact of the asset problem and the difference between the 

compensation of VAT and the cut in the general grant. For the solution of the asset problem, 

more than a third of the municipalities expected it to be insufficient, about a quarter estimated 

it as sufficient and for the remainder it was unknown. Despite the budgetary neutral cut in the 
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general grant at the macro-level, about half of the municipalities expected a deficit. About 

twenty percent expected an advantage and the rest did not have a funded expectation.

Although about 90 per cent of the municipalities had determined for which activities VAT 

compensation was possible, they said to meet a number of mere technical-fiscal complexities 

concerning the definition of compensable VAT for educational activities, facilities for 

disabled and sport accommodations. Based on this study, the Minister of Finance started a 

second investigation at the adequacy of the solution for the asset problem (Wassenaar and ter 

Hofte, 2003; Tweede Kamer, 2002-2003). 

Conclusions

After a relatively long and intensive period of preparation, in 2003 the VAT compensation 

fund was introduced. During these years of preparation, all relevant national parties involved 

were convinced by the relevance of the realisation of a level playing field for contracting 

out, although individual municipalities and provinces had a more negative opinion on these 

proposals. Their unions weighed up the pros and cons of a solution and concluded finally that 

‘there were no reasons to reject the bill’. However, as we may conclude, an evidence-based 

study on the actual existence and consequences of the VAT distortion and the arguments of 

municipalities and provinces in the Netherlands on contracting out was lacking. Therefore, an 

objective comparison between the costs and the profits of the introduction of the fund was not 

possible and was for that reason not made. 

The preparation and the introduction came with a serious list of transitional problems with 

the administrative consequences, the budgetary effects on a cash-basis and the accounting 

problem on assets being the most important. The administrative problems were caused both 

by the complexity of the delineation of the VAT compensation, especially the exceptions, 

and the unfamiliarity of municipalities with the regular VAT legislation as this was almost 

irrelevant for these bodies. The cash related budgetary effects were relevant, as a number of 

other changes in the sourcing of public sector bodies took place in the same period. Finally, 
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the accounting problem had a major influence on the introduction, both because of the 

complexity of the problem and the solutions, as the potential budgetary consequences of the 

individual municipalities and provinces.

3.6.2 Evaluation and policy changes after 1 January 2003

After three years, the Ministry of Finance held an evaluation on a two main aspects of the 

fund: the final calculation of the size and the distribution of the cut in the general grant, and 

the administrative expenses with the goal to reduce them with at least 25 per cent (Ministerie 

van Financiën, 2007). This evaluation was promised to parliament when passing the bill 

(Tweede Kamer, 2000-2001d; Tweede Kamer, 2001-2002a).

Based on a survey of 120 municipalities and all provinces and regional public sector bodies, 

Cebeon (2007) estimated the level of the budgetary sources of the fund for 2003 and 2004, 

and especially the size and the distribution of the cut in the general grants. As at the time of 

the first estimation the bodies did not register the exact costs of VAT in their administration 

(Cebeon, 2001), this first figure was relatively global. Remarkably, the level of the request for 

VAT compensation, and especially, the size of the cut in the general grant were especially for 

municipalities much higher than expected (for 2003, € 1.396 mln instead of € 1.114 mln, for 

2004, € 1.532 mln vs. € 1.100 mln). From 2007 onwards, the general grant is adjusted for this 

higher cut (Ministerie van Financiën, 2006).

For the second part of the evaluation, EIM investigated both the administrative costs as 

the perception of the fund. Based on a detailed study on the administrative acts of 16 

municipalities, 3 provinces and 4 regional public sector bodies and co-operations, they 

calculated the administrative costs for the introduction on € 55.4 mln. The yearly structural 

costs were € 9.4 mln (EIM, 2006). As a compensation for these costs, € 24.8 mln was added 

to the fund (see section 3.2.3). Therefore, the budgetary compensation for administrative 
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consequences was substantially higher than the structural costs. For an assessment of 

the perception of the public sector bodies on the fund, they carried out a representative 

telephonic inquiry on 124 municipalities, provinces, regional public sector bodies and co-

operations. About 88 per cent of the respondents had a pronounced negative opinion of the 

fund. About 80 per cent to 85 per cent of the respondents were even in favour of terminating 

the fund. Most of the nuisance was caused by the determination of compensable versus 

not compensable VAT, related to the various exceptions for compensation. It appeared to 

be complex to organise a smooth administrative process for this aspect. The conclusion of 

the inquiry may be influenced by the fact that most interviews were held with financial-

administrative employees of the municipalities and not with the main managers responsible 

for organisational issues. Based on these results, EIM formulated a number of opportunities 

to diminish the administrative costs. Most important were the termination of the fund, the 

reduction of the number of exceptions on compensation and entitling all non-taxable VAT for 

compensation.

In addition, this evaluation contained an international comparison of the VAT refund 

schemes, based on Wassenaar and Gradus (2004) and a number of working visits to Sweden 

and the United Kingdom (Ministerie van Financiën, 2007). However, this comparison did not 

provide new fruitful insights on potential simplifications of the fund.

Remarkably, one of the serious options was to terminate the VAT compensation fund as a 

measure to reduce the administrative costs of the fund, also because of the general negative 

opinion of the fund (Ministerie van Financiën, 2007). However, based on the evaluation, 

the Minister of Finance decided for a number of measures to obtain a reduction in the 

administrative costs of about 40 per cent. Examples of the measures were a termination of the 

specific exception for the provisions to personnel, an improvement on the information from 

the tax department, the termination of quarterly based request for compensation and finally, 

the net (without VAT) payment of specific grants (Tweede Kamer, 2007-2008a). For the last 

measure, all existing specific grants were reduced with the costs of VAT, and the reduction 
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of the general grant was corrected with about € 46 mln (compare section 3.4.6; Hordijk and 

Hordijk, 2004).

In 2005, a discussion started on the compensation of VAT on the expenditures, as far as they 

were financed by subsidies from the European Union (Tweede Kamer, 2005-2006a). From 

the year of introduction, for reasons of budgetary neutrality, municipalities and provinces 

were entitled a double compensation, from both the VAT compensation fund and as a subsidy 

from the European Union. A double compensation was necessary, because of the inclusion 

of these VAT costs in the general grant cut at the introduction of the fund (see section 3.2.3). 

However, the European Commission did not accept this rule, as it had the opinion that as 

the VAT was compensated on a national level, these costs were not entitled to compensation 

by the European Commission. For the Commission, the argument of budgetary neutrality 

did not have any relevance. After an intensive discussion, the Ministry of Finance stuck 

to its opinion, as the compensation was not a refund in the terms of the European VAT 

legislation (Tweede Kamer, 2005-2006b). However, it decided to accept the opinion of 

the Commission.20  From 18 June 2007, all requests for payments to the European Union 

had to be without the costs of VAT. For all requests until that date, the Minister of Finance 

guaranteed the budgetary consequences of about € 35 mln due to the reclamation from the 

Commission. As the initial cut in the general grant was not adjusted for this structural loss 

of compensation, the municipalities faced a structural negative effect. Nevertheless, it is 

unclear why the Ministry of Finance did not decide to exclude from compensation the VAT 

on expenditures that could be compensated by the European Union, similar to the exclusion 

for VAT paid for activities for third parties in article 3, as it solution would not have had any 

budgetary consequences at all.

Budgetary development

Due to introduction, the purchasing power of municipalities increased as for the compensable 

activities, they just had to increase their tax rates for the net costs, as the extra costs of 

20 However, the inquiry as described in chapter 3 shows that the issue did in 2002 not play a role in the other countries 
with a VAT refund scheme. To what extent this has changed since then is unknown.
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VAT were compensated. The same effect occurs in case of the use of hidden reserves. The 

purchasing power of these reserves increased in the year of introduction of the fund as in case 

of use, the expenditures could be done without the costs of VAT. Besides, the introduction 

improved the knowledge on VAT regulations in municipalities, which for some of them made 

clear that were, in some specific situations, entitled to a restitution of VAT based on regular 

VAT law, isolated from the compensation of VAT.

Table 3.4 shows the actual budget of the VAT compensation fund, distinguished to 

municipalities and regional public sector bodies and provinces. As the figures show, the fund 

has an average annual growth rate of 7.4 per cent in the period 2004 – 2010 (7.0 per cent for 

municipalities and regional public sector bodies, and 12.1 per cent for provinces). Despite 

the high annual growth rate, it is quite difficult draw a conclusion on the effectiveness of 

the fund on these figures, on for example a higher rate of contracting out. In case of an 

increase in municipal spending, the size of the fund will increase, no matter an increase in 

contracting out. Ideally, a figure about the development of the value of the activities eligible 

for compensation would be available. In case the growth rate of the fund exceeded the growth 

rate of the expenditures, an increase of contracting out would have taken place due to the 

related higher VAT rate.

Table 3.4 Budget of the VAT compensation fund, in € mln.
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Average 

annual 
growth1   

Total expenditures 106 1.687 1.871 1.939 2.069 2.348 2.577 2.788 7.4%

-  Municipalities and regional 
public sector bodies

1.561 1.719 1.763 1.895 2.143 2.344 2.507 7.0%

- Provinces 126 152 175 173 206 233 281 12.1%

Source: Tweede Kamer (2006-2007a), Tweede Kamer (2007-2008b), Tweede Kamer (2008-2009), Tweede Kamer 
(2009-2010), Tweede Kamer (2010-2011a).
1. Average growth 2004-2010.
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Therefore, based on the data of Statistics Netherlands, the growth rates of expenditures 

relevant for compensation are calculated. Municipal and provincial administrations are 

according to their accounting regulations subdivided in a number of functions, for which 

the estimated (budgets) or realized (accounts) spending figures are available (Wassenaar and 

Verhagen, 2006). Based on Cebeon (2001), for each category the actual VAT status is known. 

Table 3.5 shows the annual growth rates of these compensable expenditures, as calculated on 

these data and this classification. For several reasons, annual growth rates are not comparable. 

First, the compensation is paid out in year t+1, with a partial advance payment in year t. 

Secondly, the requests for compensation are cash based, while the data on the expenditures of 

local governments are based on accrual accounting rules. Finally, especially in the years after 

the introduction, based on inspections of the tax administrations, request for compensation of 

previous years were revised. Therefore, we make a comparison between the average growth 

rate of the expenditures and the average growth rate of the fund. For both the municipalities 

and the provinces, the fund has a higher growth rate than the actual expenditures. This 

indicates that these bodies slightly increase their contracting out to the private sector, what 

might be attributed to the introduction of the fund and is consistent with other studies as 

Wojcik (2008) and VNG Magazine (2007). Wojcik and Gradus (2009) concluded – based 

on a representative set of 112 municipalities – that the need for cost reduction had increased 

and that municipalities had improved the view on their costs, partly by arranging a central 

internal purchasing organisation. Possibly based on this improved knowledge about the 

municipal cost structure, they find indications for an increase in contracting out. However, 

as a counterfactual is missing – for example a growth rate of VAT costs of local governments 

before the introduction of the fund – we cannot exclude that this increase already was a 

trend, existing before the introduction of the fund (e.g. Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2008; ter Bogt, 

2008a). Besides, a higher annual growth rate can be attributed to an increased autonomization 

of municipal and provincial parts of the organisation, leading to extra VAT-costs.
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Table 3.5 Growth rates of municipal and provincial expenditure
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Average 

annual 
growth

Municipalities
Corrected budgets2 -1 3,4% 6,0% 1,6% 7,3% 5,9% 5,0%3

Corrected accounts2 -1 4,4% 5,6% 2,7% -1 -1

Increase of VAT compensation  
(incl. Regional public sector bodies)

10,1% 2,6% 7,5% 13,1% 9,4% 8,5%4

Provinces
Corrected budgets -1 -1 7,6% 19,2% 22,7% 15,1% 10,1%5

Corrected accounts 11,9% 1,0% -1 -1 -1 -1

Increase of VAT compensation 21,0% 15,2% -1,2% 18,6% 13,4% 13,1%6

Source: Own calculations, based on Statistics Netherlands and Table 3.4
1. Data for these years are not available.
2.  Data on the growth of the expenditures of regional public sector bodies are not available. As the expenditures of 

these bodies are relatively low, their growth rate would not influence these data significantly.
3.  For the growth rate of municipal expenditures, we use the account-data for the years 2005, 2006 and 2007, and 

data on budget basis for 2008 and 2009.
4. The average annual growth for the years 2005 until 2009.
5.  For the growth rate of provincial expenditures, we use the account-data for the years 2004 and 2005, and data on 

budget basis for 2006 until 2009.
6. The average annual growth for the years 2004 until 2009.

Based on the calculations made to compile these tables, the share of municipal and 

provincial expenditures relevant for compensation can be estimated. Municipalities can claim 

compensation for about a third of their expenditures. For provinces, about 60 per cent of the 

expenditures are entitled to compensation of VAT. The difference of both figures is caused by 

differences in type of expenditures. For example, relatively important tasks for municipalities 

are for welfare and social assistance, which are not entitled to compensation. Provinces are 

for example responsible for the construction and maintenance of regional roads, which are 

non-taxable and therefore compensable tasks.
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For the budget of the central government, the introduction caused a small negative effect. 

Until 2003, extra VAT receipts resulting from extra municipal expenditures financed 

for example by extra tax-income or in case of contracting out were added to the central 

governments’ budget. As the budget of the compensation fund is defined by the total sum of 

relevant expenditures, these extra VAT receipts are from 2003 implicitly added to the fund 

and returned to the municipalities. 

Besides, the national VAT base is used for calculating the annual contribution of EU-member 

states. Due to both the increase in contracting out by municipalities and the abolishment of 

the special approval on co-operations the tax-base increased after the introduction leading 

to an increase in the annual contribution. In passing the law on the VAT compensation, the 

central government guaranteed explicitly that the increase in the contribution to the European 

Union would not be paid by the fund.21

Despite the non-convicting effects of the introduction of the VAT compensation fund for 

municipalities and provinces, almost all political parties proposed in the campaign for the 

elections of the Dutch parliament in 2010 in their electoral platform the introduction of a 

VAT compensation fund for the care sector, as it would make contracting out of activities 

more attractive (CPB, 2010). This proposal seems to be more the result of the by the CPB 

Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis globally expected yields of € 0,2 billion, 

than the introduction of a level playing field as such. These yields are more based on a 

conviction of the profits of contracting and some global notions on the efficiency of the 

private sector (see Lieftinck and Geveke, 2010; Het Financieele Dagblad, 2010; van den 

Hout, 2010), than on an ex ante study of the consequences of such a proposal. For example, 

figures on the budgetary profits of the introduction of the fund for decentral governments 

are not available. Besides, at this moment, it remains unclear in which way the practical 

problems with a compensation for these activities should be solved. The history of the 

introduction of the VAT compensation fund for the municipalities and provinces – the lack of 

an ex ante study on the advantages and disadvantages of a compensation fund – seems to be 

21 Tweede Kamer, 2009-2010; Tweede Kamer, 2010-2011a.
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repeated. However, Coalition-agreement of the new administration included just the ambition 

to investigate the introduction of a VAT compensation fund, for both the care and the cure 

sector, without any predicted yields (Regeerakkoord, 2010).

General Policy evaluation

In 2010, the Ministry of Finance started a comprehensive evaluation of the VAT 

compensation fund. 22 Part of this evaluation was an impact assessment of the fund, executed 

independently by APE / Rebelgroup Advisory (2010). Central research question of this 

study was ‘whether the introduction of the VAT compensation fund had contributed to a 

more balanced consideration between contracting out and self-supply’. Based on a literature 

study, the analysis of the development of the size of the fund, and 30 interviews with several 

stakeholders, APE / Rebelgroup Advisory draws a number of conclusions. 

1. The requests for compensation show for both municipalities as for provinces a 

relatively high annual growth percentage. Based on the interviews, they expect 

a further growth of the VAT compensation in future years, due to the trend of 

autonomization of parts of municipalities and provinces and more contracting out 

due to the budgetary decline of these bodies. On the other hand, the budgetary 

pressures might lead to a cut in expenditures, and therefore a decline of this growth 

percentage.

2. Due to the introduction of the fund, the VAT consequences do not influence the 

considerations of municipalities and provinces any longer. However, as APE / 

Rebelgroup Advisory concluded, these considerations are more determined by, for 

example, strategic, political and managerial motives. Besides, municipalities lack 

an adequate knowledge on how to manage external providers. Finally, transparency 

on, for example, the cost prices of their own services, and the cost prices of other 

municipalities or external providers, is lacking. Therefore, the costs and VAT 

consequences of contracting out only have a minor relevance. As APE /Rebelgroup 

Advisory concludes, these conclusions might apply for other public sector bodies 

22 Initially, the evaluation was to be expected in spring 2008 (Tweede Kamer, 2007-2008a).
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that are not part of the VAT compensation regime, as regional water authorities and 

health care organisations, as well, although a number of interviewees report that due 

to future expenditure cuts, a pressure for contracting out might arise. Then, the VAT 

consequences might become relevant.

3. Finally, APE /Rebelgroup Advisory investigated the two other motives for the 

introduction of the VAT compensation fund, (1) the termination of the incentive to 

start fiscal schemes to avoid the levying of VAT and (2) to ease the lending out of 

employees between public sector bodies. Based on a small set of interviews they 

concluded that the use of these fiscal schemes had diminished, although proper 

evidence for this conclusion was not given. However, the rules for compensation 

had created new borders and therefore, although on a lesser scale, new incentives 

to maximize the compensation of VAT in case of the collaboration of organisations 

without entitlement to compensation and municipalities and provinces. They 

concluded that the VAT consequences of lending of personnel did not exist, what 

might be attributed to the introduction of the fund. However, the study did not show 

the effect of the introduction of the VAT compensation on both issues and the extent 

of these (former) problems.

4. Based on these conclusions, they advised to intensify the communication on the 

working of the fund, to eliminate misconceptions, and to increase the knowledge of 

municipalities and provinces on the management of external service provision. 

The introduction of the fund had to lead to a level playing field with respect to contracting 

out and therefore to better opportunities for private enterprises to provide their services 

to municipalities. However, private entrepreneurs are not positive about the quality of 

municipal contracting behaviour, partly due to a strong focus on cost reduction without 

giving opportunities for innovation. Besides, European procurement rules are a barrier. As a 

result, APE / Rebelgroup (2010, p. 51/52) concluded based on a number of interviews with 

associations of entrepreneurs that – due to these perceptions – the market for contracting on 

municipal activities has not developed optimal. 
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The special working group of delegates of the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of the 

Interior, the Union of Municipalities, the Union of Provinces and the Tax Department, 

chaired by the Ministry of Finance, was responsible for the comprehensive evaluation of the 

fund. The working group took over the conclusions of the independent impact assessment 

by APE / Rebelgroup. As a general conclusion, they stated that it is not possible to conclude 

that the introduction of the fund caused an increase in contracting out and local government 

efficiency. Such a relationship might be there, but can – according to the researchers – not be 

proven, as a counterfactual is lacking. Besides, municipalities and provinces might be able 

to provide services more efficiently and a trend towards autonomization and cooperation 

already existed before the introduction of the fund. Finally, they state that the period since the 

introduction is too short to draw definitive conclusions, as decisions about service provision 

might be path-dependent. Therefore, they suggest investigating the effects on a longer time 

scale (Ministerie van Financiën, 2010a). However, this evaluation does hardly pay any 

attention on the negative consequences of the introduction of the fund, as the budgetary 

effects for individual municipalities, the asset-problem, the administrative consequences and 

the balance with the profits of the introduction of the fund.

In reaction to this evaluation, the Union of Dutch municipalities explained that according to 

their view, ‘the VAT compensation fund has overshot its mark, while it has led to an increase 

in their administrative burden’ (VNG; 2011). The administrative complexities were due to 

VAT law, more than to the VAT compensation fund as such. Most municipalities report that 

the introduction of the fund had not led to an increase in contracting out, as strategic, political 

and policy considerations are more relevant, than the budgetary consequences. After a 

consultation of the Unions of municipalities and provinces, the Minister of Finance will draw 

his final conclusions on the future of the fund (Ministerie van Financiën, 2010b).

Conclusion

During the first years after the introduction of the fund, evaluations were held about the 

budgetary consequences and the administrative consequences. Although the administrative 
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burden was lower than might be expected, this aspect of the fund is still negatively assessed. 

In combination with discussions on the VAT on the expenditures, as far as they were financed 

by subsidies from the European Union, these issues hindered a smooth acceptance of the 

fund. Still, municipalities and provinces still not seem to assess the fund positively. The 

relatively high growth level of the fund, in comparison with the growth of the municipal and 

provincial expenditures, might be interpreted as an indication that the fund is effective in 

addressing the VAT distortion.

3.7 Concluding remarks

As public sector bodies, non-profit organisations and charities are not entitled to a refund 

of VAT paid on their tax-exempt and non-taxable activities, the levying of VAT causes a 

number of distortions in their decision-making. Most relevant is the choice between self-

supply and contracting out as the second option is taxed with VAT. Besides, they have an 

incentive for tax avoidance constructions with negative consequences for both the tax base 

and the tax administration. Finally, VAT hinders the lending out of personnel between these 

organizations.

The VAT compensation fund – as introduced in 2003 by the Dutch government – neutralizes 

via a budgetary solution these distortions as far as most of their non-taxable activities are 

concerned. As a result, public sector bodies are better able to make a fair choice between 

self-supply and contracting out for a part of these activities and to gain from for example the 

potential efficiency of the private sector. However, for a relevant part of their activities, the 

VAT distortion is still there. Other bodies – both public and private – executing tax-exempt 

tasks, as for example in education and health care and the financial sector, remain subject to 

the effects of VAT. 
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After a relatively long and intensive period of preparation, the VAT compensation fund was 

introduced in 2003. During the years of preparation, all parties involved were convinced 

by the relevance of the realisation of a level playing field for contracting out, although 

individual municipalities and provinces had a more negative opinion on these proposals. 

Their unions weighed up the pros and cons of a solution and concluded that ‘there were no 

reasons to reject the bill’. However, as we may conclude, an evidence-based study on the 

actual existence and consequences of the VAT distortion and the arguments of municipalities 

and provinces in the Netherlands on contracting out was lacking. Therefore, an objective 

comparison between the costs and the profits of the introduction of the fund was not made. 

Remarkably, for other sectors – as health care bodies and regional water authorities – the 

assumption was that the issue of contracting out was not relevant, also without a proper 

investigation.

The preparation and the introduction came with a serious list of transitional problems as 

the administrative consequences, the budgetary effects on a cash-basis and the accounting 

problem on assets being the most important. The administrative problems were caused both 

by the complexity of the delineation of the VAT compensation, especially the exceptions, 

and the unfamiliarity of municipalities and provinces with the regular VAT legislation as this 

was since then almost irrelevant for these bodies. The cash related budgetary effects were 

relevant as well. Finally, the accounting problem had a major influence on the introduction, 

both because of the complexity of the problem and the solutions, as the potential budgetary 

consequences of the individual municipalities and provinces.

Municipalities, provinces and regional public sector bodies are in principle entitled to 

compensation of VAT costs on their non-taxable activities. However, the Law on the VAT 

compensation fund contains a number of exceptions to this general rule, to prevent abuse of 

the fund, which would thwart the budgetary neutrality.
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During the first years after the introduction of the fund, evaluations were held about the 

budgetary and the administrative consequences. Although the administrative burden was 

lower than might be expected and reduced, this aspect of the fund is still negatively assessed. 

In combination with discussions on the VAT on the expenditures financed by the European 

Union, these issues hindered a smooth acceptance of the fund. Still, municipalities and 

provinces still not seem to assess the fund positively. 

However, the introduction came with a number of positive side effects as well. As 

municipalities had to change their administration to be able to deduce the level of 

compensable VAT, the introduction led in a number of municipalities to an improvement of 

their financial administration, especially in the more decentralized municipalities as they 

had to submit one request for compensation, and the compensation had to be divided along 

all municipal organisations. Besides, the introduction improved the knowledge on VAT 

regulations in municipalities, which led in some situations to restitution of VAT, isolated from 

the compensation of VAT. Most important side-effect was the increase in purchasing power 

of municipalities as for the compensable activities, they had to increase their tax rates only 

for the net costs, as the costs of VAT were compensated. The same effect occurs related to the 

solution of the asset problem. As municipalities may have hidden reserves, the purchasing 

power of these reserves increased in the year of introduction of the fund as in case of use, the 

expenditures could be done without the costs of VAT.

For a relevant part of the tasks of municipalities and provinces, the tax-exempt activities 

as education and welfare, the distortion is still there. Besides, other public sector bodies as 

regional water authorities and suppliers of tax-exempt activities, as private and public health 

care organisations, still remain subject to the VAT distortions. On the other hand, last decade 

none of these types of bodies ask for attention on this problem and insisted on a solution. 

This might be explained by both the non-existence of these distortions as the drawbacks of 

the solutions as a compensation fund. Nevertheless, in the campaign for the elections of the 
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Dutch parliament in 2010, almost all political parties proposed in their electoral platforms the 

introduction of a VAT compensation fund for the care sector, as it would make the contracting 

out of activities to the private sector more attractive (CPB, 2010). This proposal seems to be 

more the result of the by the CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis globally 

expected yields of 0,2 bln euro, than the expected benefits of the introduction of a level 

playing field as such. 

In addition to the introduction of a level playing field with respect to contracting out, the fund 

had two other objectives: the termination of the incentive to start fiscal schemes to avoid the 

levying of VAT and to ease the lending out of employees between public sector bodies. The 

policy evaluation by the Ministry of Finance concluded that the use of these fiscal schemes 

had diminished, although a proper evidence for this conclusion was not given. However, the 

rules for compensation had created new borders and therefore, although on a lesser scale, 

incentives to maximize the compensation of VAT in case of the collaboration of organisations 

without entitlement to compensation and municipalities and provinces. They concluded that 

the VAT consequences of lending of personnel did not exist, what might be attributed to the 

introduction of the fund, although the study did not show the effect of the introduction of the 

VAT compensation on this issue. 

For both the municipalities and the provinces, the fund shows since the introduction a higher 

growth rate than the actual non-taxable expenditures of these bodies. This might be an 

indication that these bodies slightly increase their contracting out to the private sector, what 

can be attributed to the introduction of the fund. However, we cannot exclude that this was a 

trend, already existing before and independent of the introduction of the fund. 
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Appendix 3A Fiscal position of numerous municipal tasks

As described in section 3.2, VAT legislation implicitly makes a distinction between taxable 

activities, tax-exempt activities and non-taxable activities, most being public tasks. For a 

number of municipal and provincial tasks, Table 3.6 shows the actual VAT status. Related to 

the VAT status of these activities, we can also make a distinction in the right to compensation 

or refund of VAT on purchase costs. 

In most cases we see that for taxable activities, the input VAT is deductible via the regular 

VAT. For tax-exempt activities, compensation or refund of VAT is not allowed. In general, the 

VAT on non-taxable activities is entitled to compensation.

However, for a number of activities, Table 3.6 shows that these general rules do not apply. 

Public education is a tax-exempt activity, but to realise a level playing field between public 

education as provided by the municipality and public education as provided by private school 

organisations, these VAT costs are not entitled to compensation (*). As described in section 

3.3.2, compensation is not given in case the good or service is provided by the municipality 

at someone’s individual disposal. Therefore, for example, the adaptation of a house – for 

example a stair lift – for a handicapped citizen, even based on a municipal obligation, is not 

entitled to compensation (**).
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Table 3.6 Tasks of municipalities and provinces and the VAT status of these activities.
Activity of municipality or province Type of activity Compensation or refund of 

VAT?
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Collection and processing of household refuse 
(including glass and garden refuse)

X X

Cleaning of public roads X X
Collection and processing of  
entrepreneurial refuse 

X X

Provision and mediation on credit X X
Issue of passports, driving license,  
certificate of residence, etc.

X X

Construction, reconstruction and  
maintenance of community facilities (roads, 
streets, squares, viaducts, etc.)

X X

Preparation and determination of zoning plans X X
Provision of real estate less than two years 
after occupation

X X

Provision of real estate later than two years 
after occupation

X X

Provision of licenses, with a competence only 
by the municipality (market licence, building 
licence)

X X

Construction and maintenance of private 
gardens

X X

Exploitation of a camp site X X
Letting of immovable property to  
organisations who are entitled to VAT refund

X X

Letting of immovable property to  
organisations who are not entitled to VAT 
refund (for example, accommodation to a 
sports club

X X

Public education (*) X X
Exploitation of a public library X X
Exploitation of a bike shed X X
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Activity of municipality or province Type of activity Compensation or refund of 
VAT?
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Fire brigade X X
Supply of water, gas, electricity and thermal 
energy

X X

Telecommunications services X X
Passenger transport or transport of goods X X
Port and airport services X X
Supply of new goods manufactured for sale X X
Exploitation of a museum X X
Organisation of trade fairs X X
Warehousing X X
Letting of a market stall X X
Parking along a public road X X
Parking in a garage X X
Exploitation of a canteen X X
Activities of radio and television bodies X X
Muskrat combat X X
Vermin combat X X
Construction and maintenance of municipal 
sewerage system

X X

Public lighting X X
Construction and property supervision X X
De-icing X X
General administration of a municipality X X
Freely accessible festival X X
Free accessible children’s farm X X
Construction of a lock X X
Adaptation of a house – for example a stair 
lift – for a handicapped citizen, based on 
municipal obligation (**)

X X

1. Refund of VAT via regular VAT
 

The Dutch VAT compensation fund





4
Contracting out:  
Dutch municipalities reject the  
solution for the VAT distortion1

Abstract

In 2003, the Dutch government introduced a VAT compensation fund in order to create a 

level playing field for local governments with respect to Value Added Tax (VAT). This fund 

eliminates the effect of the tax difference between local governments that supply services 

themselves and local governments that contract out services to the private sector. However, 

as this chapter shows, according to most of the municipalities, differences in their treatment 

with respect to VAT did not hinder the contracting out of public services. Therefore, the 

VAT compensation fund lacks legitimacy. It appears to have had little effect so far, as the 

number of contracted public services has hardly increased since its introduction. In general, 

municipalities have a negative opinion of the fund. They state that non-budgetary effects and 

institutional considerations, such as the quality of services, the vulnerability of municipal 

activities and concern for employment in the municipality itself, are more relevant to 

decision-making on outsourcing. 

1 Chapter 4 is published as: M.C. Wassenaar, E. Dijkgraaf and R.H.J.M. Gradus (2010), ‘Contracting out: Dutch 
municipalities reject the solution for the VAT distortion’, Local Government Studies, 36:5, pp. 617-636. A number of 
detailed background analyses as described in appendix 4D are published in Wassenaar et al. (2007). We thank two 
anonymous referees for useful comments.
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4.1 Introduction

Over the last two decades, contracting out of local government services has increased. 

A broad range of studies shows that this policy may generate benefits, as competition for 

contracts can increase efficiency of public activities, such as refuse collection, fire protection 

and cleaning services (Domberger and Jensen, 1997; Tang, 1997). Also other arguments as 

the quality of private service provision may play a role. However, the VAT (Value Added 

Tax) system of the European Union favours public provision over contracting out. In many 

cases contracting out leads – despite potential cost-efficiencies – to higher gross costs 

for local governments as the net costs of the service are raised by VAT on contracted out 

services. As VAT is not a net cost for society, it should not influence the decision making 

from a societal point of view. From the viewpoint of local decision makers, however, it 

does potentially influence the decision, as they have to pay the VAT, which is appropriated 

as revenue by central government. Therefore, public authorities have fewer incentives to 

achieve maximal efficiency gains or to make an optimal decision for other non-budgetary 

reasons. Such as several other – especially northern European – member states of the EU, the 

Dutch government in 2003 introduced a refund scheme to address this distortion (Wassenaar 

and Gradus, 2004). However, other arguments – such as concern for the local level of 

employment or the vulnerability of municipal activities – might also be relevant to decision 

making on the contracting out municipal activities. 

This chapter analyses the effectiveness of the Dutch refund scheme for the contracting 

out by municipal activities in the Netherlands. The paper is structured as follows. Section 

two describes the arguments for public authorities for contracting out their activities and 

provides theoretical explanations for the differences between municipalities in the degree to 

which they contract out. In section three, the VAT compensation regime in the Netherlands 

is described and compared with that of other countries. Section four briefly presents the 

survey methodology used in this paper in order to shed light on contracting out and the 
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effectiveness of the Dutch approach. Section five discusses the results of an inquiry into 

Dutch municipalities with respect to the extent of contracting out activities to the private 

sector. Section six describes the opinion of Dutch municipalities on the effectiveness of the 

fund, while section seven offers concluding remarks.

4.2 Contracting out of public activities

Municipalities can decide to contract out the production or supply of their services to the 

private sector for a number of reasons. Private contractors possess advantages over public 

organisations, as they have a stronger focus on results, due to competition among suppliers, 

the necessity to earn at least an average return on investment, and a more powerful structure 

of incentives for managers (Hart et al., 1997; Shleifer, 1998). This means that they have more 

incentives for innovation, organisational improvement and lower cost production. In general, 

they can achieve higher results as they often have a more flexible labour force and fewer 

procedural constraints than public organisations. A special advantage derives from economies 

of scale as private companies can distribute their fixed costs over more than one municipality. 

A number of these arguments for municipal contracting out to the private sector are valid for 

contracting out to public organisations such as inter-municipal corporations and public firms 

as well, as these achieve similar results by creating a market for service provision extending 

beyond a single jurisdiction and expanding economies of scale (Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2003; 

Sorensen, 2007). 

Due to these advantages, private and external public contractors may be able to offer these 

services at a lower cost than the municipalities themselves can achieve. Many studies have 

supported efficiency and cost-savings claims made for these companies’ public activities 

such as refuse collection, fire protection and cleaning services. Overview studies (e.g. 

Domberger and Jensen, 1997; Tang, 1997) based on experiences with contracting out a broad 
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range of government services indicated cost savings of about 20 percent, without sacrificing 

the quality of services provided. However, other and more recent reviews of empirical 

literature have provided verdicts on these efficiency claims that are, at best, mixed (Boyne, 

1998a; Hodge, 2000). Bel and Warner (2008) concluded that no direct and systematic 

relationship could be established between savings or productivity and private production. 

As an example, Bel and Warner (2006) found in a meta-analysis based on an integral survey 

of published econometric studies of water and waste production, little support for a link 

between privatisation and cost savings. They explain these findings by pointing to market 

failures (either monopolistic production, weak competition or collusion), and conclude that 

scepticism about cost savings under privatisation is warranted. Therefore, they suggest that if 

privatisation is chosen as a tool for reform, governmental regulation and market structuring is 

necessary to ensure cost savings occur and are sustained over time.

 

It is unclear in any of the listed European studies whether the VAT effect is excluded from 

calculations of reported cost savings, except for Dijkgraaf and Gradus (2007). This is 

remarkable as, in the EU, contracting out leads to a VAT liability, thus increasing the gross 

costs, but not the net costs, of service provision. If VAT is not excluded, and studies conclude 

that contracting out does not lead to lower gross costs, then they are in fact concluding 

that net costs are lower. In that case, contracting out is to be preferred from a social cost 

perspective. 

A second prominent benefit of, and motivation for, outsourcing, that is cited by public 

officials is the higher quality of private production (Brudney et al., 2004). However, only a 

few statistical studies have been conducted on this issue. As a result, the effect of contracting 

out on service quality remains largely unknown. In a meta-analysis (Hodge, 2000), the effect 

of contracting out on service quality was statistically indistinguishable from zero. 
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Differences in contracting out

Despite the potential benefits of contracting out, local governments differ in the extent to 

which they have chosen to outsource their activities. A number of economic theories have 

been used to understand the reasons for municipalities contracting out their activities to the 

private sector (see for example Bel and Fageda, 2007). As the theory of public choice focuses 

on the public organisation and the behaviour of managers, this theory is especially useful to 

investigate the reasons for municipalities transferring a part of their production to the private 

sector. Another theory is the concept of transaction costs. This theory is especially useful for 

understanding the reasons why municipalities transfer certain activities to the private sector, 

while they provide other services themselves. However, as a lot of empirical studies have 

shown, the economic theories and arguments are, in general, unable to give a convincing 

explanation for the contracting-out behaviour of municipalities. Recently, sociological-

institutional literature has postulated theories that describe decision-making on a number of 

institutional choices. However, this range of literature has not yet been tested empirically on 

decision making relating to the contracting out of public activities. The rest of this section 

describes in more detail the application of these theories to the issue of contracting out and 

empirical evidence related to this.

Public choice theory is frequently used to analyse the contracting-out behaviour of 

municipalities (Bel and Fageda, 2007). This theory focuses on the political motivations 

behind managerial decisions in the public sector and the source of managerial influence. 

Public managers are, in the framework of public choice, credited as self-interested agents 

who try to maximise their personal value and interests through longer terms and larger 

budgets (Niskanen, 1971). As a consequence, they will monopolise public service delivery, 

resulting in sub-optimal levels of production and in inefficiency. Policy makers will also 

derive fiscal advantages and political power from managing local public services. According 

to this theory, the remedy for this behaviour is competition in markets for public services. 

As a consequence, contracting out should lead to lower costs and higher technical efficiency. 
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Public choice theory argues that competition brings market discipline to public service 

delivery, while preserving the benefits of public sector engagement. However, as Bel and 

Warner (2006, 2008) suggested, adequate government regulation and market structuring are 

necessary in order to achieve real cost savings.

Public choice theory leads in most empirical studies to four hypotheses to test the municipal 

decision making in the contracting out of public services (Bel et al., 2007, Lopez-de-Silanes 

et al., 1997).

1. Efficiency. Cost reduction may be an important objective of contracting out, to be 

realised through competition and through the exploitation of scale economies. Hence, the 

potential for cost reduction may be higher in larger and urban areas where more private 

providers are available as this increases the potential for competition (Hebdon and 

Jalette, 2008; Warner and Hefetz, 2002). On the other hand, smaller municipalities may 

profit from contracting out as they can obtain scale advantages by the aggregation of the 

demands of more municipalities by a private company.

2. Political patronage. The decision to contract out may be dependent of the existence of 

pressure groups having a particular interest in the fiscal advantages from a given form 

of service delivery. Hence, a high level of unionisation has been negatively linked to 

privatisation. On the other hand, strong industrial interests should be positively linked to 

privatisation. 

3. Ideology. Although it may be hard to imagine that voters have preferences on something 

technical as the mode of delivery of government services, they surely have views about 

the role of government more generally. Therefore, ideology may influence privatisation 

discussions. Right-wing parties have been linked to more pro-private business values, 

whereas left-wing parties are conventionally associated with the values of public 

ownership. Left-wing governments will be more reluctant to privatise local services, 

while right-wing governments will be more inclined to do so.
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4. Fiscal constraints. Fiscal constraints (fiscal stress) should lead to more privatisation. In 

the last decades fiscal restrictions were introduced to reduce the ability to raise the local 

tax revenues in countries like the USA. Due to the fact that in the Netherlands these 

fiscal constraints are not applied, we will not test this fourth hypothesis in this study.

Empirical evidence

Lopez-de-Silanes et al. (1997), using data for 12 sectors drawn from nearly all countries in 

the USA for 12 sectors, showed evidence that political factors are important in the decision 

as to whether or not public services are contracted out. Politicians derive significant benefits 

from in-house provision of public services – such as political patronage, support from public 

employee unions, and the possibility to influence unemployment through public payrolls 

– and they stand to lose these benefits as a result of privatisation. Consequently, they find 

that factors that reduce the political benefits of in-house provision, especially state clean-

government and anti-union laws, make privatisation more likely. They find too that factors 

that increase the cost of government spending, such as state laws restricting government 

financing and assessments of the state’s financial problems, make privatisation more likely. 

Therefore, decisions on privatisation are determined in part by the trade-off that politicians 

face between in-house provision of public services, which brings them political benefits, 

and higher government spending, which brings them political costs. It is this political trade-

off, and not just the efficiency and ideological factors, that has been shown to determine the 

decision to privatise. 

In a study on the contracting out of municipal refuse collection in the Netherlands, using 

panel data for all Dutch municipalities, Dijkgraaf et al. (2003) sought an explanation for 

local authorities’ reservations about contracting out. They found evidence that a high 

level of grants by the central government (the efficiency argument, as a higher transfer 

from the central government diminishes the emphasis on cost savings) or a high level of 

unemployment (the political patronage argument) raise the probability of contracting out to 
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the private sector. Moreover, smaller municipalities are more likely to choose a private waste 

collector, as they can profit more from scale economies. Remarkably, ideological factors 

seem to play only a minor role. Bel and Miralles (2003) – in a study on the privatisation of 

waste collection in Spanish municipalities – concluded that local governments are led by 

pragmatic rather than ideological motives. Warner and Hebdon (2001) showed that local 

governments are more concerned with practical issues of service quality, and less with 

ideology, politics and unionisation. Pragmatism wins out over politics as local governments 

cast a keen eye to market structure, service quality, and efficiency concerns. 

In a meta-study, Bel and Fageda (2007) extensively analysed 28 multivariate studies from 

six countries on the factors explaining local privatisation. They found examples of fiscal 

stress and interest group pressures influencing the privatisation of local services in early US-

studies that consider a broader range of services. Interest groups also have their influence, 

particularly for governments in small towns. Cost considerations are especially relevant when 

the exploitation of scale economies is taken together with privatisation choices. However, the 

ideological attitudes of policy makers do not seem to influence the service delivery choice of 

local governments in a systematic way. Finally, the authors concluded that local government 

decisions appear to be more pragmatic than ideological.

 

However, Bel and Fageda (2007) concluded also that, in general, the explanatory power 

of these studies is low. According to them, one possible explanation is that, in fact, most 

studies do not analyse the privatisation decision in year t-x (the move form public to private) 

but use the production form (public or private service supply) in year t as a dependent 

variable. Therefore, these studies are based on a mis-specified model because the dependent 

variable does not measure a dynamic choice of service production technology but rather the 

current status of service production, which may relate to historical rather than contemporary 

characteristics of the city (Boyne, 1998c). In that case, factors being used to test the theories 

might have changed completely, while the production mode still accords with the factors 
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that were applicable when the decision was made. Another explanation is the fact that local 

governments have only limited ability to make discretional decisions about the production 

form in the years after privatisation has been implemented, due, for example, to the duration 

of contracts or to difficulties in bringing production into the municipality. Therefore, the 

decision to contract out is path-dependent.

Transaction costs

Despite the potential efficiency of the private sector, the process of contracting out comes 

with costs, the most important being transaction costs. These costs are defined as the 

‘comparative costs of planning, adapting, and monitoring task completion under alternative 

governance structures’ (Williamson, 1989). The theory of transaction costs covers all 

costs, including the administrative costs and the costs of incomplete contracts. From this 

perspective, privatisation can deliver cost savings whenever the transaction costs involved 

are not too large. Hence, the conditions that influence the level of transaction costs should be 

central in determining when a local service can be privatised successfully (Bel and Fageda, 

2007). 

In his study on contracting out by organizations, Williamson (1989) focused on two broad 

types of service-specific characteristics – asset specificity and service measurability. Asset 

specificity refers to whether specialized investments are required to produce the service. 

Specialized investments are investments that apply to the production of one service but are 

very difficult to adapt to the production of other services. These specialized investments offer 

an advantage to the first contract winner, thus creating a barrier to entry for competitors. 

Contracting governments find themselves at a disadvantage in negotiating contract terms 

in subsequent rounds of bargaining. The result can be monopolisation of the market by one 

company. Service measurability refers to how difficult it is for the organisation issuing a 

contract to measure the outcomes of the service or to monitor the activities required to deliver 

the service.
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Domberger and Jensen (1997) explained that contracting out is likely to be more successful 

if the magnitude and the specificity of the physical assets required to provide the service are 

smaller, the quality characteristics that cannot be recovered by a contract are less important, 

and the competitive supply in the market, both actual and potential, is large. 

Empirical evidence

Easily measured services have more readily identifiable performance measures that 

accurately represent service quantity and quality. A service can be easy to measure if it is 

relatively straightforward to monitor the activities required to deliver it. A service is difficult 

to measure when neither the outcomes to be achieved nor the activities to be performed are 

easily identifiable. Under these circumstances, the contracting government is exposed to the 

risk of unseen vendor non-performance or negligence (Brown and Potoski, 2003; Prager, 

1994).

In a study on 64 types of municipal activity based on a survey of 36 public managers in the 

USA, no evidence is found for a clear relationship between the contracting out decisions 

of municipalities and the potential transaction costs due to the asset specificity or the 

measurability of services (Brown and Potoski, 2005).

Levin and Tadelis (2007) showed, based on data for American city managers, that services 

for which it is harder to write and administer performance contracts are less likely to be 

privatised. They also found that services that are less frequently provided, and which 

managers rank lower in terms of resident sensitivity to quality, are more likely to be 

privatised. They interpret this result as meaning that for these services city administrators 

focus more on the cost of privatisation than on the benefits.

Sociological institutional literature 

The sociological-institutional literature shows that economically rational considerations 

do not fully explain the behaviour of government organisations. This literature focuses on 

the influence of institutional factors – such as rules, values, habits, power, and internal and 
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external pressures – on change processes in organizations (ter Bogt, 2008a). For example, 

a decision to autonomize a public organization, as well as the effects of the decision, may 

largely be due to certain of its social, institutional, legal and political settings (ter Bogt, 2003; 

DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Lapsley and Pallot, 2000). 

Institutional theories assume that a primary determinant of organisational structure is the 

pressure external and internal constituencies exert on the organization to conform to a set of 

expectations, if it is to gain legitimacy and so secure access to vital resources and long-term 

survival (Brignall and Modell, 2000). Institutional reasoning can also be used to explain the 

motivations and processes that underlie an organisation’s response to institutional pressures 

(van Helden and Tillema, 2005). Therefore, institutional reasoning can be used to investigate 

in which institutional settings public sector organisations are willing and able to engage.

For example, fundamental changes in the organisation require thorough preparation, 

sufficient means and close attention from the management and other personnel of the 

organisation. Therefore, it can take a considerable amount of time to introduce and get 

acquainted with reforms (ter Bogt, 2008a). 

Empirical evidence

In a study on contracting out using data for 500 cities in Southern California, Joassart-

Marcelli and Musso (2005) showed that service provision and production arrangements tend 

to be made at the time of city formation, and that political and institutional rigidity limit the 

extent to which arrangements are subsequently changed. This reflects the possibility of path-

dependency – the fact that technologies are adopted randomly but that these choices have 

long-lasting impact. Despite its potential ability to elucidate the concept of contracting out, 

sociological-institutional literature has not been tested extensively on this subject yet. 

Municipalities make different choices in the contracting out of their activities. As will be 

shown in the next section, these choices may be influenced by the levying of VAT. With the 

introduction of the VAT compensation fund, this potential distortion is eliminated. By directly 
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asking individual municipalities about the use and the effectiveness of this fund, we try to 

gain more insight into their arguments in the contracting-out decisions. First, we hypothesize 

whether or not the decisions are influenced by the costs of VAT. Secondly, we study the 

effects of the introduction of the fund. Therefore, this study differs from most other studies 

on contracting-out behaviour by the fact that we focus on the potential effects of the levying 

of VAT.

4.3 VAT compensation in the Netherlands

For municipalities in member states of the EU, VAT rules may be an important explanation 

for the reluctance of public authorities to contract out the provision of services. In the case 

of contracting out to a private enterprise, VAT is charged on the full price. In the case of self-

supply, the public authority has to pay VAT only on the costs for the purchase of goods and 

services involved. The value added by the public authority – consisting mainly of employee 

costs, which are often a large share of total costs – is not subject to VAT. As a result, VAT 

costs are significantly higher in the case of contracting out than in the case of self-supply. 

This is the case for most activities performed by public authorities and for certain specified 

activities performed by both public and private suppliers. In addition to the arguments as 

mentioned in section 4.2, decision making on contracting out may be influenced by the 

distortionary effect of the costs of VAT. 

Several member states of the EU – Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK 

– and Norway have introduced refund schemes to address this distortion. In the UK, Sweden 

and Finland, the schemes were introduced simultaneously with the introduction of the 

present system of VAT. By giving compensation for the total VAT costs, both in the case of 

self-supply and of contracting out, a level playing field for both options is created. Although 

several European countries introduced comparable refund schemes for abolishing the VAT 

distortion, unfortunately no structured information is available about the effectiveness of 
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any of these refund schemes. However, for Denmark, Sweden and Norway, there are minor 

indications that after the introduction of the scheme, contracting out by local governments 

has increased (Ministerie van Financiën, 2007; Wassenaar and Gradus, 2004).

In the Netherlands, a VAT compensation fund was introduced in 2003. The main reason for 

its introduction was the creation of a level playing field between self-supply and contracting 

out of public services, as the VAT distortion favoured self-supply. In the preceding years, the 

fiscal effects of the VAT distortion received more attention by central government and, as a 

consequence, it was decided to address these problems. Besides this, an increased interest for 

the potential cost advantages of private contractors was being seen in the public debate. Also, 

the increase in the general VAT rate from 17.5 per cent to 19 per cent in 2001 had increased 

the fiscal distortion and thus the need for compensation.

The refund scheme applies to both municipalities and provinces. Compensation is given for 

VAT on non-taxable activities.2 The fund is financed budgetary so as to be neutral, in so far as 

the budget for the year of introduction is concerned, by a structural reduction of the general 

grant equal to the value of compensation in that year. After this year, the fund is increased by 

the addition of extra VAT receipts resulting from the growth in contracting out.

The administrative liabilities of the VAT compensation fund are comparable to the standard 

VAT rules for firms, in general, although the exceptions for compensation – for example 

for education and health services – may complicate administrative procedures. Despite the 

generous budgetary compensation for the administrative costs, municipalities complain about 

2 European VAT legislation – the VAT directives – for public authorities distinguishes three types of activities: taxable 
activities, non-taxable activities and tax-exempt activities. All activities of both private suppliers as well as public 
authorities, in general, are within the scope of VAT and are therefore taxable activities. With these activities, the 
VAT rate is charged and the input VAT can be recovered. There are two exceptions on this general rule. As described 
in Article 4(5) of the Sixth VAT directive, the first exception is made for activities of public sector bodies engaged 
in their role as public authority. The activities described in this article are called non-taxable activities. The second 
exception is made for specific activities listed in Article 13 of the Sixth VAT directive as for health, education and 
banking services. These activities are known as tax-exempt activities, Gendron (2005).
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the complexity of the legislation of VAT compensation.3 This might be explained by the 

unfamiliarity of the municipalities and provinces with VAT legislation.

The Dutch government expected an increase in the contracting out of local government 

activities after the introduction of the VAT compensation fund, based on an assumption of 

higher efficiency in the private sector and the desire of municipalities to take advantage of 

these potential efficiency gains. However, as Bel and Warner (2006, 2008) suggested, in 

order to achieve these cost savings, adequate government regulations and market structuring 

have to be in place. During the introduction, no attention was given to the creation of optimal 

market conditions for contracting out. One area of Dutch local government for which data 

particularly exist is the outsourcing of firms to private firms of waste collection. The share 

of municipalities that contracted out waste collection to private firms decreased from 38 

per cent in 2002 to 34 per cent in 2005 (Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2008). This indicates that 

the introduction of the VAT compensation fund has had no effect on the contracting out of 

waste collection. The authors see as explanations for this decrease: a general erosion of the 

market for refuse collection, due to decreasing competition as the cost advantages of the 

private sector have decreased over time; the possible comparative price increase of private 

competitors, due to the introduction of the VAT compensation fund; and the merging of 

municipalities.

4.4 Data and methodology

In spring 2006, more than three years after the introduction of the refund scheme, 

we investigated the effectiveness of the VAT compensation fund. We asked all Dutch 

municipalities by email a number of questions about (1) the extent of contracting out, (2) the 

effect of the introduction of the fund on the outsourcing of activities and (3) the opinion of 

3 As analyzed by EIM (2006), the structural administrative costs for the public authorities are about € 9.4 million. 
The incidental costs related to the introduction of the fund were € 55.6 million. Compared with the annual payments 
of the fund, the incidental and structural costs amount to just 3.0 per cent and 0.5 per cent. The public authorities 
receive every year a payment for administrative costs of € 24.8 million (1.3 per cent). In 2006 the payments of the 
fund amount € 1,884 million.
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the municipalities on the fund. The survey was sent to those aldermen who were responsible 

for budgetary affairs. The text of this survey is provided in appendix 4A. A representative 

group of 209 (46 per cent) municipalities answered this survey.4 As data are not complete for 

11 municipalities, our final database consists of 198 (43 per cent) municipalities. 

4.5 Contracting out by Dutch municipalities

This section analyses whether the extent of contracting is related to municipal characteristics 

or characteristics of the service, based on the theories described in section 4.3. In the survey, 

we asked the municipalities a number of questions about the extent of contracting out, 

providing them with a list of nine municipal activities eligible for VAT compensation. The 

second column of Table 4.1 shows for those activities that are eligible for compensation the 

share of municipalities that had outsourced the activities before the introduction of the fund 

(before 1 January 2003). Relatively high shares are found for cleaning services, building of 

infrastructure and valuation of real estate. 

Table 4.1 Outsourcing of municipal activities, in per cent of all municipalities
Outsourced the 
activity before  
1 January 2003

VAT distorted 
outsourcing

Has outsourced the 
activity between 1 
January 2003 and 
spring 2006

Outsourcing  
expected in the 
future years

Cleaning services 86 2 0 3
Canteen services 31 1 0 2
Security 60 0 1 2
Payroll  
administration

61 0 1 1

IT 16 0 0 3
Social policy 8 0 1 1
Waste collection 69 4 0 3
Building of  
infrastructure

91 0 0 1

Valuation of real 
estate

87 0 0 0

4 The group is representative in terms of the number of inhabitants. Although the average municipality size of our 
sample (nearly 40,000) is somewhat higher than that of all municipalities (nearly 36,000), we have a nearly equal 
distribution of municipalities across size classes. It should be noted, however, that municipalities that do not appreci-
ate the fund might have more incentives to answer our inquiry. However, we do not have indications for such an 
effect.
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In a multivariate analysis, we tested whether the extent of contracting out has a statistical 

significant relationship with a range of variables (see appendix 4.2 for an overview of these 

variables). These variables are chosen to test the three most relevant hypotheses as based 

on public choice theory (efficiency, political patronage and ideology). For a limited number 

of municipal activities, we find a relationship between the percentage of municipalities that 

outsource an activity and the characteristics of those municipalities.5 However, both the 

number of significant coefficients and the explaining power of the estimations are, in general, 

very low. These results are generally consistent with the conclusion of Bel and Fageda (2007) 

on this type of statistical analysis.

As the tables in appendix 4.4 shows, the variables describing the size of the municipality 

(number of inhabitants and the square of the number of inhabitants) do not, in general, 

support the efficiency hypothesis. Only in three cases is a positive relationship found between 

the income of the municipality and the share of contracting out. The negative sign between 

the outsourcing of waste collection and both the density of the municipality and the level 

of the general grant is consistent with Dijkgraaf et al. (2003). For the political patronage 

hypothesis, we tested the relationship between the level of unemployment and contracting 

out. We do not find support for this hypothesis. For the correlation between the political 

composition of the municipal council and outsourcing we find different results. As in other 

literature (e.g. Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 1997), we see, in a number of cases, a negative 

relationship for the outsourcing of public tasks and most left-wing parties (Progressive 

Liberals, Greenleft and the Social Democrats). The percentage of votes for the right-wing 

party ‘Conservative Liberals’, shows a positive relation with the outsourcing of public 

services. However, we found that only one activity (security) had such a positive relation. On 

the contrary, the more right-wing Christian Democrats show negative signs and the (very) 

left-wing Socialist party does not have a significant relationship with outsourcing. In general, 

we find little support for the ideology hypothesis.6

5 Differences between these shares might also be explained by differences in market structure, for example the lack of 
competition (compare section 4.2). Further research is necessary to test this hypothesis.

6 Appendix 4.4 provides a more detailed analysis.
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According to the transaction costs theory, we expected that differences in the percentages 

of contracting out might be explained by the characteristics of the activities. Activities with 

low asset specificity and a high degree of service measurability might have higher rates of 

contracting out compared with activities with relatively high asset specificity or relatively 

low service measurability. However, as the results of a simple multivariate analysis in 

appendix 4E show, both variables fail to explain differences in contracting out for each of 

these nine activities.

Other arguments, such as those mentioned in the sociological-institutional literature, might 

play a role. However, due to the design of the inquiry, we are not able to test these openly 

formulated hypotheses. On the other hand, we show, using circumstantial evidence, that 

sociological-institutional factors might play a role using the explanations of these answers in 

the survey (see following section). For a further understanding of these choices, we should 

execute a more in-depth case study research at the municipal level to gain more insight in the 

arguments for contracting out, in addition to the hypotheses formulated by public choice and 

transaction costs theory.

4.6 The effectiveness of the VAT compensation fund for Dutch 
municipalities

The VAT compensation fund was introduced to create a level playing field between self-

supply and contracting out of public services. The Dutch government expected an increase 

of contracting out of local government activities, based on the assumption of the higher 

efficiency of the private sector and the desire of municipalities to take advantage of these 

potential efficiency gains. Although a range of arguments play a role in the decision making 

on contracting out, the decision may be influenced by the effect of the levying of VAT. The 

introduction of the fund is, therefore, based on the assumption that the decision making by 
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municipalities about the outsourcing of activities is negatively influenced by the effect of 

the levying of VAT. According to our inquiry results, this assumption is not in accordance 

with reality. The third column of Table 4.1 shows that for six out nine activities, most 

of the municipalities state that VAT did not hinder contracting out of activities. For the 

remaining three activities, only a very small number of municipalities state that the tax 

hindered outsourcing. Only 4 per cent of the municipalities state that – in the case of waste 

collection – without the fund the decision making about contracting out was distorted. We 

tested the distortion assumption also by asking all municipalities whether previously VAT 

had hindered the choice to outsource municipal activities. Of all municipalities, 92 per cent 

answered negatively to this question (Table 4.2). Therefore, the cost effects of contracting out 

– being the balance between the potential efficiency of private parties and the costs of VAT 

– play a minor role in the decision making on contracting out. As a consequence, the VAT 

compensation fund lacks legitimacy as the assumptions behind it proved to be inaccurate. In 

addition, we asked whether the introduction of the fund had caused a managerial discussion 

about the application of the fund. To this question, 95 per cent of the municipalities answered 

negatively.

Table 4.2 Opinion on the introduction of the VAT compensation fund
VAT hindered the 
choice to outsource 
municipal activities 
(%)

The introduction of the 
VAT compensation-
fund caused a manage-
rial discussion (%)

The introduction of 
the VAT compensa-
tion fund caused the 
outsourcing of activi-
ties (%)

For future years, 
the outsourcing of 
municipal activities 
is expected, thanks to 
the introduction of the 
VAT compensation 
fund (%)

Yes 8 5 4 12
No 92 95 96 88

We asked the municipalities that did not start a discussion about outsourcing for an 

explanation (Table 4.3). About 26 per cent of the municipalities state that most of the 

municipal activities eligible for compensation are already outsourced in the last years. About 

18 per cent of the municipalities state that contracting out was not a political item. Besides, 

about 32 per cent of the municipalities answer that other – non-budgetary – arguments are 
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more relevant to decision making on the outsourcing of activities. Municipalities mention 

the optimal size of the own organisation, the necessary knowledge for specific activities, the 

vulnerability of municipal activities and the lack of capacity in their own organisation, the 

legal status of the municipal employees and concern for employment in the municipality 

itself. A number of these arguments are in line with the concept of public choice theory – as 

the optimal size of the own organisation and concern for employment in the municipality 

itself – and transaction costs theory – as the lack of capacity or the necessary knowledge for 

activities. Other findings – the argument of the vulnerability of municipal activities and the 

legal status of the municipal employees – are institutional factors that, related to the basics of 

sociological-institutional literature, are relevant for change processes in organizations. Some 

municipalities state that the discussion has taken place implicitly as the comparison between 

self-supply and contracting out is made without the effects of the levying of VAT.

Table 4.3  Why didn’t the introduction of the VAT compensation fund cause a discussion 

about outsourcing of municipal activities?1

Answer (%)

Most of the municipal activities eligible for outsourcing have already been outsourced 26
The outsourcing of municipal activities is not a political item 18
Other – non-budgetary – arguments are more relevant for decision making on the outsourcing of 
activities

32

The VAT compensation fund is to technical for politicians 4
Other 31

 1.  We have put the municipal answers to this open question into categories. As municipalities could give more than 
one answer, the percentages do not add up to 100.

Column 4 of Table 4.1 shows that the fund was not very effective in increasing contracting 

out. A very small percentage of the municipalities (1 per cent) have contracted out services 

since the introduction of the fund. Remarkably, for activities where VAT hindered outsourcing 

(the third column), the introduction of the VAT compensation fund did not have any effect.
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Although outsourcing is expected to take place in some municipalities in the coming years, 

most of the municipalities state that there is no relationship between this and the introduction 

of the VAT compensation fund. The fifth column of Table 4.1 shows the activities 

municipalities may decide to outsource.

In accordance with these findings, almost all municipalities (96 per cent) answered negatively 

on the question of whether the introduction of the VAT refund scheme had led to the 

contracting out of activities (Table 4.2). Therefore, not only is the assumption underlying 

the fund inaccurate, but the attitude to the outsourcing of public activities has not changed 

since the introduction of the VAT compensation fund. Also, for the answers to this question, 

we tested whether the answers correlate with municipal characteristics (appendix 4.4). As a 

negative answer predominates, none of the variables are significant. For future years, 88 per 

cent of municipalities do not expect an increase in the outsourcing of their activities thanks to 

the introduction of the VAT compensation fund. The answers are not correlated to any of the 

municipal characteristics.

Finally, we asked for a general opinion on the introduction of the VAT compensation fund. 

In accordance with the other findings, just 7 per cent of the municipalities judged the fund 

‘useful’, 20 per cent were indifferent and 72 per cent considered the fund ‘redundant’. These 

results strongly question the legitimacy of the fund. We tested whether the judgments have 

a correlation with the variables of appendix 4.2 (Table 4.7 in appendix 4.4). We found that 

municipalities with a higher number of inhabitants judge the fund as useful. This result might 

be explained by the fact that they have knowledge about the VAT rules and are better able to 

oversee the consequences of the introduction of the fund, for example the administrative and 

the purchase aspects (Wojcik, 2008).

The municipalities with a negative judgment give different explanations for their view (Table 

4.4). Of all municipalities, 23 per cent state that other – non-budgetary – arguments are more 
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relevant to decision making on the outsourcing of activities. They mention the optimal size of 

the own organisation, the necessary knowledge for specific activities, or the lack of capacity 

in the own organisation. However, the small group of municipalities with a neutral or positive 

judgment notice comparable drawbacks.

Table 4.4 Why is the introduction of the VAT compensation fund redundant?1

Answer (%)

Relatively high administrative burden 79
The VAT compensation fund is just a shifting of funds 21
Budgetary effect / budgetary risks 16
Other – non-budgetary – arguments are more relevant for decision making on the outsourcing of activities 23
The VAT law should be changed 4
Other 6

1.  We have put the municipal answers to this open question into categories. As municipalities could give more than 
one answer, the percentages do not add up to 100.

In addition to the answers to the first question, a remarkably high percentage of 

municipalities complain about the relatively high administrative burden. However, the 

administrative obligations of the VAT compensation fund are comparable to the VAT rules 

for regular firms, although the exceptions for compensation might complicate procedures. 

Therefore, administrative complexities, especially related to the introduction of the fund, 

might have influenced the municipal opinion. The municipal complaints might be explained 

by the unfamiliarity of the municipalities and provinces with the VAT legislation. Therefore, 

during the introduction of the fund, the attention of the municipalities might have been given 

more to administrative complexities than to the opportunities offered by the fund.

In 2006, the tax regime for the main municipal tax – real estate tax – changed radically. The 

real estate tax consisted of four separate taxes, based on residences (I) and other buildings 

(II) and levied on the owner (*) and the occupant (**). In 2006 the real estate for the 

occupants of residences (I**, about one third of the total receipts) was abolished and the 

budgetary possibilities of the other three taxes (I*, II* and II**) were diminished radically 
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by the introduction of a maximum growth rate for the total tax receipts of all municipalities. 

This change in the system will lead to a less comfortable budgetary position for the 

majority of municipalities.7 Combined with the effects of the crisis in the financial markets 

on municipalities’ budgets, this may lead to an increase in the outsourcing of municipal 

activities because of the efficiency argument and, therefore, to a more positive attitude to the 

fund (compare Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 1997; Bel and Fageda, 2007). Therefore, as a topic 

for future research, it would be worthwhile repeating the present inquiry in a few years to 

investigate whether such an effect exists.

4.7 Conclusion 

In 2003, the VAT compensation fund was introduced to create a level playing field between 

public provision and contracting out of public services. However, as this paper shows, for 

most municipalities VAT did not hinder the contracting out of public services. Therefore, the 

fund lacks legitimacy. 

In general, municipalities have a negative opinion of this fund. In addition, as far as we can 

tell from information available, the introduction of the fund has not yet caused a significant 

increase in contracting out yet. Municipalities state that arguments other than the budgetary 

effects are leading the decision-making process on outsourcing – for example, the optimal 

size for a municipality’s own organisation, the specialist knowledge necessary for specific 

activities, the vulnerability of municipal activities, the lack of capacity in a municipality’s 

own organisation, the legal status of municipal employees and concern about employment 

in the municipality. For a further understanding of these arguments, we should execute a 

more in-depth case study at the municipal level to gain more insight in the arguments for 

contracting out, in addition to the hypotheses formulated by public choice and transaction 

costs theory.

7 In 2008, the maximum tariffs and maximum increase percentages are abolished. Instead, a maximum growth rate for 
the total tax receipts of all municipalities is introduced.
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Appendix 4A Inquiry on the VAT compensation fund

Introduction

This appendix contains the mail as sent to the aldermen for the study of this paper.

Mail

Mail to the aldermen, responsible for budgetary affairs, original inquiry in Dutch

Dear Alderman,

The Erasmus University of Rotterdam executes on its own initiative an inquiry on the 

effectiveness of the VAT compensation fund. Therefore, we would like to receive your 

answers on the seven questions mentioned below. You can fill in your answers in this e-mail, 

by leaving the answer as far as they are applicable, and deleting the others answers. At the 

end of this mail, you will find a short explanation of the purpose of this research.

1. Which activities were contracted out in your municipality till the introduction of 

the VAT compensation fund at 1 January 2003 (leave the answer as far as they are 

applicable, and delete the others answers)?

a. Cleaning services

b. Catering services

c. Security

d. Payroll administration

e. IT-services

f. Social services

g. Refuse collection

h. Infrastructure works

i. Valuation of real estate
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2. Did in your municipality the levying of VAT hinder in the decision for contracting 

out or not the activity (leave the answer as far as they are applicable, and delete the 

others answers)?

a. Cleaning services

b. Catering services

c. Security

d. Payroll administration

e. IT-services

f. Social services

g. Refuse collection

h. Infrastructure works

i. Valuation of real estate

3. At 1 January 2003 the VAT compensation was introduced. Did the introduction in 

your municipality cause a managerial discussion on the contracting out of activities?

a. No, because:…….

b. Yes, the discussion led to the following changes:………

4. Did the introduction of the VAT compensation fund lead to the contracting out of 

one of the following activities? 

a. No, because:…….

b. Yes, for the following activities (leave the answer as far as they are 

applicable, and delete the others answers):

i. Cleaning services

ii. Catering services

iii. Security

iv. Payroll administration

v. IT-services

vi. Social services
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vii. Refuse collection

viii. Infrastructure works

ix. Valuation of real estate

5. Do you expect one of the following activities to be outsourced in future years, partly 

due to the introduction of the VAT compensation fund (leave the answer as far as 

they are applicable, and delete the others answers)?

a. Cleaning services

b. Catering services

c. Security

d. Payroll administration

e. IT-services

f. Social services

g. Refuse collection

h. Infrastructure works

i. Valuation of real estate

6. What is your opinion of the introduction of the VAT compensation fund?

a. Useful

b. Indifferent

c. Redundant

Explanation………

7. Do you appreciate to receive a copy of the article based on this study?

a. Yes

b. No

We would like to thank you for participating in this study. 
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Explanation on the study

At the 1 January 2003, the VAT compensation is introduced. The introduction aimed to 

eliminate the distortionary effect of VAT on the decisions between self-supply and contracting 

out of activities of decentralised governments. At this moment, the Ministry of Finance 

evaluates the fund. The evaluation is concentrated on budgetary issues (the size of the cut in 

the general grant and its distribution) and the administrative consequences. The effectiveness 

of the fund (does the introduction of the fund cause a change in decision on contracting out?) 

is not part of that evaluation. Therefore, the Erasmus University executes this study on its 

own initiative.
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Appendix 4B Explanatory variables

Inhabitants Number of inhabitants (* 10.000)
Inhabitants^2 Square of the number of inhabitants (*10.000)
Density Average number of addresses, per 500 m2

Disposable income Disposable income, in euro per inhabitant
General grant General grant, in euro per inhabitant
Municipal taxes and levies Municipal taxes and levies, in euro per inhabitant
Real estate tax Real estate taxes, in euro per inhabitant
Unemployment Number of unemployed persons with an unemployment benefit per 

1000 inhabitants 
Orthodox Protestants (a) Percentage of votes for the Orthodox Protestants (a) (SGP)*
Orthodox Protestants (b) Percentage of votes for the Orthodox Protestants (b) (CU) *
Conservative Liberals Percentage of votes for the Conservative Liberals (VVD) *
Christian Democrats Percentage of votes for the Christian Democrats (CDA) *
Progressive Liberals Percentage of votes for the Progressive Liberals (D66) *
Social Democrats Percentage of votes for the Social Democrats (PvdA) *
Green left Percentage of votes for the Green left (GL) *
Socialist Party Percentage of votes for the Socialist Party (SP) *
Local Percentage of votes for the Local parties*

* At the last election for the municipal council. In most municipalities, this was in 2002.
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Appendix 4C Descriptive statistics database

 Mean  Minimum  Maximum  Std. Dev.
Answers
VAT hindered the choice to outsource municipal 
activities

0.08 0.00 1.00 0.27

The introduction of the VAT compensation-fund 
caused a managerial discussion

0.05 0.00 1.00 0.21

The introduction of the VAT compensation fund 
caused the outsourcing of activities

0.05 0.00 1.00 0.21

For future years, the outsourcing of municipal activi-
ties is expected, thanks to the introduction of the VAT 
compensation fund

0.04 0.00 1.00 0.20

Useful 0.07 0.00 1.00 0.26
Indifferent 0.21 0.00 1.00 0.41
Redundant 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.45
Characteristics
Inhabitants 39,929 4,305 742,783 73,107
Density 942 112 5,992 744
Disposable income 12.8 9.0 19.2 1.3
General grant 594 246 1,415 127
Municipal taxes and levies 406 219 963 93
Real estate tax 189 94 538 57
Unemployment 18 5 36 6
Orthodox Protestants (a) 2.88 0.00 36.29 7.03
Orthodox Protestants (b) 3.30 0.00 28.29 5.72
Conservative Liberals 15.83 0.00 52.44 8.23
Christian Democrats 23.53 0.00 70.68 9.24
Progressive Liberals 3.35 0.00 26.31 4.48
Social Democrats 14.03 0.00 42.20 9.31
Greenleft 3.73 0.00 24.14 5.14
Socialist Party 1.78 0.00 38.40 5.16
Local parties 31.04 0.00 85.91 18.78

Number of observations: 198
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Appendix 4D Statistical analysis on contracting out

This appendix provides a number of the statistical analyses as described in this paper. We 

estimated for this paper two sets of equations. First, we test the relationship between the 

extent of contracting out and a vector of exogenous municipal variables. Secondly, we use 

the same set of explaining variables to test the relationship with the opinion of the VAT 

compensation fund. 

Contracting out and municipal characteristics

Our main specification is characterized by:

Yi = ƒ (Size, Income, Unemployment, Political variables)

Yi is our endogenous variable and is equal to:

• A dummy with value 1 if municipality i contracts out a specific service to the private 

sector. Nine different services are included: cleaning services, canteen services, security, 

payroll administration, IT, social policy, waste collection, building of infrastructure and 

valuation of real estate.

• An ordered probit variable ranging from 0 to 9 calculated as the sum of the just described 

nine dummies.

We use four groups of explaining variables based on the most common used hypotheses used 

to test the municipal decision making on contracting out:8

• Size (efficiency hypothesis). We include the number of inhabitants, its square and 

the density of municipalities. Reason to include these variables are that (i) size 

might influence the attractiveness of contracting out as smaller municipalities can 

profit more from scale economies if they contract out9, and (ii) size might influence 

8 The outsourcing of neighbouring municipalities might have a positive and significant impact on the decision making 
of municipalities about the contracting out of public services (see for instance Bel and Miralles, 2003). Due to the 
lack of data of 57 per cent of the municipalities, this potential effect is not included.

9 Especially, for waste collection several cost functions have been estimated indicating increasing returns to scale for 
small municipalities (e.g. Stevens, 1978; Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2007).
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the administrative burden as larger municipalities might find it easier to handle the 

administrative demands of the fund (Dijkgraaf et al., 2003).

• Income (efficiency hypothesis). We include the average income of inhabitants and the 

income of the municipality. The average income of inhabitants is equal to the disposable 

income. The income of municipalities is measured by (i) the general grant from the 

central government, (ii) the height of municipal taxes and levies, and (iii) the height of 

the real estate tax. With higher income levels it might be that municipalities have fewer 

incentives for contracting out and to neglect the VAT compensation fund (Dijkgraaf et 

al., 2003).

• Unemployment (political patronage hypothesis). The number of unemployed people (per 

1000 inhabitants) is included as high unemployment levels might give municipalities an 

incentive to provide services themselves (Dijkgraaf et al., 2003).

• Political parties (ideology hypothesis). The number of votes (as a per cent of total votes) 

are included for all parties to test whether ideology influences contracting out (see 

Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 1997). We exclude the share of local parties, as they are our 

benchmark.

For the explaining variables we use municipal data from Statistics Netherlands for the 

latest available year (CBS, Appendix 4.2). For the political variables this is 2002, for other 

variables it is 2005. The equations are estimated using standard software (Eviews) with 

the applicable ordered or binary logit. It shows that for all specifications many explaining 

variables are insignificant. This might partly be due to the skewedness of the endogenous 

variables. To increase the probability that we do not neglect significant relations due to 

statistical problems, we decided to exclude the variable with the highest probability of being 

insignificant and to repeat this till only significant coefficients are included. To prevent 

exclusion of significant variables we used a rather large cut-off point (10 per cent).10 All 

equations are estimated with a constant.

10 Note that this procedure has drawbacks as results might be path dependant. However, inclusion of all variables did 
not result in plausible estimations.
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For a number of municipal activities, we find a relationship between the share of 

municipalities that outsource an activity and the municipal characteristics.44 However, 

not only the number of significant coefficients is low, also the explaining power of the 

estimations is in general not very high.

The variables describing the size of the municipality (number of inhabitants and the square 

of the number of inhabitants) show for a number of cases a positive relationship with the 

outsourcing of activities (as security and IT). In three cases a positive relationship is found 

between income of the municipality and the share of contracting out. The negative sign 

between the outsourcing of waste collection and both the density of the municipality as the 

level of the general is consistent with Dijkgraaf et al. (2003). For the correlation between 

the political composition of the municipal council and outsourcing we find different results. 

As in other literature (e.g. Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 1997), we see in general a negative 

relationship for the outsourcing of public tasks with most left-wing parties (Progressive 

Liberals, Greenleft and the Social Democrats). The percentage of votes for the right-wing 

party ‘Conservative Liberals’ shows a positive relation. However, we found only for one 

activity (security) such a positive relation. The right-wing Christian Democrats show 

negative signs and the (very) left-wing socialist party does not give significant relations. The 

second insignificance might be explained by the fact that the socialist party has only in a few 

municipalities a position in the executive board.

Opinion on the VAT compensation fund and municipal characteristics

In this section, we test the relationship of a vector of exogenous variables – the same as in 

section 1 – with the judgements of municipalities on the VAT compensation fund. Our main 

specification is characterized by:

Yi = ƒ (Size, Income, Unemployment, Political variables)

44 Differences between these shares might also be explained by differences in market structure, for example the lack of 
competition (compare section 2). Further research is necessary to test this hypothesis.
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Yi is our endogenous variable and is equal to a dummy with value 1 if the municipality agrees 

to the following four statements about the fund (four separate equations are estimated for the 

four statements):

• ‘VAT hindered the choice to outsource municipal activities’;

• ‘The introduction of the VAT compensation fund caused a managerial discussion’;

• ‘The introduction of the VAT compensation fund caused the outsourcing of activities’;

• ‘For future years, the outsourcing of municipal activities is expected, thanks to the 

introduction of the VAT compensation fund.’

Table 4.6 Opinion on the introduction of the VAT compensation fund
VAT hindered 
the choice to 

outsource  
municipal 
activities

The introduction 
of the VAT 

compensation-
fund caused 

a managerial 
discussion

The introduction 
of the VAT 

compensation 
fund caused the 
outsourcing of 

activities

For future years, 
the outsourcing of 

municipal activities 
is expected, thanks 
to the introduction 

of the VAT 
compensation fund

Yes 8% 5% 4% 12%
No 92% 95% 96% 88%

Inhabitants
Inhabitants^2
Density
Disposable income
General grant 0.0017* 0.002**
Municipal taxes and 
levies
Real estate tax 0.0040**
Unemployment
Orthodox Protestants 
(a, b)
Conservative Liberals 0.034*
Christian Democrats
Progressive Liberals
Social Democrats -0.031*
Greenleft 
Socialist Party
LR-index (pseudo R2 
or McFadden R2)

0.04 0.08 0.00 0.00

Note: Coefficients with */**/*** are significant at 90%/95%/99%. All other coefficients are insignificant.
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The results are hardly significant, maybe due to the dominance of negative answers, also the 

explaining power of the estimations is in general not very high.

Significant correlations for both questions are found for the level of the general grant (+) 

and for the first test with the real estate tax (+). Besides, for the first question a negative 

relationship is found with the votes for the Social Democrats at the last elections for the 

municipal council. Finally, a positive relationship is found between the share of the votes of 

the Conservative Liberals and the managerial discussion on the effects of the fund.

Finally, we tested this specification with the final judgments useful, indifferent and redundant. 

As Table 4.7 shows, municipalities with a higher number of inhabitants judge the fund as 

useful and the smaller municipalities are indifferent. Besides, the answers have a correlation 

with the income of municipalities. Municipalities with relatively high income from the 

general grant or the real estate tax are indifferent about the fund, as municipalities with a 

lower tax income regard the fund as redundant. 

Table 4.7 Judgement on the VAT compensation fund
Useful Indifferent Redundant

7% 20% 72%

Inhabitants 0.0021* -0.0069**
Inhabitants^2
Density
Disposable income
General grant 0.003**
Municipal taxes and levies
Real estate tax 0.005*** -0.004**
Unemployment
Orthodox Protestants (a, b)
Conservative Liberals
Christian Democrats
Progressive Liberals
Social Democrats
Greenleft 
Socialist Party
Constant -1.60*** -3.26*** 1.31***
LR-index (pseudo R2 or McFadden R2) 0.02 0.07 0.02

Note: Coefficients with */**/*** are significant at 90%/95%/99%. All other coefficients are insignificant.
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Appendix 4E Analysis on transaction costs

Table 4.8 shows for the nine activities of this study. For each of the activities, the table shows 

to what extent the activities are contracted out to the private sector and the values for the 

asset specificity and the service measurability of the activities. Asset specificity refers to 

whether specialized investments are required to produce the service. These assets apply to 

the production of one service but are very difficult or at high costs to adapt for the production 

of other services and offer an advantage to the first contract winner, thus creating a barrier 

to entry. Service measurability refers to the difficulties for the contracting organization 

to measure the outcomes of the service or to monitor the activities required to deliver the 

service. Contracting out is likely to be more successful if the magnitude and the specificity 

of the assets required to provide the service are smaller, the quality characteristics that are 

non-contractible are less important and competitive supply in the market, both actual and 

potential, is large (Domberger and Jensen, 1997).

The values of these characteristics are based on Brown and Potoski (2003). In this study, 

75 municipal managers were asked about the level of asset specificity and the service 

measurability of 64 municipal activities. Due to the fact that the 64 activities do not 

correspond fully with the nine activities in our study, we have chosen the activities that 

correspond the greatest extent. The figures are on a 5-point scale, from 1 (low asset 

specificity, high service measurability) to 5 (high asset specificity, low service measurability). 

The right column shows which activity we have taken as a proxy.
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Table 4.8 Municipal activities, used in this study:
Activity Percentage of  

contracting out
Asset specificity Service  

measurability
Activity

Cleaning services  86 2,26 2,00 Street / parking lot 
cleaning

Canteen services 31 2,94 2,61 Recreation facility 
operation / main-
tenance

Security  60 2,24 2,17 Building security
Payroll administration 61 2,36 1,53 Payroll
IT  16 3,14 2,61 Data processing
Social policy  8 3,46 3,74 Public health 

programs
Waste collection  69 3,33 2,12 Solid waste 

disposal
Building of infrastructure  91 3,11 2,50 Utility building
Valuation of real estate  87 2,93 2,87 Tax assessment

Based on transaction costs theory (Brown and Potoski, 2005) we expect relatively high rates 

of contracting out for activities with low asset specificity and high service measurability. 

However, neither indicator can explain the differences in contracting out. As the results 

in Table 4.9 shows, a simple multivariate regression of the level of contracting out, on the 

values of asset specificity and service measurability does not show significant results either. 

Apparently, other arguments are relevant to decision making on contracting out as well. We 

should, of course, be careful to draw robust conclusions from our analysis as it is based on 

only nine observations. 

Table 4.9  Regression results with percentage of contracting out as endogenous variable
Constant Asset specificity Service measurability

Coefficient 1,31 -0,07 -0,22
Standard error 0,68 0,33 0,24
Significant Yes No No

Note: R2 = 0,27
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Contracting out, an empirical study  
on motives1,2

Abstract

Municipalities have various motives behind their decisions about the modes of their task 

execution. Empirical studies – based on both public choice and transaction cost theory –

have not yet provided a fully comprehensive explanation for municipal’s contracting out 

decisions. Therefore, we interviewed Dutch municipal managers about the motives behind 

deciding on the actual modes of service provision. This study both investigated the relevance 

of well-known motives on contracting out and explored additional motives. We found that 

municipalities do not regularly evaluate the service provision of their activities. Only in 

the case of structural underperformance do municipalities consider a change of service 

provider, and then the efficiency motive is most relevant to them. However, we conclude 

that institutional motives – such as the stability of service provision – are also relevant for 

contracting out decisions.

1 Chapter 5 is published as M.C Wassenaar, T.L.C.M. Groot and R.H.J.M. Gradus (2010), Contracting out, an empiri-
cal study on motives, Tinbergen Institute Discussion Papers 10-121/3.

2 We thank Jan Verhagen, Municipality of The Hague, Rien Fraanje, Council for Public Management, before affiliated 
with Bureau Berenschot, and Ard Schilder, BMC consultants, for advice on the interview protocol. Maarten Allers, 
Germa Bel and Henk ter Bogt provided useful comments on a previous version of this chapter.
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Introduction

A broad range of studies has shown the benefits of contracting out as competition for 

contracts can increase the efficiency of public activities such as refuse collection and cleaning 

services (Domberger and Jensen, 1997; Tang, 1997). Other benefits, such as the quality of 

private service provision, may be relevant as well. However, the European VAT (Value Added 

Tax) system favours public provision over contracting out to the private sector. Contracting 

out leads – despite the potential cost-efficiency – to higher gross costs for governments, 

because the net costs of the service are raised by VAT. Therefore, public authorities cannot 

make an optimal decision to achieve efficiency gains or for non-budgetary considerations. As 

in northern European countries, the Dutch government in 2003 introduced a refund scheme 

to address this distortion (Wassenaar and Gradus, 2004). However, Wassenaar et al. (2010) 

showed that this did not lead to a significant increase in contracting out. 

This chapter explores the motives of Dutch municipalities in favour or against contracting out 

their activities to public or private external service providers and contributes to the literature 

in two ways. First, we provide an analysis of the motives for municipalities that decide to 

contract out based on interviewing the responsible managers. The second innovative aspect is 

that we include an explorative search for the relevance of institutional and pragmatic motives 

in contracting out decisions, in addition to the more common public choice and transaction 

cost approaches.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 1 describes the theoretical motives for public 

authorities contracting out their activities. Section 2 describes the research questions of this 

study and section 3 presents the survey methodology we use. Section 4 explains the results of 

the interviews, while section 5 discusses these results with respect to the empirical literature 

and ends with concluding remarks.
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5.1 Motives for contracting out

Municipalities may have various reasons to contract out their service deliveries to the private 

sector. Private contractors possess advantages over public organisations as they have a 

stronger focus on results because of the competition among suppliers, the necessity to earn 

at least an average return on investment, a more flexible labour force, fewer procedural 

constraints and a more powerful incentive structure for managers (Hart et al., 1997; Shleifer, 

1998). In addition, private companies can profit from economies of scale as they can 

distribute their fixed costs across more than one municipality. Some of these advantages 

are also valid for public organisations such as inter-municipal corporations, as they achieve 

similar results by creating a market for service provision beyond a single jurisdiction 

(Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2003). 

Many studies support the efficiency claims for contracting out public activities such as 

refuse collection, fire protection and cleaning services. Overview studies (e.g. Domberger 

and Jensen, 1997; Tang, 1997) have indicated cost savings of about 20%, without sacrificing 

the quality of services provided. However, other reviews of the empirical literature have 

suggested that support for the efficiency claim is at best mixed (Boyne, 1998a; Hodge, 2000). 

Recently, Bel and Warner (2008) concluded that no direct and systematic relationship could 

be established between savings or productivity gains and private production.  

A second prominent benefit of outsourcing is the higher quality of private production 

(Brudney et al., 2004). However, the effect of contracting out on service quality remains 

largely unknown, as only a few empirical studies have been conducted on this issue. The 

higher efficiency of the private sector may be related to a lower quality level. As Hart et al. 

(1997) suggested on this relationship, the case for contracting out is stronger when quality-

reducing cost reductions can be controlled through contract or competition, when quality 

innovations are important and when patronage and powerful unions are a severe problem 

inside government. In a meta-analysis (Hodge, 2000), the effect of contracting out on service 

quality was statistically indistinguishable from zero. 
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Differences in contracting out

Despite the potential benefits of contracting out, local governments differ in the extent to 

which they outsource their activities. A number of theories have been used to explain the 

municipal considerations for contracting out. Public choice theory focuses on the public 

organisation and the behaviour of managers, and is useful to investigate the reasons for 

municipalities transferring a part of their production to the private sector. Transaction cost 

theory is especially useful for understanding the reasons why certain activities are contracted 

out, while other services are provided by the municipalities themselves. However, despite a 

broad range of empirical studies based on both these theories, a comprehensive explanation 

for the contracting out behaviour of municipalities is still lacking (Bel and Fageda, 2007). 

Neo-institutional literature postulates theories on the dynamics of organisations. However, 

this literature has not been tested empirically on the aspect of contracting out.  

Most studies on the contracting out behaviour of public organisations are based on public 

choice theory (Bel and Fageda, 2007). This theory focuses on the political motivations behind 

managerial decisions. Public managers are credited as self-interested agents who try to 

maximise their personal utility and interest through longer terms or larger budgets (Niskanen, 

1971). Therefore, they will monopolise public service delivery leading to a suboptimal level 

of production and inefficiency. The remedy for this behaviour is competition in markets for 

public services. Consequently, contracting out should lead to lower costs and higher technical 

efficiency. 

Public choice theory leads to three hypotheses about the municipal decision making on the 

contracting out of public services (Lopez-de-Silanes et al., 1997; Bel et al., 2007).3

1.  Efficiency. Cost reduction may be an important objective of contracting out, to 

be realised through competition and the exploitation of scale economies. Smaller 

municipalities may profit from contracting out via scale advantages by the aggregation 

of the demands of more than one municipality by a private company. In addition, the 

3 A fourth hypothesis is that fiscal stress should lead to more privatisation. In the last decades, fiscal restrictions were 
introduced to reduce the ability to raise the local tax revenues in countries like the United States. Because in the 
Netherlands these fiscal constraints are not applied, we will not investigate this fourth hypothesis in this study.
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potential for cost reduction may be higher in larger and urban areas where more private 

providers are available as this increases the potential for competition (Warner and 

Hefetz, 2002; Hebdon and Jalette, 2008). 

2. Political patronage. Contracting out decisions may be dependent on pressure groups that 

have a particular interest in the rents from a specific type of service delivery. Hence, a 

high level of unionisation has been negatively linked to privatisation. By contrast, strong 

industrial interests should lead to privatisation. 

3. Ideology. As voters have preferences on the role of government, ideology may influence 

privatisation discussions. Left-wing governments will be more reluctant to privatise local 

services, in contrast to right-wing governments, as they are more pro-private business 

values, whereas left-wing parties are conventionally associated with public values.

Based on the data for 12 sectors for nearly all US states, Lopez-de-Silanes et al. (1997) 

showed the importance of political factors on the decision of whether to contract out public 

services. They explained that US politicians derive significant benefits from the in-house 

provision of public services – such as support from public employee unions and possibilities 

to influence unemployment through public payrolls – that they would lose in the case of 

privatisation. 

In a study on municipal refuse collection in the Netherlands, using panel data for all Dutch 

municipalities, Dijkgraaf et al. (2003) proved that relatively high grants from the central 

government (an efficiency motive, as higher transfers might diminish the emphasis on cost 

savings) or a high level of unemployment (the political patronage motive) increase the 

probability of contracting out. Moreover, smaller municipalities are more likely to choose 

a private waste collector because of scale economies. Ideological factors seem to play only 

a minor role. Bel and Miralles (2003) concluded in a study based on the privatisation of 

waste collection that Spanish municipalities are led by pragmatic rather than ideological 

reasons. Warner and Hebdon (2001) showed that local governments are more concerned 

with the practical issues of service quality, and less about ideology, politics and unionisation. 
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Pragmatism wins out over politics as local governments keep a keen eye on market structure, 

service quality and efficiency concerns. 

In a meta-study, Bel and Fageda (2007) analysed 28 multivariate studies from six countries 

on local privatisation. They found that fiscal stress and interest group pressures influenced the 

privatisation of local services in early US studies that considered a broader range of services. 

Interest groups have their influence, particularly for smaller municipalities in small towns. 

Cost considerations are especially relevant when the exploitation of scale economies is taken 

together with privatisation choices. However, the ideological attitudes of policymakers do 

not seem to influence the service delivery choice of local governments in a systematic way. 

Finally, the authors concluded that local government decisions seem to be more pragmatic 

than they are ideological.

However, Bel and Fageda (2007) concluded that the explanatory power of these empirical 

studies is, in general, low. One explanation is that most studies do not analyse the 

privatisation decision in year t-x (the move from public to private) but use the actual 

production form in year t as a dependent variable. Therefore, these studies are based on 

a mis-specified model, as the dependent variable does not measure a dynamic choice of 

service production technology but rather the current status of service production (Boyne, 

1998c). Since then, factors testing for the actual mode of service provision might have 

changed completely, while the production mode is still in accordance with the factors that 

were applicable when the decision was made. Another explanation is that local governments 

have a limited capability to make discretional decisions about the production form after the 

years privatisation has been implemented, because of for example the duration of contracts 

or difficulties re-internalising production. Therefore, the decision to contract out is path-

dependent.
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Transaction costs

Despite the potential efficiency of the private sector, the process of contracting out comes 

with transaction costs: ‘the comparative costs of planning, adapting, and monitoring 

task completion under alternative governance structures’ (Williamson, 1981). From this 

perspective, privatisation can only deliver cost savings whenever they surpass the transaction 

costs (Bel and Fageda, 2007). 

Williamson (1981) focused on two broad service-specific characteristics that are relevant for 

transaction costs, namely asset specificity and service measurability. Asset specificity refers 

to whether specialized investments are required to produce the service. These assets apply 

to the production of one service but are difficult or costly to adapt to the production of other 

services and offer an advantage to the first contract winner, thereby creating a barrier to entry. 

Service measurability refers to the difficulties for the contracting organisation to measure 

the outcomes of the service or to monitor the activities required to deliver the service. 

Contracting out is likely to be more successful if the magnitude and specificity of the assets 

required to provide the service are smaller, the quality characteristics that are non-contractible 

are less important and competitive supply in the market, both actual and potential, is large 

(Domberger and Jensen, 1997).

In a US study on 64 types of municipal activities, Brown and Potoski (2005) supposed 

a relationship between the contracting out decisions of municipalities and the potential 

transaction costs due to the asset specificity and measurability of services. However, a 

statistical analysis on this hypothesis was lacking in this study. Brown et al. (2008) showed 

that both service measurability and asset specificity influence service delivery choices.

Neo-institutional literature

Neo-institutional literature describes that economically rational considerations do not 

fully explain the behaviour of public organisations. Institutional factors – such as rules, 

values, habits, power and internal and external pressure – all influence change processes 
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in organisations (Lounsbury, 2008; Modell, 2009; Scott, 2008; ter Bogt, 2008a). In this 

literature, it is assumed that a primary determinant of organisational structure is the pressure 

exerted by external and internal constituencies on the organisation, to conform to a set of 

expectations to gain legitimacy and so secure access to vital resources and long-term survival. 

Therefore, the primary objective of organizational change is not a better performance – with 

respect to costs and quality – but greater legitimacy. Organisations adapt in order to conform 

to the expectations of key stakeholders (Brigall and Modell, 2000; Ashworth et al., 2007). 

Oliver (1992) identified three sources of pressure on institutional norms or practices 

leading to institutional change: functional, political and social. Functional pressures for de-

institutionalisation are those that arise from perceived problems in performance levels or the 

perceived utility associated with organisational practices. Political pressures arise when the 

utility or legitimacy of current practices is seriously called into question. Social pressures 

arise from the environment of the organisation, such as disruptions to the organisation’s 

historical continuity or changes in law or societal expectations (Dacin et al., 2002). In 

addition, change processes need drivers to occur. Innes and Mitchell (1990) distinguished 

three types: facilitators, motivators and catalysts. Facilitators comprise a set of factors 

conducive to change: they are necessary but in themselves not sufficient for change to occur. 

Motivators are factors that influence change processes in a general manner: they provide 

decision makers with the reasons and grounds to initiate and permit change. Catalysts contain 

factors directly related to the timing of change: they are occurrences that lead directly to the 

initiation of change and provide the opportunity for change to take place (Groot and Lukka, 

2000). 

The concept of institutional legitimacy does not necessarily conflict with efficiency 

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Malmi, 1999). As Seo and Creed (2002) suggested, both 

efficiency gaps and misaligned interests in the organisation increase the likelihood of 

institutional change (Rautiainen, 2008). However, in (neo-)institutional (sociological) 

literature there is a need to bridge institutional and rational choice explanations of action 
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(Modell, 2009). Technical and economic as well as social and cultural issues might be 

important for securing the continuity of an organisation and for inducing change (Greenwood 

and Hinings, 1996; ter Bogt, 2008b). 

A vast amount of literature has investigated the relation between the introduction of changes 

in management accounting in the public sector – in particular the introduction of performance 

measurement and management – and institutional pressures (for example, Abernethy and 

Chua, 1996; ter Bogt, 2008b; Rautiainen, 2008). As Rautiainen (2008) showed in a study 

on accounting practices in Finnish municipalities, only when both rational and institutional 

pressures converged did the routines for performance management change, where the most 

prominent feature in the organisational change was a mounting crisis. In general, these 

studies showed that in addition to rational considerations, institutional issues such as internal 

and external pressures influence changes in organisational behaviour. Factors such as changes 

in citizens’ expectations with respect to government, and trends and fads have played a part in 

the frequent introduction of management reforms since about 1985 (ter Bogt, 2008a, 2008b). 

Therefore, these studies show that an organisation and its members focus on being ‘socially 

rational’ and ‘socially efficient’, and not only, or primarily, on being economically rational 

and efficient (ter Bogt, 2008b, p. 215). 

On the subject of contracting out, Brown and Potoski (2003b) showed that institutional forces 

exert significant influences on governments’ service production choices. For example, the 

status of the council manager influences the service production decisions of governments. 

In a study on contracting out using data on 500 cities in southern California, Joassart-

Marcelli and Musso (2005) showed that service provision and production arrangements tend 

to be made at the time of city formation, and that political and institutional rigidity limit 

the extent to which arrangements subsequently are changed. This reflects the possibility of 

path-dependency. Brown et al. (2008) showed that service delivery choices exhibit strong 

inertia, and when change occurs the previous service delivery mode influences the likelihood 
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of changing to other service delivery modes in important ways. Wassenaar et al. (2010) 

described institutional motives that might play a role in considering contracting out as the 

stability of municipal service provision and the legal status of municipal employees. Despite 

the potential elucidation of this literature on the concept of contracting out, neo-institutional 

literature has not been tested extensively on this subject yet. 

5.2 Research questions

Despite the vast amount of studies, a comprehensive explanation for municipal decisions 

between self-supply and contracting out is still not available. In addition, these studies lack 

in general an explanation for the cause of considerations about contracting out. Most studies 

are based on multivariate regression analyses, which are used to investigate the relationship 

between the actual level of contracting out and a range of municipal characteristics. These 

characteristics – such as the number of inhabitants or the level of the local tax rate – are 

related to the factors that might influence decision making on contracting out (such as for 

both examples the scale and the budgetary situation of the municipality). They offer an 

indirect analysis of the motives in favour of or against contracting out, as they attempt to 

discover the revealed preferences behind this decision. 

This study adds to the literature by directly interviewing the responsible municipal managers 

about the motives relevant to deciding whether to contract out. With these interviews, we 

explore: (1) discussions and decisions about the causes of contracting out, (2) the most 

relevant motives for municipalities deciding whether to contract out or not and (3) motives 

for the choice of the mode of the provision of the service (i.e. whether it is publicly – in-

house or out-of-house – or privately produced). This field research approach provides the 

opportunity to both investigate (i) the more commonly used theoretical concepts from public 
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choice and transaction cost theory in order to explore the relevance of institutional and 

pragmatic motives and (ii) their mutual relationships.

This study is based on the interviewees’ interpretations of municipal decision making, and as 

such may deviate from the actual facts. Psychological research has shown that a drawback 

of this interview approach is the fact that it is for people, in general, difficult to describe 

the motives behind their decisions (Johansson et al., 2005). Therefore, this study is useful 

to understand contracting out behaviour, although general applicable conclusions are more 

difficult to draw. However, organisational motives (in contrast to personal motives) are 

relevant for the decisions we investigate in this study, and we expect that these will be more 

objectively defined.

5.3 Method

For this study, we held 17 semi-structured interviews with municipal executives. This 

principal municipal civil servant is the main advisor to the municipal Board of Mayor and 

Aldermen, and is responsible for the management of the municipal organisation. Therefore, 

he (or she) plays a major role in discussions on contracting out. We tested an interview 

protocol with one municipal employee and two researchers that have a broad experience in 

these kinds of interviews. The municipalities were chosen using a stratified sample design. 

As previous research has shown, the municipal’s size, political constellation and financial 

position might be relevant aspects in understanding differences between municipalities 

(Dijkgraaf et al., 2003; Bel and Fageda, 2007). We used four categories of size (see Table 

5.2). For the political constellation of the municipality, we counted the relative number 

of aldermen with a membership of one of the left-wing parties (socialist party, green left 

and the labour party) in April 2009 (three years after the last municipal elections). In case 

this indicator came out at 50%, the relative number of left-wing members of the municipal 
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council was decisive for denominating left wing vs. right wing.4 As we supposed that the 

levels of local taxes were negatively related to financial prosperity, we used the net local 

tax burden for a four-person household (two adults, two children) in 2008, consisting of the 

following elements: real estate tax, the sewerage charge and the refuse collection charge 

(Allers et al., 2008). For each combination of these three municipal characteristics, we held 

at least one interview. As municipal mergers might be a relevant aspect for this issue, we held 

four of the interviews in municipalities that had merged in recent years or will merge in the 

near future.5 We sent an e-mail or letter to the municipal executives to ask for participation in 

this study including an explanation of the research theme and the headlines of the interview. 

Most of the municipalities were willing to participate. In five municipalities, the executive 

delegated this interview to a deputy or another manager, in most cases because of their more 

long-term affiliation with the municipality.

The interviews were between April and June 2009 and lasted between an hour and an hour 

and a half.6 A report was written immediately afterwards, based on the notes made during 

the interview. These reports were sent directly to the interviewees for comment and were all 

approved. Based on the interview reports, the answers were categorised. We coded the texts 

of the reports on all relevant aspects (causes, motives and modes of service provision, all 

with an explanation). These data were used for analysing the information presented in the 

interviews. In addition, we made a database of the quantitative answers.

To discuss the municipal’s motives for contracting out, the interviews consisted of four 

sections:

• A:  An explorative open question on the main motives for contracting out and the main 

catalysts for these discussions. 

• B:  Closed questions about the relevance on the motives described in Table 5.1. This table 

shows for each motive an explanation and the relevant theoretical basis. For each 

motive, we asked for the extent of the relevance whether it was a motive in favour 

4 If local politicians were member of a local party, they were considered right wing.
5  The interviews were held in Amersfoort, Breukelen, Groningen, Heerenveen, Hoogezand-Sappemeer, IJsselstein, 

Krimpen aan den IJssel, Leeuwarden, Lelystad, Midden-Delfland, Nunspeet, Oostzaan, Purmerend, Rijnwoude, 
Westland, Zijpe and Zwolle. Appendix 5A describes the main characteristics of these municipalities.

6 Two interviews with merging municipalities were held in February 2010.
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or against contracting out (on a five point Lickert-scale), and an explanation for the 

answers.

• C:  An explorative discussion on three recent or actual cases of considering contracting 

out. We discussed the main motives for these decisions, the causes for the discussions 

and the modes of the agreed service provisions.

• D:  Closed questions on, for 10 specified activities, the causes and motives of the current 

mode of service provision: (1) cleaning services, (2) canteen services, (3) security, (4) 

payroll administration, (5) IT services, (6) social services, (7) refuse collection, (8) 

small infrastructure works, (9) valuation of real estate and (10) park management. 

The questions in the sections A, B and C were used to explore the relevance of the several 

motives on contracting out as described in the literature and to find additional motives on this 

issue. The questions in sections B and D were more structured and these results are presented 

in several tables. In addition, these results, in particular the relevance of the additional 

motives as provided in the interviews, were tested statistically to assess their relative 

importance. Appendix 5B contains the interview protocol used for this study.
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Table 5.1 Motives for contracting out or not
Motive Explanation Literature

Public choice motives
Efficiency The lower costs of external service provision Bel et al., 2007; Bel and 

Fageda, 2007
Quality of external  
service provision

The higher quality of external service provision Brudney et al., 2004; 
Hodge, 2000; Warner and 
Hebdon, 2001

Political patronage The influence of local interested parties, such as 
lobby groups, labour organisations or local businesses

Bel et al., 2007; Bel and 
Fageda, 2007

Public/private ideology 
motives

The opinion of the role of government in comparison 
with that of the market

Bel et al., 2007; Bel and 
Fageda, 2007

Transaction cost motives
Transaction costs The transaction costs that come with the process of 

contracting, such as the costs of planning, adapting 
and monitoring

Brown and Potoski, 2005

Costs of assets The relatively high costs of investments that have to 
be made for service provision

Brown and Potoski, 2005

Institutional motives
Independence of external 
providers

The independence of external providers from the 
municipal organisation

-1

Local employment Concern for employment in the municipality itself, 
especially for organisations for sheltered employment

Wassenaar et al., 2010

Core tasks Core tasks as defined by the municipality itself (tasks 
that cannot be contracted out, because of the  
municipal’s responsibility)

-1

Stability of service  
provision

The stability of service provision Wassenaar et al., 2010

Availability of  
alternatives

The availability of more than one external service 
provider

Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 
2007

Introduction of the VAT 
compensation fund

The opportunities following the introduction of the 
VAT compensation fund

Wassenaar et al., 2010

Pragmatic motives
The lack of availability of 
expertise in the  
organisation 

The lack of availability of expertise and quality in the 
organisation as needed for an adequate service level

Wassenaar et al., 2010

The lack of a flexible 
municipal organisation 

The lack of a flexible design of the municipal  
organisation, because of the lack of a constant level 
of work

Bel and Fageda, 2010

The lack of availability of 
enough personnel 

The lack of availability of enough personnel for an 
adequate service level

Wassenaar et al., 2010

1.  As far as we know, these motives have not been described in previous studies, but are hypothesized in this 
explorative research study

The motives as presented in Table 5.1 are the principle hypotheses of public choice and 

transaction costs theory. As the institutional literature has not been tested extensively on the 

issue of contracting out, we suppose some motives, partly based on Wassenaar et al. (2010) 
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to play a role. The common aspect of these institutional motives is that they are related to the 

potential pressure exerted by both external (citizens) and internal (employees) constituencies 

on the organisation to conform to a set of expectations. We suppose the following institutional 

motives to be relevant from this point of view: ‘independence of external providers, ‘local 

employment’, ‘core tasks’, ‘stability of service provision’, ‘availability of alternatives’ and 

‘the introduction of the VAT compensation fund’.7 Finally, as previous research (Bel and 

Fageda, 2007; Wassenaar et al., 2010) has shown, local governments may use pragmatic 

motives as well. Therefore, we include some organisational and pragmatic motives.8 Some 

of these motives have not been described in previous studies, but are hypothesised in this 

explorative research. We note that some of these motives might be related to each other and 

describe partially the same aspect. In the interviews, we used explanations of each of the 

motives as described in the protocol in appendix 5B to focus on the actual motive. Based on 

transaction cost and institutional theory, we expect differences in the extent of contracting out 

between types of activities. In section 5.4.3, we describe the results for activities with high or 

low levels of asset specificity and service measurability and internal vs. external activities.

5.4 Results

The interviews lead to a broad range of observations on the contracting out behaviour 

of municipalities. Section 5.4.1 describes the catalysts of discussions on contracting out 

as provided in sections A, C and D of the interviews. Observations on the motives for 

contracting out as discussed in all four sections of the interviews are presented in section 

5.4.2. Section 5.4.3 elaborates on the motives for the mode of service provision as based on 

sections C and D of the interviews, with attention paid both to the relevance of the motives 

as described in the literature so far and the additional motives as provided in the interviews. 

Section 5.4.4 provides a number of statistical analyses on the data provided in section D of 

Contracting out, an empirical study on motives

7 The public choice motive of ‘political patronage’ might be related to institutional theory as well. The public choice 
motive of ‘quality of external service provision’ might be related to the institutional motive ‘stability of service 
provision’ as well.

8 In the interviews, we also discussed the following motives ‘optimal scale of the municipal organisation’, ‘risk  
avoidance’ and ‘experiences in other municipalities’. However, these motives generally did not lead to relevant 
outcomes.
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the interviews, to structure some qualitative results of the preceding sections. In addition, 

these can be used to assess the relative importance of the various motives.

5.4.1 Catalysts

Based on sections A, C and D of the interviews, we analysed the catalysts for discussions 

about contracting out. In most municipalities, the mode of service provision is not a relevant 

managerial or political issue. Municipalities do not regularly evaluate their organisational 

performances or the costs and quality of service provision (ter Bogt, 2008a, p. 41). In fact, 

if the activity has an adequate performance level and complaints from municipal employees, 

local politicians or inhabitants do not occur, a catalyst for a discussion on the contracting out 

of this activity is, in general, lacking.9 Some municipal managers explain that the profitable 

financial position of the municipality or other managerial issues such as the merger of 

municipalities impeded these discussions.

When structural dissatisfaction or complaints about performance do occur, the execution of 

tasks and the mode of service provision become relevant managerial topics (like a functional 

pressure for institutional change; Oliver, 1992). Dependent on the extent of the complaints, 

this can become a politically relevant issue as well, especially for external tasks with a citizen 

focus such as social services or the valuation of real estate. Structural underperformance 

can appear in different forms, such as the quality of service provision, the lack of adequate 

expertise or high levels of absence through illness. Some municipalities state that the poor 

quality of the service provision of external providers is a reason to start the discussion about 

the self-supply of services. For example, in two municipalities the poor quality of private 

valuation of real estate caused extra legal work for the municipality. By contracting in, this 

task was executed more appropriately. 

9 For the 10 investigated standard activities, most municipalities have never discussed contracting out IT services, the 
payroll administration, canteen services and social services.
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Some municipalities report that the construction of new municipal buildings (e.g. town hall, 

swimming pool) is a relevant juncture to consider the mode of service provision, especially 

for canteen and cleaning services. Another relevant juncture for starting a discussion about 

the mode of service provision is a change in the service itself, because of new legislation 

or the decentralisation of tasks (as examples of social pressure; Oliver, 1992). Remarkably, 

as far as the interviews showed, the merger of municipalities was in the interviewed 

municipalities not a catalyst for considering the mode of service provision.

Only one of the 17 municipalities reports performing a regular evaluation of the mode 

of service provision of all activities, by systematically comparing its own performance 

with those of external service providers.10 Some municipalities report ideologically driven 

discussions about the execution of municipal tasks, mostly started by relatively powerful 

aldermen that are politically responsible for the municipal organisation. However, these 

aldermen were from both left-wing (labour party) and right-wing (liberals, conservatives) 

parties. 

As an example of pragmatism, some municipalities describe a gradual change of service 

provision when employees retire or move onto other jobs. Owing to the legal status of their 

employees, contracting out can come with high costs of buying off their relatively profitable 

conditions of employment, especially because un- and low-skilled job workers receive, 

compared with the private sector, high wages. In practice, some municipalities arrange with 

private contractors to take over employees, although in many cases this is complicated.

Potential efficiency gains or a higher service quality are not relevant motives on their own 

to consider the contracting out of municipal services. In most cases, other change drivers are 

necessary to catalyse this consideration. Although the introduction of the VAT compensation 

10 A small number of municipalities had held discussions about their core tasks, albeit years ago. In the 1990s, this 
type of organisational evaluation was held in many municipalities (Hendriks and Tops, 2003). The main goal was 
to decide which tasks should remain part of municipal services and which should be contracted out or privatised. 
Owing to the spirit of these times, most discussion started from the premise that private parties would outperform 
municipalities in the execution of tasks. However, most of the interviewees concluded that these evaluations lacked 
consequences, except in the case of major financial problems that forced severe expenditure cuts.
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fund could have been such an external catalyst, none of the interviewed municipal managers 

stated that this caused a change in service provision. 

5.4.2 Motives

Table 5.2 shows the relevance of all motives, as based on sections A and B of the interviews. 

The first column shows the relative number of spontaneous answers to the questions about 

motives in section A. The other columns show the results from section B, the assessment 

of the motives on a five-point Lickert-scale. In bold, the table shows the positive scores 

(scores lower than three). In most cases, answers were formulated positively (i.e. in favour of 

contracting out), although for a small number of motives (public/private ideology, efficiency) 

the motive led to the conclusion of self-supply. We tested with a Mann-Whitney U-test the 

differences in scores for the different pairs of municipalities (municipalities with fewer than 

40.000 inhabitants vs. municipalities with more than 40.000 inhabitants; left-wing vs. right-

wing municipalities; municipalities with high taxes vs. municipalities with low taxes).11 As 

shown in this table, only for a small number of pairs could we find significant differences in 

scores. Smaller municipalities find the motives ‘stability of service provision’, ‘the lack of 

availability of expertise in the organisation’ and ‘the lack of availability of enough personnel’ 

significantly more relevant than do larger municipalities. For some motives, low- and 

high-tax municipalities have significantly different scores; however, these scores show that 

the motives are still not relevant, as they are higher than three. Hereafter, we describe the 

qualitative observations of the motives presented in Table 5.2.

11 A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the differences between the four groups of size did not provide significant differences.
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Public choice motives

The efficiency motive is with a score of 1.8 (Table 5.2) by far the most important motive 

when considering contracting out. For many activities, private or public companies can 

provide services at a lower cost than can municipalities because of scale advantages, greater 

specialisation and greater standardisation. The efficiency motive is not always based on a 

clear cost comparison, but often on the conviction of the lower costs of external providers. 

Some municipalities describe experiences with increasing costs once the task is contracted 

out.12 The efficiency motive is most relevant for internal activities (canteen services, cleaning 

services, security, payroll administration, IT services). As Table 5.2 shows, municipalities 

with lower tax rates or left-wing-oriented municipalities seem to find the efficiency motive 

more relevant than municipalities with higher tax rates or right-wing tendencies although 

these differences are not statistically significant. 

The quality of external service provision is with a score of 3.0 less relevant, although 

the smallest municipalities do make use of this motive. Interviewees attribute the higher 

(presumed) quality level of external service providers to their greater specialisation and 

economies of scale. By contrast, for some municipalities a disappointing quality level is 

a motive for contracting in these activities. In particular, for the valuation of real estate, 

municipalities describe the lack of quality of private providers and the legal consequences of 

their underperformances.13 

Some municipal managers explain that their own personnel work at a higher quality level 

because of their commitment to the municipality. This motive is most relevant for internal 

activities (cleaning services, canteen services, payroll administration), although some 

municipalities have used this motive for external activities such as park management and the 

valuation of real estate as well. 

The political patronage motive – by, for example, labour organisations – was assessed as 

not relevant (score of 4.3). Work councils may play a role in decisions about contracting 

out, and can delay the process, but do not determine the outcome. Local businesses and their 

12 For refuse collection such behaviour is well known in the literature (e.g. Szymanski, 1996).
13 For this activity, it proved to be difficult to control the task execution by contracts (compare with Hart et al., 1997).
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organisations are also not relevant in the discussion about contracting out. However, we 

cannot exclude that these outcomes are social preferable answers on this issue.

The public/ private ideology motive is relevant (score of 2.9), especially for municipalities 

with lower tax rates. Remarkably, the scores of left- and right-wing municipalities are 

almost identical. More right-wing municipalities have a strong opinion on the division of 

roles between the public and private sectors (they contract out unless the market is unable to 

supply the service at an adequate level). In most municipalities, this ideological approach is 

historically based on the opinions of aldermen or municipal managers with strong informal 

positions. 

Transaction cost motives

The transaction costs of contracting out are not considered a relevant aspect, although some 

municipalities describe the complexity of the European procurement rules as a barrier. 

Furthermore, the costs of investments for the supply of activities are not a relevant motive 

for considering contracting out. As municipalities are legally obliged to use an accrual 

accounting system, the costs of assets are divided across the years that the investment is used. 

Therefore, the incidental costs of investment might not matter. However, incidentally, the 

aldermen have to ask the city council for permission to contract a high loan. In these cases, 

the costs of investments might be relevant. High investments may cause a discussion on 

contracting out because of the potential sub optimal use of the assets.

Institutional motives

With respect to institutional motives, we find only the motives stability of service provision 

and the availability of alternatives to be relevant.

The independence of external providers is hardly a relevant motive (score of 4.1). For some 

municipalities, this motive is used for contracting out the valuation of real estate to limit 

discussions with owners of real estate about the estimated value. 
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The motive of concern for local employment is, in general, not relevant. Some municipalities 

try to make use of sheltered employment because of their budgetary and political 

responsibilities to their employees, for example for park management. Other municipalities 

included in their tendering procedures that at least one or two local private companies must 

be offered an opportunity to tender. 

Some of the municipalities started about a decade ago to discuss which tasks they should 

execute and which should be left to other organisations or to the market. Most interviewees 

concluded that these ‘core task discussions’ had no effect on the mode of service provision, 

although in combination with other relevant factors such as a deteriorating financial position, 

they might have had consequence. 

The stability of service provision is a relevant motive, especially for smaller municipalities 

(Table 5.2). As they explain, their size is too small for a constant level of service provision 

for a number of activities.14 In particular, for canteen services, small infrastructure works 

and cleaning services, this motive is relevant. Some motives – such as the quality of external 

service provision, the lack of availability of expertise in the organisation, the lack of 

availability of enough personnel and the stability of service provision – are mutually related, 

as they all describe an aspect of the problems of smaller municipalities to executing services 

at an adequate level. In particular, for smaller municipalities the availability of alternatives is 

a relevant motive in considering contracting out (score of 2.9) but only in terms of having a 

real alternative in the case of disappointing service supply, especially for IT services, refuse 

collection and payroll administration. 

The introduction of the VAT compensation fund did not play an explicit role in discussions 

about contracting out. None of the municipalities had discussed such opportunities. However, 

as the efficiency motive is relevant, most municipalities agree that, at least implicitly, 

the fund might have had a relevant impact as cost comparisons between self-service and 

contracting out have changed. 

14 As one of these smaller municipalities described, for example with one garbage truck, garbage will not be collected 
in cases of inspection or repair to the truck or absence through illness.
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Pragmatic motives

The lack of availability of expertise in the own organisation is a relevant motive, especially 

for smaller municipalities (<40.000). Smaller municipalities do have the scale to organise 

expert tasks (e.g. urban development management, policy preparation and legal services, 

social services, building and environmental supervision) by themselves.

For some activities, municipalities need a flexible work-force (e.g. the valuation of real estate 

and park management) because of the variable amount of work.15 Interviewees report that 

the municipal collective labour agreement is relatively expensive with respect to overtime 

work (especially evenings, weekends and holidays). Therefore, for these days hiring external 

personnel is economically attractive.

In particular, for smaller municipalities, for some activities it is rather difficult to have 

adequate personnel in the office. The motive the lack of availability of enough personnel is 

therefore related to the lack of availability of expertise in the organisation. 

The interviewees provided some motives, in addition to those listed in Table 5.1. Some 

explain that by contracting out, it is easier to determine a desired level of service quality 

because of the more formal relationship with external service providers. However, other 

municipalities use internal service level agreements for the same reasons, illustrating the 

importance of informal relationships when managing activities. In some municipalities, 

contracting out is explicitly used to diminish political discussions about the service levels of 

municipal tasks, for example the programmes of cultural organisations. Some municipalities 

describe the fear, particularly by politicians, of a loss of influence on task execution as a 

relevant motive against contracting out. This motive seems to be more relevant for tasks 

with an external scope than it is for internal activities. For these internal activities and park 

management, the desire to diminish the extent of managerial executive responsibility is a 

relevant motive. In particular, because of the long working hours during the evenings, nights 

and weekends (e.g. for cleaning services, security), direct management is relatively complex 

and expensive. Incidentally, liability for service provision and customer orientation are 

15 As the legal duty to value all real estate changed in 2007 from once every four years to once a year, this activity has 
received a more constant level of work and the flexibility motive has become less relevant.
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mentioned as other motives. However, the different groups of municipalities did not score 

lower than three on the five-point Lickert-scale for these additional motives. 

For a number of situations, interviewees were unable to label the motive for the actual mode 

of service provision, in most cases because the actual state had been stable for many years 

(especially for cleaning services, park management, small infrastructure works and security). 

This might be an indication that such discussions about contracting out were held many years 

ago.

5.4.3 Mode of the service provision 

In this study, we distinguish three types of modes of service provision: self-supply, public 

contracting out and private contracting out. Public contracting out may take various forms 

such as the supply by a neighbouring municipality or an intermunicipal corporation under 

the responsibility and ownership of a group of municipalities. Based on parts C and D of the 

interviews, we found a number of observations and conclusions.

For a great number of municipalities, contracting out some of their activities has not been 

discussed, and as a result the municipality still provides the service itself (in particular for 

IT services, the payroll administration, canteen services and social services). Only in a small 

number of cases does the comparison between self-supply and contracting out lead to the 

conclusion that self-supply is preferable (especially refuse collection, IT services, assessment 

of real estate and park management). Social services are considered a core task to be supplied 

by the municipality itself. In some cases, self-supply is argued by pointing out the need to get 

to grips with the execution of activities. For the valuation of real estate, some municipalities 

decided to contract in, because of the poor service quality of external providers.
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The most important motive for contracting out to public organisations is that the municipality 

is convinced that self-supply is no longer optimal, but that because of the nature of the task 

and the municipal’s legal responsibility, contracting out to another public organisation such 

as another municipality is the only alternative (e.g. social services, environmental inspection 

and public education). Another important motive for public contracting out is the opportunity 

to profit from scale advantages, while still providing an opportunity to getting to grips with 

the execution of municipal tasks, via a shareholding of the public company or contracting out 

to a known public party (for example, a local housing corporation).16 

The decision to contract out privately may be based on a comparison of the costs, quality 

and stability of service provision under different regimes, especially in the case of a market 

for this type of activity with more alternatives. However, in a large number of cases, we find 

that a fair comparison was not made, but that the conviction of a better private alternative 

led to contracting out. Private contracting out is especially used for internal activities such as 

cleaning services, canteen services and security.

In some cases, municipalities describe a combination of the modes of service provision. 

For example, for park management and the valuation of real estate, the municipality itself 

supplies a basic level of services, and in times of large amounts of work, private contractors 

supply extra capacity.

5.4.4 Motives for contracting out specific municipal activities 

Based on section D of the interviews, we made a database of 170 activities, describing 

the modes of service provision for each of the 10 standard activities, in each of the 17 

municipalities. For each situation, the interviews provided one or more motives for the 

actual state of service delivery. These data give us – in addition to a qualitative description 

16 However, inter-municipal co-operation is rarely a real alternative because of  the conflicting interests of the par-
ticipating municipalities. Some municipalities explain that they have more influence when outsourcing to a private 
company as it provides the opportunity to make more clear agreements with only one external party.
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of the previous subsections – the opportunity to test a number of results of this study 

statistically. First, we investigate the differences in contracting out choices between types 

of municipalities (Table 5.3). Second, we test the differences in contracting out choices for 

various types of activities (Table 5.4). Finally, we test the relationship between the type of 

service provision and the motives described in this study (Table 5.5).

Table 5.3 shows for each of the subgroups of municipalities (according to size, political 

constellation and financial situation) the percentages of activities by the three types of service 

provision (self-supply, public contracting out and private contracting out), as based on this 

section of the interviews. 

We tested the differences in these percentages between individual municipalities using a 

Mann-Whitney U-test for each of the pairs of types of municipalities. As Table 5.3 shows, 

the percentage of public contracting out is – at the 10% level – significantly higher for the 

municipalities with fewer than 40,000 inhabitants than it is for the larger municipalities. For 

smaller municipalities, it is attractive to share the execution of tasks, or to outsource these 

to – for example – another municipality. Right-wing municipalities have – as expected – 

significantly higher percentages of contracting out to the private sector than do left-wing 

municipalities. The other differences are not significant.
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Table 5.3  Contracting out, different types of service provision (in percentages of all munici-

palities)
Self-supply Publicly contracted Privately contracted

40.000– 32% 16%* 52%

40.000+ 44% 7%* 50%

Right–wing 36% 10% 54%**

Left–wing 39% 14% 48%**

High local taxes 40% 11% 49%

Low local taxes 34% 13% 54%

General 37% 12% 51%

*/** Differences are significant at p < 0.10 / 0.05 (Mann-Whitney U-test).

From the same dataset of 170 activities, Table 5.4 presents the actual mode of service 

provision for different types of activities. Based on transaction cost theory, we distinguish 

the attributes asset specificity (whether specialised investments are required to deliver 

the service) and service measurability (how difficult it is for the contracting organisation 

to measure the outcomes of the service or to monitor the activities required to deliver 

the service). For each of the 10 standard activities, we scored both attributes based on an 

approach by Brown and Potoski (2003a).17 In addition, we expect – based on institutional 

theory – differences in contracting out behaviour between activities that have an internal 

focus (to the municipal organisation or employees) and activities that have an external focus 

(to municipal citizens), as the last type may encounter more institutional pressure in the case 

of underperformance. For all 10 activities, we calculated the percentages of task execution in 

each of the three categories of service provision. 

17 Brown and Potoski (2003a) asked 75 municipal managers about the level of asset specificity and the service measur-
ability of 64 municipal activities. Although the scores are given in a different context, but for the use of this study we 
assume that they are appropriate as in Hefetz and Warner (2007) and Brown et al. (2008). Because the 64 activities 
do not correspond fully with the ten activities in our study, we have chosen the closest comparisons. Hereafter we 
describe the 10 standard activities, as follows: cleaning services (street / parking lot cleaning); canteen services (sec-
retarial services); security (building security); payroll administration (payroll); IT services (data processing); social 
services (public health programs); refuse collection (commercial solid waste collection); small infrastructure works 
(street repair); the valuation of real estate (tax assessing); park management (parks and landscape maintenance / tree 
trimming / planting on rights of way).
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Table 5.4  The mode of service provision, according to the characteristics of the  

activity1

Self-supply Publicly 
contracted

Privately 
contracted

Low asset specificity (payroll administration, canteen 
services, security, cleaning services, park management)

31% 6%* 64%

High asset specificity (refuse collection, social services, IT 
services, infrastructure works, the valuation of real estate)

44% 18%* 39%

High service measurability (refuse collection, payroll-
administration, security, infrastructure works, cleaning 
services, park management)

25%** 11% 65%

Low service measurability (social services, canteen ser-
vices, IT-services, the valuation of real estate)

56%** 13% 31%

Internal activities (payroll administration, canteen services, 
security, IT services, cleaning services)

39% 7% 54%

External activities (refuse collection, social services, 
infrastructure works, the valuation of real estate, park 
management)

35% 16% 48%

Total 37% 12% 51%

* / ** Differences are significant at p < 0.10 / 0.05 (Mann-Whitney U-test).
1. The text in Table 5.4 explains the attributes asset specificity and service measurability. The difference between 
internal and external activities is made to distinguish activities that have an internal focus (to the municipal organisa-
tion or employees) and activities that have an external focus (to municipal citizens).

We tested the differences in these percentages using a Mann-Whitney U-test, for each of the 

pairs of types of activities (low vs. high asset specificity, high vs. low service measurability 

and internal vs. external activities). Activities with higher asset specificity have a higher 

chance of being contracted out to a public provider than do activities with lower asset 

specificity. For smaller municipalities, it might be attractive to share their assets with other 

municipalities in intermunicipal corporations. In addition, concomitantly with the transaction 

cost literature, we see that activities with low service measurability have a higher chance of 
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being executed in-house by the municipality itself. However, the differences in contracting 

out decisions between internal and external activities are not statistically significant.

Multivariate analyses of motives for service provision

Despite the qualitative character of the – in particular institutional – motives discussed in this 

study, the structured assessment of each of them by the interviewees offers the opportunity to 

test them statistically. Therefore, we now analyse in the following model whether the actual 

mode of service provision can be explained by the motives described in this study. In addition 

to the qualitative description of the motives in section 5.4.2, this analysis provides the 

opportunity to test the relative importance and the mutual relationships of the motives. For 

each of the 10 standard activities, we received in the interview one or more motives for the 

actual mode of service provision. Based on these data, we test the following simple standard 

binary logit model:

 Yij = f(motiveijk; inhj; polj; municipalityj)

where Yij is a dummy variable describing the actual mode of service provision of activity i in 

municipality j. We tested two models. In model A, the dependent variable has the value ‘1’ 

when an activity is contracted out to a public or a private external service provider. In model 

B, the dependent variable has the value ‘1’ when an activity is contracted out to a private 

service provider. In all other cases, the value is ‘0’. As the number of cases of contracting 

out to a public organisation is relatively small (n=20), it is not possible to test this variable 

independently.18

For these analyses, we exploit the following variables:

• Motiveijk: This variable has a value of ‘1’ if this motive is used in the case of activity i in 

municipality j. In most situations, interviewees gave one principal motive for a specific 

situation (k = 1), although in a number of cases more motives were reported (k = 1:2 or 

18 In addition, in such a model, it would not be relevant to test the choice of public contracting out vs. self-supply or 
private contracting out. More relevant would be to test the decision to contract out to a public organisation, given the 
fact that the activity was contracted out (to a public or private party).
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k = 1:3). Owing to the number of potential motives and the number of interviews and 

activities, it is not possible to test the relevance of each motive separately. Therefore, we 

apply the groups of motives as categorized in Table 5.1: ‘efficiency’, ‘quality of external 

service provision’, ‘public/private ideology’, ‘institutional motives’ and ‘pragmatic 

motives’.19 The two additional motives – ‘influence on task execution’ and ‘management 

of the execution’ – are added to the categories ‘institutional motives’ and ‘pragmatic 

motives’ respectively. This variable is a dummy, with a value ‘1’ if this motive is used. 

We note that for a number of situations the interviewees used more motives and these are 

all included.

• inhi: For the size of the municipality we include – due to the skewed distribution of this 

variable – the natural logarithm of the number of inhabitants;   

• poli: For the political constellation of the municipality, we include the relative number of 

left-wing-oriented aldermen.20 

• municipalityj: we add 17 dummy variables with the value ‘1’ for each of the 

municipalities.

Table 5.5 provides the results for both models. For readability, we exclude the results of the 

municipality dummy variables.21

19 The motives ‘political patronage’ and ‘transaction costs’ were not given by the interviewees.
20 Although this variable might theoretically be related to the ideology motive, they are different as the last one is used 

both in favour and against contracting out. Some interviewees use this motive as a pro-market attitude in the organ-
isation, even in more left-wing municipalities.

21 Appendix 5C provides the full results.
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Table 5.5 The modes of service provision of municipal activities and motives
Model A: Public or private  

contracting out = 1,  
self-supply = 0

Model B: Private contracting 
out = 1, self-supply or public 

contracting out = 0

Motives1

Efficiency 2.183 (0.535)*** 1.539 (0.428)***
Quality of external service provision 1.017 (0.638) 0.781 (0.520)
Political-ideological motives2 -1.548 (0.938)* -2.511 (0.936)***
Institutional motives3 0.583 (0.399) -0.149 (0.369)
Pragmatic motives4 1.384 (0.449)*** 0.905 (0.349)***
Controlvariables
Size (natural logarithm of number of 
inhabitants)

0.713 (0.535) -0.056 (0.456)

Political constellation (relative number 
of left-wing-oriented aldermen)

2.367 (2.235) 0.214 (2.057)

Constant -9.879 (6.263) -0.746 (5.338)
-2 Log likelihood 163.391 190.870
Cox & Snell R2 0.301 0.231
Nagelkerke R2 0.410 0.308
Number of observations 170 170

Dependent variable: dummy variable describing the actual modes of service provision for the 10 standard municipal 
activities. In model A, the variable has the value ‘1’ if an activity is contracted out to a public or a private external 
service provider; in model B, the dependent variable has the value ‘1’ if an activity is contracted out to a private 
service provider. Standard errors in parentheses.
1.  This variable had a value of ‘1’ in case this motive is used in case of activity ‘i’ in municipality ‘j’.
2. The motives ‘political patronage’ and ‘public/private ideology’.
3.   The motives ‘local employment’, ‘core tasks’, ‘influence on task execution’, ‘independence of external service 

providers’, ‘stability’ and ‘availability of alternatives’.
4.   The motives ‘the lack of availability of expertise in the organisation’, ‘the lack of a flexible municipal organisa-

tion’, ‘the lack of availability of enough personnel’, and ‘management of the execution’.
* / ** / *** significant at p < 0.10 / 0.05 / 0.01.

The model shows that the efficiency motive is significantly positively related to contracting 

out decisions. Hence, municipalities expect external service providers – both private and 

public – to be more efficient. The quality motive does not seem relevant in contracting 

out decisions. The public/private ideology motives are negatively related to the decision 

to contract out, in particular in model B. Therefore, when municipalities use this motive, 

it is used in favour of public or in-house supply. The model does not give support to the 
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relevance of institutional motives.  This may be because these motives are heterogeneous 

as a number of these institutional arguments are used in favour of public supply – such 

as ‘local employment’ and ‘influence on task execution’ – and other are used in favour of 

contracting out – such as ‘independence’ and ‘stability of service provision’.22 In addition, 

a number of motives – such as ‘core tasks’ and ‘availability of alternatives’ – are used in 

favour of contracting out by a number of interviewees, while other municipal managers use 

these motives against contracting out. However, an additional factor analysis shows that it 

was not possible to divide this category of institutional motives in a proper way.23 Finally, 

pragmatic motives have a significant positive relationship with contracting out, even to the 

private sector. This conclusion is in accordance with Bel and Fageda (2007) who found that 

pragmatic reasons are relevant for contracting out decisions. For the control variables ‘size’ 

and ‘political constellation’, we do not find significant associations with contracting out 

decisions.

5.5 Discussion and conclusions

For this study, we interviewed 17 municipal executives, responsible for the management 

of the municipal organisation to discuss the causes and motives for the choices of the 

current structures for the delivery of their services. This offered the opportunity to explore 

the institutional aspects of contracting out and showed that institutional theory might help 

understand the contracting out decisions of municipalities. In particular, the stability of 

service provision, quality differences between internal and external service providers and 

choices between internal- and external-focused tasks need further investigation. 

Despite the potential motives for contracting out, the mode of service provision is, in 

general, not a managerial or political issue. Municipalities do not regularly evaluate their 

organisational performances or the costs and quality of their service provisions. In fact, if 

22 We note that these institutional motives – because of the their more qualitative character – are more difficult to test 
statistically than are the more commonly used public choice and transaction cost motives.

23 Owing to the number of institutional motives (six) and the number of interviews, it was not possible to include these 
motives separately in this statistical analysis.
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the activity shows an adequate performance without complaints about, for example, the 

quality, a cause for this consideration is lacking. However, in the case of structural under-

performance or complaints about the performance or quality of the activities, the execution 

of tasks becomes a topic for evaluation and a change of service provider is considered or 

implemented. This shows the relevance of institutional pressures in contracting out decisions. 

In addition, institutional changes, such as the introduction of new legislation, decentralisation 

of tasks, or construction of new buildings may be an opportunity for considering contracting 

out. However, as far as we can observe, in most cases a merger of municipalities is not a 

relevant juncture for changing the mode of service provision.

To conclude, the lack of a cause for considering contracting out is an important explanation 

for the in-house provision of services. This may be an additional explanation for the fact that 

the explanatory power of previous empirical studies is generally low (Bel and Fageda, 2007).

The interviews were used to investigate both the public choice and transaction cost theory 

hypotheses and the relevance of institutional concepts. They showed that the efficiency 

motive is the most relevant aspect. Other studies have explained the relevance of this motive 

by demonstrating the empirical relationship between contracting out and the use of municipal 

characteristics such as size and financial position. These studies suppose that because of scale 

effects, smaller municipalities have more incentives to benefit from contracting out. However, 

the relevance of this motive does not seem to depend on the size of the municipality. For 

smaller municipalities, motives such as the stability of their service provision and quality 

of external providers are far more relevant. Therefore, these motives might be better 

explanations for the suggested negative relationship between size and outsourcing in some 

empirical studies (compare with Bel and Fageda, 2007).

The public/private ideology motive is relevant for decisions on contracting out. Left-wing 

municipalities say they are less prone to contract out their service deliveries, especially to 

private parties. In addition, in some municipalities we find that the private ideological opinion 
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of strong local politicians or managers about the positive consequences of contracting out 

might be relevant as well. However, we do not find evidence for the political patronage 

motive as hypothesised by public choice theory (e.g. Dijkgraaf et al., 2003). 

With respect to transaction cost theory, we find support for the service measurability 

hypothesis as activities with high service measurability have a higher chance of being 

contracted out, especially to the private sector. However, the interviewees do not consider 

the potential transaction costs of contracting for example, the making of contracts and the 

monitoring of service execution – and asset specificity to be relevant. By contrast, we find 

that activities with higher asset specificity have a higher chance of being contracted out to a 

public service provider, such as an intermunicipal corporation.

In the case of contracting out, municipalities have different motives to select the public or 

private execution of these tasks. In general, the efficiency motive and the quality of service 

provision are leading. Some managers prefer contracting out to a private party to get to 

grips, whereas others explain that service provision by a public organisation provides more 

opportunity for the management of the execution.

Despite the qualitative character of institutional motives in contracting out decisions, 

the structured assessment of each of them by the interviewees offered the opportunity to 

investigate their relevance and to test them statistically. Consistent with Wassenaar et al. 

(2010), the interviewees believe that motives related to institutional pressures – such as the 

independence of external providers, the availability of alternatives, the stability of service 

provision and the legal status and retirement decisions of municipal employees – play a role 

in considering contracting out. In particular, for smaller municipalities, the stability of service 

provision is relevant. Nevertheless, we do not find statistically significant results for these 

variables. In addition, we see the relevance of more pragmatic/organisational motives such 
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as the lack of availability of enough personnel and the lack of availability of expertise in the 

organisation, especially for smaller municipalities.

This study, therefore, bridges institutional and rational choice explanations of action (ter 

Bogt, 2008b; Modell, 2009), as both types of motivations are used to explain contracting out 

behaviour by Dutch municipalities. Institutional pressures seem to be particularly relevant as 

catalysts for initiating the evaluation of organisational performance (Oliver, 1992), whereas 

rational/economic motives such as institutional motives are used to compare alternative 

service providers. In addition, municipal decision making is influenced by more pragmatic 

motives. 

To conclude, the efficiency motive is relevant for decision making, although municipalities 

need a catalyst to start evaluating the mode of service provision or decide to contract out. 

As the financial positions of most municipalities deteriorate because of the consequences 

of the financial crisis, more municipalities might – because of severe budget cuts – have an 

incentive to start a discussion on the actual mode of their service provision (ter Bogt, 2008b). 

Therefore, it would be relevant to investigate whether the lagging development of their 

budgets is a relevant cause of institutional momentum and whether this leads to an evaluation 

of the costs of municipal performance and an increase in the contracting out of municipal 

activities. 
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Appendix 5A Interviewed municipalities and their characteristics

Number of 
inhabitants

Level 
of 
local 
taxes

Political 
indicatore

High local taxes / Left-wing
100.000+ Groningen  182.484 680  1,0 
40.000-100.000 Leeuwarden  92.684 664  0,8 
20.000-40.000 IJsselstein  34.059 697  0,8 
20.000- Oostzaan  9.205 704  1,0 

Low local taxes / Left-wing
100.000+ Amersfoort  141.211 600  0,5 
40.000-100.000 Heerenveen  43.027 625  0,8 
20.000-40.000 Hoogezand-Sappemeer  34.417 607  0,8 
20.000- Zijpe  11.512 605  0,5 

High local taxes / right-wing
100.000+ Westlanda  99.299 673  0,0 
40.000-100.000 Lelystad  73.063 694  0,4 
20.000-40.000 Krimpen aan den IJssel 28.907 775 0,3
20.000- Midden-Delflandc  17.451 789  0,0 

Rijnwoude  18.704 669  0,3 

Low local taxes / right-wing
100.000+ Zwolle  116.365 597  0,5 
40.000-100.000 Purmerend  78.434 502  0,3 
20.000-40.000 Nunspeet  26.567 522  0,0 
20.000- Breukelend 14.657 644 0,0

a. The municipality of Westland was established in 2004.
b. The municipality of Krimpen aan den IJssel is discussing potential mergers with surrounding municipalities.
b. The municipality of Midden Delfland was established in 2004.
d. The municipality of Breukelen will merge in 2011 with 2 other municipalities.
e.  We counted the relative number of aldermen with a membership of one of the left-wing parties (socialist party, 

green left and the labour party) in April 2009 (three years after the last municipal elections). In case this indicator 
comes at 50 percent, the relative number of left-wing members of the municipal council is decisive.
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Appendix 5B Interviewprotocol

A. Question 1

Which five motives are in general the most relevant in discussions about contracting out 

activities to a public or private organisation? Do these motives have a positive or a negative 

impact? Can you give the motives one of the following qualifications: ‘very important’, 

‘important’, ‘neutral’, ‘unimportant’, ‘very unimportant’? Please provide an explanation to 

these answers. 

Motive Positive or negative Relevance of the motive1 Explanation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. ‘Very important’, ‘important’, ‘neutral’, ‘unimportant’, ‘very unimportant’

B. Question 2

In this question, we discuss some motives as provided by previous studies as being 

potentially relevant in considering contracting out. Please give an answer to the following 

questions:

• Does this motive have a positive or negative impact on the discussion on contracting 

out?

• Can you give the motives one of the following qualifications: ‘very important’, 

‘important’, ‘neutral’, ‘unimportant’, ‘very unimportant’. 

• Please provide an explanation to these answers. 
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Motive Posit i ve or 
nega tive

Importance 
of the motive1

Explanation

Efficiency; the lower costs of external service provision
Quality; the higher quality of external service provision
Independence of external providers; the independence of 
external providers from the municipal organisation
Political patronage; the influence of local interested parties, 
as lobby groups, labour organisations or the local businesses
Local employment; concern for employment in the munici-
pality itself, especially for the organisations for sheltered 
employment
Public private ideology; opinion of the role of the govern-
ment in comparison with the market
Availability of expertise in the own organisation; the avail-
ability of expertise and quality in the own organisation as 
needed for an adequate service level.
Optimal scale of the municipal organisation; the optimal 
scale of the municipal organisation (in general, number of 
employees) or the adequate level of the municipality (number 
of inhabitants) for an acceptable service level.
Core tasks; core tasks as defined by the municipality itself 
(tasks that should not be contracted out, due to the municipal 
responsibility).
The lack of a flexible municipal organisation; and the lack of 
a constant level of work.
The lack of availability of enough personnel; the availability 
of enough personnel for an adequate service level.
Risk avoidance; the desire to avoid risk in the provision of 
services.
Stability; the stability of service provision
Transaction costs; transaction costs that come with the 
process of contracting, as costs of planning, adapting, and 
monitoring.
Costs of actives; the relatively high costs of investments that 
have to be made for the service provision.
Experiences in other municipalities; positive or negative 
experiences of other municipalities with contracting out.
Availability of alternatives; the availability of more then one 
external service provider.
VAT compensation fund; the opportunities as arisen with the 
introduction with the VAT compensation fund in 2003.

1. ‘Very important’, ‘important’, ‘neutral’, ‘unimportant’, ‘very unimportant’
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C. Question 3

Name three municipal activities that have recently been contracted out, or will be 

contracted out in the near future, or are discussed to be contracted out to a public or private 

organization?

What are for these three activities the motives for contracting out or not? You can use the 

same motives as for questions 1 and 2, or additional motives.

Activity Positive or negative Relevance of the 
motive1 Explanation

Activity 1 - 3

- Motive 1

- Motive 2

- Motive 3

1. ‘Very important’, ‘important’, ‘neutral’, ‘unimportant’, ‘very unimportant’

Which type of organization did you chose, or will you chose probably?
For activity 1 - 3:

Public / private

Motive:

D. Question 4

Finally, we discuss the actual mode of service provision for ten standard activities. As far as 

for these activities a combination of mode is chosen, I will discuss the most relevant. The 

question is asked for the following activities: 
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Activity Activity nr. I1

Self supply O Publicly contracted out O Privately contracted out O

motive Explanation

Motive 1 (most important)

Motive 2 (second most important)

Motive 3 (third most important)

1. This question is asked for the following activities: (1) cleaning services, (2) canteen services, (3) security, (4) 
payroll administration, (5) IT-services, (6) social services, (7) refuse collection, (8) small infrastructure works, (9) 
valuation of real estate, and (10) park management.
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Appendix 5C Statistical results

This appendix provides the integral statistical analysis as described in section 5.4.3.

Table 5.6 Mode of service provision and motives 
Model A: Public or private con-
tracting out = 1, self supply = 0

Model B: Private contracting 
out = 1, self supply or public 
contracting out = 0

Motives1

Efficiency 2.183 (0.535)*** 1.539 (0.428)***
Quality of external service provision 1.017 (0.638) 0.781 (0.520)
Political-ideological motives2 -1.548 (0.938)* -2.511 (0.936)***
Institutional motives3 0.583 (0.399) -0.149 (0.369)
Pragmatic motives4 1.384 (0.449)*** 0.905 (0.349)***
Control variables
Size (natural logarithm of number of 
inhabitants)

0.713 (0.535) -0.056 (0.456)

Political constellation (relative number 
of left-wing oriented aldermen)

2.367 (2.235) 0.214 (2.057)

Amersfoort 0.478 (1.125 1.664 (1.052)
Breukelen 3.820 (1.691)** 1.205 (1.363)
Groningen -1.666 (1.972) 1.191 (1.836)
Heerenveen -1.150 (1.365) 0.218 (1.240)
Hoogezand-Sappemeer 2.305 (1.643) 1.604 (1.376)
IJsselstein -0.526 (1.305) 0.454 (1.211)
Krimpen aan den IJssel 2.209 (1.038)* 1.388 (0.929)
Leeuwarden -1.738 (1.481) -0.102 (1.352)
Lelystad 0.825 (1.001) 1.661 (0.949)*
Midden-Delfland 1.719 (1.508) 0.075 (1.329)
Nunspeet 1.503 (1.335) 0.874 (1.201)
Oostzaan -0.168 (1.733) -1.201 (1.588)
Purmerend -0.116 (0.907) 0.413 (0.850)
Rijnwoude 2.258 (1.358)* 0.725 (0.975)
Westland

Due to redundancies, the model did not give results for these  
municipal dummy variablesZijpe

Zwolle
Constant -9.879 (6.263) -0.746 (5.338)
-2 Log likelihood 163.391 190.870
Cox & Snell R2 0.301 0.231
Nagelkerke R2 0.410 0.308
Number of observations 170 170

Dependent variable: dummy variable describing the actual mode of service provision for the ten standard municipal 
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activities. In model A variable has value ‘1’ in case an activity is contracted out to a public of a private external ser-
vice provider; in model B, dependent variable has value ‘1’ in case an activity is contracted out to a private service 
provider. Standard errors in parentheses.
1.  The motives ‘political patronage’ and ‘public private ideology’.
2.   The motives ‘local employment’, ‘core tasks’, and ‘influence on task execution’, ‘independence of external 

service providers’, ‘stability’, ‘availability of alternatives’.
3.   The motives ‘the lack of availability of expertise in the own organisation’, ‘the lack of a flexible municipal 

organisation’, ‘the lack of availability of enough personnel’, and ‘management of the execution’.
* / ** / *** significant at p < 0.10 / 0.05 / 0.01.
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Summary and conclusions

6.1 Summary 

In 2003, the Dutch government introduced a VAT compensation fund to address the 

distortionary consequences of the European VAT regime, in particular on contracting out 

decisions. This study investigates the extent to which the introduction of this fund has 

affected the decisions of Dutch municipalities. 

Chapter 2

Chapter 2 summarised the literature on the potential advantages of contracting out, the 

distortionary effect of the European VAT legislation on public sector bodies’ contracting 

out decisions and the non-fiscal refund schemes that several member states of the European 

Union have introduced in an attempt to address this problem.

A broad range of empirical studies have documented that for a range of government services 

contracting out can lead to cost savings of about 20% without sacrificing the quality of 
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the services provided. However, more recent evidence on the size of this efficiency gain is 

mixed at best. In addition, various other arguments are relevant for the decisions of whether 

to contract, such as the quality of external service provision and ideological and pragmatic 

reasons. However, a comprehensive explanation for the contracting out behaviour of public 

sector bodies is still lacking. Among the European empirical studies on this issue, to our 

knowledge only Dijkgraaf and Gradus (2007) described the VAT consequences of contracting 

out to the private sector and included a correction for this effect. The scarcity of contracting 

out research that takes the role of VAT legislation into account is remarkable as in the 

European Union contracting out leads to a VAT liability that increases the gross costs but not 

the net costs of service provision. If this VAT effect is not excluded, then studies that test for 

the cost advantage of contracting out may underestimate the size of this effect.

In Chapter 2, we stated that the non-fiscal refund schemes – as introduced for local 

governments by several northern member states of the European Union and Norway – are 

an adequate budgetary solution to this distortion. Although other elements can be relevant to 

achieve a level playing field, the introduction of a VAT refund scheme seems to be important 

to facilitate contracting out and a more efficient local government. For example, as far as 

the data show, countries with a solution to this distortion have largely contracted out refuse 

collection. In the context of VAT distortions, the available data for Denmark, Sweden and 

Norway suggest that the introduction of the VAT refund schemes has led to an increase in 

external service delivery by local governments. 

However, because such schemes leave the VAT rules unchanged, other member states of the 

European Union remain subject to the distortionary effects of VAT. Moreover, the distortion 

still holds for private and in most EU member states also public suppliers of tax-exempt 

activities. This may lead to significant efficiency losses in sectors such as health care and 

education. Thus, while VAT compensation schemes introduced at a country level may help 

offset distortions in decision making resulting from the VAT, such distortions will continue to 

exist to some extent unless the European Union modifies the VAT rules themselves.
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Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, we turned our attention to the case of the Netherlands and described the Dutch 

VAT compensation fund upon its implementation in 2003.

European VAT legislation implicitly makes a broad distinction between taxable activities, tax-

exempt activities and non-taxable activities, most being public tasks. Public sector bodies, 

non-profit organisations and charities are not entitled to a refund of VAT paid on their tax-

exempt and non-taxable activities. As a consequence, the VAT regime may cause distortions 

in these bodies’ decision making, particularly with respect to the choice between self-supply 

and contracting out to the private sector as the latter incurs costs associated with the VAT 

charged, whereas the former does not. In addition, these bodies have an incentive to avoid 

tax. Finally, VAT potentially hinders the lending of personnel between these organisations.

Thus, if a private sector company is able to perform a certain activity at a lower cost than the 

public sector body can itself, under contracting out the activity might nonetheless be more 

expensive because the VAT charged on the services provided by the private sector increases 

the price of the activity. Such consequences may, therefore, influence a public body’s 

choice between carrying out an activity itself versus contracting out to the private sector. 

This suggests that public sector bodies face a threshold on contracting out. When a private 

contractor and a public sector body compete for the supply for a service, the price offered by 

the private contractor has to be significantly less expensive to be competitive.

Like the VAT refund schemes introduced elsewhere in Europe, the VAT compensation 

fund – as introduced by the Dutch government in 2003 – offers a budgetary solution to this 

VAT distortion. In principle, municipalities, provinces and regional public sector bodies are 

entitled to a refund of the VAT costs incurred on their non-taxable activities. The arrangement 

was financed – in a budgetary neutral way – by a reduction of the general grant, raised 

with the extra VAT receipts derived from the increase in contracting out. The assumption 
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underlying this fund is that given a more level playing field, public sector bodies will be 

more likely to pursue a balanced choice between self-supply and contracting out and to take 

advantages of the potentially higher efficiency gains by contracting certain services out to the 

private sector. 

During the years in which the VAT compensation fund was being discussed and designed, 

most national parties involved were convinced of the benefits of a more level playing field 

for contracting out, with only a few specific municipalities and provinces raising serious 

concerns on the proposal. Their unions paid more attention to the balance between the 

advantages and disadvantages. However, as an ex ante empirical study on the existence of the 

VAT distortion, the motives of Dutch municipalities and provinces for contracting out and the 

consequences of the introduction of the fund was lacking, an objective ex ante comparison 

between the fund’s expected costs and benefits could not be made. When the bill went to 

parliament, it was accepted unanimously. An important explanation for this positive and 

relatively unquestioning opinion may be the prevailing ideology-based spirit that outsourcing 

and a level playing field between in-house supply and contracting out to the private sector is 

preferable.

Around the time of the introduction of the fund, a substantial number of practical problems 

became known. For instance, it became clear that the fund would result in a reduction of 

grants awarded by the European Union, high administrative costs and a negative budgetary 

impact because of the asset-related accounting problem. These issues were not clear during 

the parliamentary process of lawmaking. The cash-based budgetary effects, because of the 

difference between the cut in the general grant and the amount of compensation of VAT for 

an individual municipality, were relevant as well, although these effects were temporarily 

reduced during the first years. Thus, municipalities and provinces did not assess the fund 

positively, which hindered its smooth acceptance. 
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In addition to the introduction of a level playing field with respect to contracting out, the 

fund aimed to terminate the incentive to start fiscal schemes to avoid the levying of VAT and 

to ease the lending of employees between public sector bodies. On both issues, the extent of 

the VAT problem was not clear, and a recent evaluation by the Ministry of Finance suggested 

that the use of these schemes had diminished, although the rules for compensation had 

created new borders and, therefore, although on a lesser scale, incentives to maximise the 

compensation of VAT. 

However, the introduction of the fund came with a number of positive side effects as 

well. For instance, the fund forced municipalities to free up resources to improve their 

administrative organisations. More importantly, it increased the purchasing power of 

municipalities for compensable activities, as they only had to raise tax revenues sufficient 

to cover their net costs. The purchasing power of hidden reserves also increased upon the 

introduction of the fund, as expenditures could now be undertaken less the costs of VAT.

For a considerable number of municipal activities, namely tax-exempt activities such as 

education and welfare, the VAT distortion remained. In addition, other public sector bodies 

such as regional water authorities and suppliers of tax-exempt activities, as well as private 

and public health care organisations, remain subject to the VAT distortion. By contrast, over 

the past decade none of these bodies has insisted on a solution to the problem. This might be 

explained by both the non-existence of these distortions and the drawbacks of the solutions 

as a compensation fund. Nevertheless, before the elections of the Dutch parliament in 2010, 

almost all political parties proposed in their electoral platforms the introduction of a VAT 

compensation fund for the care sector in order to make the contracting out of activities to the 

private sector more attractive. This proposal seemed to be more the result of the structural 

yields of € 0.2 billion, as globally expected by the CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic 

Policy Analysis, than the expected benefits of the introduction of a level playing field as such. 
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For both the municipalities and the provinces, the fund has seen since its introduction a 

higher growth rate than the actual non-taxable expenditures of these bodies. This might be 

an indication that these bodies have slightly increased their extent of contracting out to the 

private sector, what can be attributed to the introduction of the fund. However, we cannot 

exclude that this was a pre-existing trend independent of the introduction of the fund. 

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 described – based on an e-mail survey among all Dutch municipalities – the first 

general evaluation on the effectiveness of the VAT compensation fund on contracting out 

decisions. 

Before the introduction of the fund, the negative opinion of most municipalities dominated, 

for example because of the administrative consequences, and the introduction came with 

several transitional problems. Therefore, we were interested in the effects on contracting 

out decisions and the opinions of municipalities on the fund. Based on an e-mail survey to 

all Dutch municipalities in 2006, three years after the fund’s introduction, we investigated 

its effectiveness. We questioned all municipalities about (1) the actual extent of contracting 

out, (2) the effect of the introduction of the fund on the outsourcing of activities and (3) the 

opinions of the municipalities on the fund. The survey was sent to the aldermen responsible 

for budgetary affairs. A representative database of 198 municipalities (response rate 43%) 

was available for analyses. 

As the results of this study show, for most of the municipalities VAT did in practice not hinder 

the contracting out of public services. Therefore, the fund largely lacks legitimacy. In general, 

municipalities have a negative opinion on this fund and judge it to be redundant because of 

the administrative consequences (partly due to the unfamiliarity with the VAT legislation), 

the budgetary effects and, more importantly, the absence of the VAT distortion. In addition, 

a large share of their activities had already been contracted out before the introduction of the 
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fund and the outsourcing of services was not a political item. Therefore, the cost effects of 

contracting out – being the balance between the potential efficiency of private suppliers and 

the extra costs of VAT – play a minor role in considering whether to contract out. In addition, 

the introduction of the fund did not cause a significant increase in contracting out during 

the first years. Municipalities argue that factors other than the budgetary effects – such as 

institutional and pragmatic considerations – are more relevant to the decision-making process 

on outsourcing. For example, they mention the optimal size of their own organisations, the 

necessary knowledge for specific activities, the vulnerability of municipal activities, the lack 

of capacity in their own organisations, the legal status of municipal employees and concern 

for employment in the municipality itself. Although in some municipalities outsourcing 

is expected to take place in the coming years, most municipalities state that there is no 

relationship between this expectation and the introduction of the VAT compensation fund. 

Chapter 5

As chapter 4 showed, motives other than budgetary consequences might be more relevant to 

decision making on contracting out. In an explorative study involving direct interviews with 

17 municipal managers, we investigated the motives behind the decisions to contract out 

activities or not.

As the analysis in chapter 5 showed, the mode of service provision is, in general, not a 

managerial issue. Municipalities do not regularly evaluate the costs or quality of their service 

provisions in comparison with alternatives. If the activity shows an adequate performance 

without complaints, a cause for considering a change of supplier is, in general, absent. 

By contrast, in the case of structural under performance, initiating complaints about the 

performance of the municipal organisation or the quality of the activities, the mode of task 

execution develops into an issue for evaluation. As a result, outsourcing the service is an 

option. In addition, institutional changes, such as the introduction of new legislation, the 

decentralisation of tasks, or the construction of new buildings, may be an opportunity to 
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consider contracting out. However, a merger of municipalities is not a relevant juncture for 

changing the mode of service provision. In most municipalities, in-house service provision 

might be explained by the lack of a cause for considering contracting out, as this is the 

default position. This may be an additional explanation for the fact that the explanatory 

power of previous empirical studies on municipal contracting out decisions is generally low. 

The efficiency motive is the most relevant aspect when a municipality is weighing up the pros 

and cons of contracting out. In comparison to previous empirical studies, the relevance of this 

motive seems to be independent of the size of the municipality. For smaller municipalities, 

other motives such as the stability of service provision and the quality of external service 

providers are far more relevant. Therefore, these motives might be a more relevant 

explanation for the statistically significant negative relationship between municipal size and 

outsourcing found in previous empirical studies. With respect to ideological motives, left-

wing municipalities are less prone to contract out their service deliveries than are right-wing 

ones, especially to private providers. Some municipalities report that the private ideological 

opinion of strong local politicians or municipal managers about the positive consequences of 

contracting out is relevant as well. 

When contracting out, municipalities decide between the external public and private 

execution of their activities for various reasons. In general, the efficiency motive and the 

quality of service provision are most relevant. Contracting out to a private party is preferred 

to get to grips with the execution, although other municipal managers explain that service 

provision by a public organisation provides more opportunity to have influence.

In addition to the common public choice and transaction cost motives, the study shows 

the importance of institutional motives such as the stability of service provision, the 

independence of external providers and the legal status and retirement decisions of municipal 

employees. These motives are especially relevant for smaller municipalities. However, the 
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most important institutional aspect is that the actual contracting out discussion is caused by 

a structural dissatisfaction with the service provision or a change in the task because of new 

legislation or other external factors. In addition, pragmatic/organisational motives such as 

the lack of availability of enough personnel and the lack of availability of expertise in the 

organisation are relevant for outsourcing considerations, especially for smaller municipalities. 

This study, therefore, bridges institutional and rational choice explanations of action, as both 

types of motivations are used to explain contracting out behaviour by Dutch municipalities. 

Institutional motives seem to be particularly relevant as catalysts for initiating the evaluation 

of organisational performance, whereas rational/economical motives are used to compare 

alternative service providers. In addition, municipal decision making is influenced by more 

pragmatic motives. 

6.2 General conclusion

Based on the analyses in the previous chapters, as summarized in section 6.1, we will now 

answer the central question of this study:

  What are the benefits of the introduction of the Dutch VAT compensation fund, in 

particular on municipalities’ decisions of whether to contract out?

The VAT compensation fund addresses the VAT distortion for a range of activities pursued 

by municipalities, provinces and regional public sector bodies. The budgetary solution is 

by definition only adequate for those parts of the activities of these bodies that are entitled 

to compensation. The solution is largely similar with the refund schemes in other member 

states of the European Union such as Denmark, Sweden and Finland. However, this indirect 
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budgetary solution is still second best, as the distortion should be addressed by a change in 

European VAT legislation. 

The introduction of the fund was based on the premise that municipalities, provinces and 

regional public sector bodies faced a significant threshold on contracting out to the private 

sector. Remarkably, during the preparation of the Dutch VAT compensation fund, an integral 

ex ante empirical comparison of costs and benefits of the proposals was not made. Therefore, 

the introduction was more based on a belief in the potential advantages of contracting 

out and the distortionary effect of VAT in line with the positive market-oriented thinking 

during the 1990s. Although formally the only purpose of the fund was to achieve a level 

playing field between self-supply and contracting out, implicitly an increase in contracting 

out to the private sector was expected. However, as this study shows, municipalities do not 

perceive the distortionary effect of VAT explicitly. For most activities, VAT did not hinder 

outsourcing and the introduction of VAT compensation did not cause a significant increase in 

contracting out since motives other than budgetary effects led the decision-making process 

on outsourcing. Municipalities have a far broader range of motives in favour or against 

contracting out, although the efficiency argument is still relevant. Institutional motives, such 

as the stability of service provision, are relevant, in particular for smaller municipalities. 

Even more relevant is that only in the case of structural underperformance, a change in their 

tasks or other institutional changes do municipalities start to consider an alternative mode of 

service provision. As this study shows, the introduction of the VAT compensation fund was 

not such a momentum. Nevertheless, because of the introduction of a level playing field with 

respect to VAT, the choice to contract out for other than budgetary reasons no longer had a 

fiscal threshold. The introduction and execution of the fund came with substantial transition 

costs, because of the complexity of the fund legislation and its subsequent administrative 

consequences. Finally, the fund had significant distributive budgetary effects, as the receipts 

from the VAT compensation fund might deviate from the share of the municipality in the cut 

in the general grant, made to fund the regime. In many cases, these effects were negative. We 
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can conclude that the VAT compensation fund, therefore, lacks a great deal of its legitimacy 

as the municipalities explain that levying of VAT did not explicitly hinder the decision to 

contract out their activities. 

By contrast, next to a range of other motives, municipalities report that the efficiency 

motive is relevant when they consider a change in the mode of service provision of an 

activity. However, a higher external efficiency is often supposed to be included because 

municipalities do not always make a cost comparison between contracting out and in-house 

supply. Therefore, the fund should – at least implicitly – have a positive gradual effect on 

outsourcing by municipalities, the costs of their task execution and the efficiency of local 

government. For both municipalities and provinces, the fund has since its introduction seen 

a higher growth rate than the actual non-taxable expenditures of these bodies. This might 

be an indication that these bodies have slightly increased their contracting out to the private 

sector. However, this might be a pre-existing trend independent of the introduction of the 

fund. This finding is consistent with the cautious positive conclusions on the effectiveness of 

comparable systems in other European countries. 

In addition to the introduction of a level playing field with respect to contracting out, the 

fund had to two other objectives: the termination of the incentive to start fiscal schemes to 

avoid the levying of VAT and to ease the lending of employees between public sector bodies. 

In theory, the introduction of the fund should have had a positive effect on both issues. 

However, neither this study nor other evaluations have provided evidence on either the extent 

of the problem or the impact of the introduction of the fund. 

As this study shows, the outsourcing of activities is more attractive for smaller than it is 

for larger municipalities. Over future years, a new series of municipal mergers is expected, 

leading to a far smaller number of smaller municipalities, what might lead to less pressure 

on contracting out. By contrast, as the budgetary positions of Dutch municipalities decline 
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because of the impact of the recent financial crises, municipalities may wish to profit from 

the potential efficiency gains of outsourcing activities to the private sector. Budget cuts as 

they result from the central government’s fiscal policy may be another institutional factor, 

instigating a search for opportunities for cost reductions. Therefore it is possible that the fund 

will still provide impetus to outsourcing, and thereby might be assessed more positively. 

With respect to the negative opinions of some municipalities, it would be useful if the Dutch 

central government supported the proper evaluation of municipal task execution and the 

development of municipal purchase capacity because both aspects might help achieve a more 

positive assessment of the fund.

Finally, this study shows that an ex ante policy evaluation should be executed properly 

in case of a thorough policy implementation with far-reaching implications. Such a study 

should include both an adequate empirical analysis of the benefits and an overview of the 

side effects, where administrative aspects should not be neglected. In particular, the pros and 

cons of the introduction of a VAT compensation fund for the care sector, which is part of the 

coalition agreement of the new Dutch administration, should be assessed thoroughly.

6.3 Directions for future research

This study analyses the effectiveness of the VAT compensation fund for municipalities, 

provinces and regional public sector bodies to address a number of distortions on their 

decision making as far as their non-taxable activities are concerned. Based on the results of 

this study, four future research projects can be defined that could increase the insight into 

the contracting out decisions of (public) organisations and the resulting impact of the VAT 

distortion.
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Relevance of the VAT distortion for tax-exempt activities and other types of organisations

As chapter 3 described, despite the VAT distortion for different types of activities (tax-exempt 

and non-taxable) in different types of organisations, such as regional water authorities, police 

organisations, health care institutions, educational bodies and financial institutions, the 

regime of the VAT compensation fund is limited to three decentralised tiers of government 

and most of their non-taxable activities. Despite the various motives for the exclusion of 

the other types of activities and organisations for compensation, it would be relevant to 

investigate whether the VAT distortion is important for these bodies. Because some of these 

bodies act in a competitive environment, they might have more incentives to focus on the 

costs of activities and the opportunities of service delivery and task execution by other 

organisations. This study might be especially interesting because almost all political parties 

intend to introduce a VAT compensation fund for the health care sector, with an expected 

positive budgetary effect of € 0.2 billion. Furthermore, the coalition agreement of the new 

administration has pledged to investigate the introduction of a VAT compensation fund for 

both the care and cure sectors.

Differences in the refund schemes for the VAT distortion

Chapter 2 described the solutions for the VAT distortion that have been introduced in several 

EU member states. On a number of aspects – such as the funding of the refund schemes 

and the delineation of compensation with respect to VAT-exempt activities – the involved 

governments have made different arrangements. A more in-depth analysis of these refund 

schemes – for example, by comparing the extent of contracting out in these states for 

different types of activities – might provide insight into the impact of these choices on the 

use and effectiveness of the solutions. In particular, the impact of the inclusion of tax-exempt 

activities on the contracting out of these services might be interesting to study.
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Institutional and pragmatic motives for contracting out

As chapter 4 and 5 concluded, in addition to the hypotheses of public choice and transaction 

cost theory, other motives are relevant when deciding modes of service provision of 

activities. In particular, chapter 5 showed that when a catalyst for considering a change of 

provider is lacking, a comparison between different types of task execution would not be 

made. Institutional theories assume that a primary determinant of organisational structure is 

the pressure exerted by external and internal constituencies on the organisation to conform 

to a set of expectations to gain legitimacy and so secure access to vital resources and long-

term survival. In particular, the stability of service provision – in particular in smaller 

municipalities – and the potential difference between internal- and external-oriented activities 

were noted in this study. In addition, pragmatic/organizational motives such as the lack of 

availability of expertise or sufficient personnel in the organisation are relevant. It would 

be interesting to extend this study by both the number of municipalities and the number of 

activities in order to investigate the modes and impacts of institutional and pragmatic motives 

more thoroughly. In addition, it would also be appropriate to investigate whether these 

motives are relevant for other types of public and private organisations such as health care 

organisations and regional water authorities.

Relevance of the efficiency motive and the solution to the VAT distortion in the case of 

declining budgets 

Chapter 5 concluded that when considering an alternative mode of service provision, the 

efficiency motive is most relevant. However, chapters 4 and 5 also concluded that the 

municipalities consider the fund redundant because a solution for the VAT distortion would 

be irrelevant for their decision making. Therefore, the efficiency motive seems to have 

more of an implicit relevance, as municipalities use other motives to start evaluating the 

mode of service provision or decide whether to contract out. The consequences of the recent 

financial crisis indicate that more municipalities will have an incentive to start a discussion 

on the actual modes of their service provision. Therefore, it would be relevant to investigate 
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whether the lagging development of their budgets is a relevant momentum and leads to an 

increase in contracting out activities. In particular, it would be relevant to investigate whether 

municipalities faced with a negative budgetary effect because of the introduction of the VAT 

compensation fund increased their contracting out following its introduction. Opponents 

of the fund suggested its introduction would not only create a level playing field, but also 

introduce a force for contracting out to address this negative budgetary effect.
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Samenvatting

In 2003 werd in Nederland het BTW-compensatiefonds ingevoerd om daarmee een aantal 

verstoringen in afwegingen van decentrale overheden op te heffen die het gevolg zijn van het 

Europese BTW-regime. Het betrof in het bijzonder de keuze taken zelf uit te voeren, of deze 

uit te besteden aan een private onderneming. Deze studie onderzoekt de effectiviteit van dit 

fonds op afwegingen die Nederlandse gemeenten maken. 

Hoofdstuk 2

Het uitbesteden van overheidstaken, in het bijzonder aan private aanbieders, kan een aantal 

voordelen hebben. Overzichtsstudies gebaseerd op ervaringen met het uitbesteden van diverse 

overheidstaken, gaven indicaties voor kostenbesparingen van ongeveer twintig procent, 

zonder nadelige gevolgen voor de kwaliteit van de dienstverlening, hoewel andere meer 

recente empirische studies op zijn best meer gemengde uitkomsten laten zien. Ook op andere 

gronden dan de budgettaire voordelen, zoals de kwaliteit van de externe dienstverlening of 

op basis van ideologische en pragmatische argumentatie, kan de keuze gemaakt worden om 

taken uit te besteden. Echter, een alomvattende verklaring voor de uitbestedings keuzes van 

publieke organisaties is nog niet beschikbaar. Bijna geen enkele van de Europese empirische 

studies over dit onderwerp beschrijft de BTW-consequenties in het geval van uitbesteden aan 
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een private ondernemer en houdt daarmee in de analyse rekening. Dit is opvallend omdat 

in de Europese Unie uitbesteden leidt tot een BTW-last die de bruto kosten van uitvoering 

verhoogt. Als zonder correctie voor dit effect de studies concluderen dat uitbesteden niet leidt 

tot lagere bruto kosten, tonen zij in feite dat de kosten van uitbesteden, afgezien van de BTW, 

lager zijn.  

Een niet-fiscaal compensatiefonds – zoals geïntroduceerd door een aantal Noord-Europese 

lidstaten van de Europese Unie en Noorwegen – is een adequate oplossing voor de BTW-

verstoring. Hoewel ook andere aspecten relevant kunnen zijn voor het realiseren van 

een gelijk speelveld tussen het in huis uitvoeren van taken of het uitbesteden daarvan, 

is de invoering van een BTW-compensatiefonds belangrijk om de private uitvoering 

van overheidstaken, en daarmee een efficiënte overheid, te faciliteren. Landen met een 

compensatie voor BTW kennen gemiddeld genomen een grotere mate van private uitvoering 

van de huisvuilinzameling. Voor Denemarken, Zweden en Noorwegen zijn er indicaties 

dat de invoering van het compensatieregime heeft geleid tot een toename in uitbesteding. 

In andere lidstaten blijft de verstoring van kracht. Ook blijft de BTW-verstoring nog steeds 

aanwezig voor (private) aanbieders van BTW-vrijgestelde ondernemersprestaties. Dit 

kan leiden tot een significant efficiencyverlies in sectoren als de gezondheidszorg en het 

onderwijs. Daarom zouden de verstoringen zoveel mogelijk opgelost moeten worden door 

een aanpassing van het Europese BTW-regime. 

Hoofdstuk 3

De Europese BTW-wetgeving kent een globaal onderscheid tussen belastbare, vrijgestelde 

en niet-ondernemersprestaties. De laatste categorie omvat doorgaans de prestaties van 

overheids lichamen. Bij de vrijgestelde en niet-ondernemersprestaties – vaak uitgevoerd door 

overheids organisaties, non-profitorganisaties en charitatieve instellingen – bestaat er geen 

recht op vooraftrek van BTW. Het gevolg is dat de BTW-wetgeving de besluitvorming door 

deze organisaties verstoort. Deze verstoring betreft vooral de keuze tussen het zelf uitvoeren 
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van taken en het uitbesteden aan een private partij, omdat in het tweede geval over de 

volledige kosten BTW in rekening moet worden gebracht. Daarbij hebben deze organisaties 

een prikkel om op zoek te gaan naar BTW-besparende constructies. Tot slot verhindert de 

BTW mogelijk de onderlinge uitwisseling van personeel tussen deze organisaties.

Als een private onderneming in staat is een activiteit efficiënter uit te voeren dan het 

overheidslichaam, kan het private alternatief nog steeds duurder zijn dan uitvoering door 

de overheid zelf doordat BTW de externe kostprijs verhoogt. Wil de private aanbieder 

concurrerend zijn, moet de kostprijs substantieel lager zijn dan het publieke alternatief.

Het BTW-compensatiefonds – zoals in 2003 in Nederland geïntroduceerd – neutraliseert via 

een budgettaire oplossing deze BTW-verstoring. Verondersteld wordt dat door de realisatie 

van een gelijk speelveld tussen zelf doen en uitbesteden, overheden een betere afweging 

kunnen maken tussen beide alternatieven en kunnen profiteren van de efficiency van de 

private sector. Gemeenten, provincies en kaderwetgebieden ontvangen compensatie voor de 

volledige BTW-lasten over het grootste deel van hun niet-ondernemersprestaties. Het fonds 

werd budgettair neutraal ingevoerd door een verlaging van de uitkering uit het gemeente 

en –provinciefonds. Na invoering wordt het fonds jaarlijks verhoogd met de extra BTW-

ontvangsten door de toegenomen uitbesteding. 

In de jaren voorafgaande aan de invoering van het fonds, waren de meeste betrokken 

nationale actoren als de Ministeries van Financiën en Binnenlandse Zaken, de Raad voor 

de Financiële Verhoudingen en de betrokken parlementariërs zeker van de relevantie van 

het realiseren van gelijk speelveld rond uitbesteden, zij het dat een groot aantal individuele 

gemeenten en provincies een kritischer mening hadden over het voornemen. De VNG en het 

IPO als vertegenwoordigers van de gemeenten en provincies probeerden de balans tussen 

de voor- en nadelen in het oog te houden. Echter, een ex-ante empirisch onderbouwde 

beleidsevaluatie naar het bestaan en de omvang van de BTW-verstoring, de motieven 

van gemeenten en provincies om taken al dan niet uit te besteden en de gevolgen van de 
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invoering van het fonds werd toen niet uitgevoerd. Daardoor is een objectieve vergelijking 

van de kosten en de baten van het fonds destijds niet gemaakt.

Bij de invoering van het fonds ontstonden verschillende overgangsproblemen, die 

gedeeltelijk pas vlak voor, of zelfs na de invoering van het fonds, zichtbaar werden. In het 

bijzonder waren de gevolgen van het fonds op de subsidies verstrekt door de Europese 

Unie, de administratieve gevolgen voor gemeenten en provincies en de omvang van het 

activaprobleem nog niet helder tijdens het wetgevingsproces. Vooral het laatste aspect 

leidde tot substantiële budgettaire gevolgen voor individuele gemeenten en provincies. De 

budgettaire effecten op kasbasis, vanwege het verschil tussen de verlaging van de uitkering 

uit het gemeente- en provinciefonds en de BTW-compensatie voor een individuele gemeente 

of provincie, waren ook relevant, al werden deze effecten de eerste jaren gedempt.

Ondanks de kritiek van individuele gemeenten werd het wetsvoorstel unaniem door het 

parlement aangenomen. Een belangrijke verklaring voor deze positieve en weinig kritische 

houding ligt in de ideologisch bepaalde tijdgeest, waarin de overheid het belangrijk 

vond om een gelijk speelveld te realiseren tussen zelf uitvoeren en uitbesteden aan een 

private aanbieder. De kritische houding van de gemeenten en provincies – vanwege de 

administratieve complexiteit en de budgettaire consequenties in combinatie met de sterk 

fiscale benadering vanuit het Ministerie van Financiën – verhinderden een soepele invoering, 

acceptatie en toepassing van het fonds.

Naast het realiseren van een gelijk speelveld tussen zelf doen en uitbesteden, had het fonds 

tot doel de prikkel tot het opzetten van belastingbesparende BTW-constructies te laten 

verdwijnen en het onderling uitwisselen van personeel te vereenvoudigen. Op beide aspecten 

was ten tijde van de invoering van het fonds de omvang van het probleem niet helder. Alleen 

voor wat betreft het eerste suggereert een evaluatie, uitgevoerd in opdracht van het Ministerie 

van Financiën, dat het gebruik van dergelijke constructies is afgenomen. Daarentegen heeft 
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de invoering van het fonds ook nieuwe afbakenings discussies gecreëerd, en daarmee, zij het 

op een kleinere schaal, nieuwe prikkels om de BTW-last te minimaliseren.

De invoering van het fonds had ook een aantal positieve neveneffecten, zoals een verbetering 

van de administratieve organisatie bij gemeenten en provincies. Belangrijker dan dat is dat 

het fonds leidde tot een toename van de bestedingsmogelijkheden van de gemeenten voor wat 

betreft hun compensabele activiteiten. Immers, vanaf de invoering van het fonds hoefden de 

gemeenten hun belastingtarieven alleen nog maar te verhogen voor de netto-kosten, doordat 

de BTW over hogere uitgaven wordt gecompenseerd. Hetzelfde effect trad op met de stille 

reserves van gemeenten, die in koopkracht toenamen in het jaar van invoering van het fonds, 

doordat uitgaven zonder BTW konden worden gedaan.

Voor een groot deel van de gemeentelijke activiteiten, bijvoorbeeld op terrein van onderwijs 

en welzijn, bestaat de BTW-verstoring nog steeds. Datzelfde geldt voor andere overheids-

lichamen als waterschappen en aanbieders van vrijgestelde ondernemers prestaties, 

bijvoorbeeld in de zorg. Destijds werd deze keuze door de wetgever verklaard uit het maar 

in beperkte mate van bestaan van de BTW-verstoring (waterschappen) – als de complexiteit 

van de invoering van een dergelijk regime (zorg). Vanuit deze sectoren kwam er de afgelopen 

jaren amper een oproep tot het oplossen van dit probleem. Dit zou verklaard kunnen worden 

door zowel het ontbreken van de verstoring, als door het feit dat de oplossing zoals gevonden 

voor de decentrale overheden aanzienlijke nadelen kent. 

Desondanks stelden vrijwel alle politieke partijen in de campagne voor de parlements-

verkiezingen in 2010 voor om een BTW-compensatiefonds voor de zorg in te voeren om het 

uitbesteden van taken aan de private sector aantrekkelijker te maken. Dit voornemen lijkt 

echter meer ingegeven door de verwachte opbrengsten van € 0.2 mld., zoals geraamd door 

het CPB, dan door de verwachte baten van de introductie van een gelijk speelveld. 
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Voor zowel de gemeenten als de provincies laten de uitgaven van het fonds sinds de 

invoering een groei zien die hoger ligt dan de uitgaven van deze overheidslagen die voor 

compensatie in aanmerking komen. Dit geeft een indicatie dat de overheden geleidelijk hun 

taken meer uitbesteden aan private partijen, wat toegeschreven zou kunnen worden aan de 

invoering van het fonds. Echter, we kunnen niet uitsluiten dat het gaat om een trend die al 

bestond voor de invoering van het fonds.

Hoofdstuk 4

Rond de invoering van het fonds waren de meeste gemeenten negatief gestemd over het 

voornemen, bijvoorbeeld vanwege de administratieve consequenties en het ontkennen 

van de gevolgen van de BTW-verstoringen. Daarnaast kwam gedurende de invoering een 

aantal overgangsproblemen naar voren. Dit gegeven was aanleiding onderzoek te doen 

naar de effecten van de invoering van het fonds op uitbestedingsbeslissingen en de mening 

van de gemeenten over het fonds. Aan de hand van een e-mailenquête gericht aan alle 

Nederlandse gemeenten in 2006, drie jaar na de introductie van het fonds, onderzochten 

we de effectiviteit van het fonds. We ondervroegen alle gemeenten naar (1) de mate waarin 

taken werden uitbesteed, (2) de gevolgen van de invoering van het BTW-compensatiefonds 

op uitbestedingskeuzes van gemeenten en (3) de mening van gemeenten over het fonds. De 

enquête was gericht aan de wethouders, verantwoordelijk voor de portefeuille financiën. Een 

representatieve set van 198 gemeenten (43%) was beschikbaar voor analyse.

Er was in de meeste gemeenten volgens de ondervraagden geen sprake van een verstoring 

door de heffing van BTW op het uitbesteden van activiteiten. In het algemeen hebben 

gemeenten een negatieve opinie over het fonds en achten het overbodig. Deze houding hangt 

samen met de administratieve consequenties van de invoering van het fonds, in combinatie 

met de onbekendheid met de BTW-wet- en –regelgeving, de budgettaire effecten, en de 

ontkenning van het bestaan van de BTW-verstoring. Daarnaast geldt dat een groot deel 

van de taken eerder al was uitbesteed in de jaren voor invoering van het fonds en is het 
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uitbesteden van taken geen politiek relevant onderwerp. Blijkbaar spelen de mogelijke 

kostenvoordelen van uitbesteden – zijnde het verschil tussen de kostenvoordelen van de 

private partij en de kosten van BTW – maar een beperkte rol in de afweging een taak al dan 

niet uit te besteden. Daardoor ontbreekt het in grote mate aan legitimiteit voor het fonds. 

Ook was er in de eerste jaren na de invoering van het fonds geen duidelijke toename in 

uitbesteding van taken te zien.

Gemeenten stellen dat andere argumenten en motieven dan de budgettaire effecten relevanter 

zijn voor de keuze om taken al dan niet uit te besteden en noemen daarbij institutionele 

en pragmatische overwegingen. Als voorbeelden noemen zij de optimale omvang van 

de gemeentelijke organisatie, de noodzakelijke expertise voor bepaalde activiteiten, de 

kwetsbaarheid van de uitvoering van bepaalde taken, het gebrek aan capaciteit bij de 

gemeente, de arbeidsjuridische status van gemeentelijke ambtenaren en de zorg voor de 

werkgelegenheid in de gemeente. Hoewel in een aantal gemeenten een toename van de 

uitbestedingen wordt verwacht in de komende jaren, stellen de meeste gemeenten dat dit 

losstaat van de invoering van het BTW-compensatiefonds.

Hoofdstuk 5

Zoals hoofdstuk 4 laat zien, zijn andere motieven dan de budgettaire gevolgen wellicht 

relevanter bij keuzes om taken al dan niet uit te besteden. Aan de hand van 17 interviews met 

gemeentelijke managers, onderzochten we de motieven voor gemeenten om hun taken al dan 

niet uit te besteden. 

De wijze van gemeentelijke taakuitoefening is in het algemeen geen relevant onderwerp 

voor de politiek en het gemeentelijk management. Gemeenten evalueren niet systematisch 

de kosten en kwaliteit van hun dienstverlening in vergelijking met alternatieven. Zolang 

een activiteit adequaat wordt uitgevoerd en er bestaan geen klachten vanuit burgers of 

de gemeentelijke organisatie zelf, ontbreekt veelal een aanleiding een verandering van 
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taakuitoefening te overwegen. Anderzijds, als er sprake is van structurele ondermaatse 

taakuitoefening, en er ontstaan klachten over de gemeentelijke organisatie of dienstverlening, 

wordt de taakuitoefening een bestuurlijk relevant onderwerp en is er aanleiding tot evaluatie. 

Als gevolg wordt uitbesteding overwogen of doorgevoerd. Daarnaast geven institutionele 

ontwikkelingen als veranderingen in wetgeving, de decentralisatie van taken of de bouw 

van nieuwe accommodatie aanleiding na te denken over wijziging in taakuitoefening. De 

herindeling van gemeenten lijkt – voor zover af te leiden uit dit onderzoek – geen aanleiding 

om na te denken over verandering in de taakuitoefening. In veel gemeenten is het in huis 

uitvoeren van taken daardoor te verklaren uit het feit dat er nooit aanleiding was na te denken 

over wijziging in uitvoering. 

Deze studie laat zien dat – in het geval een gemeente de voor- en nadelen van uitbesteden 

afweegt – het efficiencymotief het meest relevant is. Het belang van dit motief lijkt 

onafhankelijk van de gemeentegrootte. Voor kleinere gemeenten zijn andere motieven meer 

relevant, zoals de stabiliteit van gemeentelijke dienstverlening en de kwaliteit van externe 

dienstverleners. Linkse gemeenten zijn minder positief over uitbesteden, in het bijzonder 

aan private ondernemers. Enkele gemeenten verklaren dat de private ideologische opinie van 

invloedrijke lokale politici of gemeentelijke managers over de voordelen van uitbesteden ook 

relevant zijn.

In aanvulling op de meer gebruikelijke motieven die zijn afgeleid van de ‘public choice’ en 

transactiekosten theorieën, toont deze studie het belang van institutionele motieven, zoals 

de stabiliteit van dienstverlening, de onafhankelijkheid van externe dienstverleners, de 

arbeidsjuridische status en pensioneringsbeslissingen van gemeentelijke medewerkers of de 

bouw van nieuwe gemeentelijke accommodatie. Deze motieven zijn vooral van belang voor 

de kleinere gemeenten. Echter, het meest belangrijke institutionele feit is dat de afweging 

om taken niet langer zelf uit te voeren of uit te besteden doorgaans wordt veroorzaakt door 

structurele ontevredenheid over de wijze van dienstverlening of een wijziging in de taak 
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door nieuwe wetgeving. Daarnaast spelen meer pragmatische-organisatorische motieven 

een rol zoals het gebrek aan voldoende personeel, het gebrek aan expertise binnen de eigen 

gemeentelijke organisatie, in het bijzonder voor kleinere gemeenten. 

Algehele conclusie

Gebaseerd op de analyses in de voorafgaande hoofdstukken, zoals hiervoor samengevat, 

beantwoorden we de centrale vraag van deze studie:

  Wat zijn de baten van de invoering van het Nederlandse BTW-compensatiefonds, in 

het bijzonder op uitbestedingsbeslissingen genomen door gemeenten?

Het BTW-compensatiefonds is een adequate oplossing voor de BTW-verstoring voor een 

groot deel van de activiteiten van gemeenten, provincies en kaderwetgebieden. Het fonds is 

per definitie alleen een oplossing voor die activiteiten die voor compensatie in aanmerking 

komen. Het fonds is in grote lijnen vergelijkbaar met oplossingen in andere lidstaten van de 

Europese Unie, zoals Denemarken, Zweden en Finland. Deze indirecte budgettaire oplossing 

is echter second best, omdat de verstoring primair opgelost zou moeten worden door een 

aanpassing van de Europese BTW-wetgeving. 

De invoering van het fonds in Nederland was gebaseerd op de premisse dat gemeenten, 

provincies en kaderwetgebieden een drempel ondervonden om taken uit te besteden aan 

private aanbieders. Opmerkelijk genoeg werd voor de invoering van het fonds geen ex-

ante empirisch getoetste beleidsevaluatie uitgevoerd naar de kosten en opbrengsten van 

het voorstel. De invoering was met name gebaseerd op de veronderstelde potentiële 

voordelen van uitbesteden en het verstorende effect van de BTW-heffing, in lijn met het 

marktgeoriënteerde denken gedurende de jaren negentig van de vorige eeuw. Hoewel volgens 

de wetgever het enige doel bestond uit het creëren van een gelijk speelveld tussen zelf doen 

en uitbesteden, was een groei in de uitbestedingen aan de private sector verwacht. Echter, 
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zoals deze studie voor Nederland laat zien, ondervonden gemeenten de verstorende werking 

van de BTW-heffing niet expliciet. Voor de meeste gemeentelijke activiteiten, gaf de BTW 

geen verstoring om deze uit te besteden en de invoering van het BTW-compensatiefonds 

leidde niet tot een significante toename in uitbesteden, omdat andere motieven dan de 

budgettaire effecten de besluitvorming lijken te domineren. 

Gemeenten hanteren een groot aantal motieven om taken al dan niet uit te besteden, al 

geldt daarbij wel dat het efficiencyargument tamelijk relevant is. Institutionele motieven, 

zoals de stabiliteit van dienstverlening zijn ook relevant, in het bijzonder voor kleinere 

gemeenten. Nog belangijker is dat alleen in het geval van structurele problemen bij de 

dienstverlening, een wijziging in de taken, of andere institutionele wijzigingen gemeenten 

een wijziging in taakuitoefening overwegen. Zoals deze studie laat zien, was de invoering 

van het BTW-compensatiefonds niet een dergelijke institutionele wijziging. Anderzijds, door 

het ontstaan van een gelijk speelveld met betrekking tot de lasten van BTW tussen zelf doen 

en uitbesteden, had de keuze tussen zelf doen en uitbesteden, ook in het geval van andere 

motieven, geen budgettaire drempel meer. De introductie en uitvoering van het fonds ging 

gepaard met aanzienlijke transitiekosten, door de complexiteit van de wetgeving van het 

BTW-compensatiefonds en de administratieve gevolgen van het fonds. Ook leidde het fonds 

tot aanzienlijke herverdelingseffecten tussen de deelnemers. We concluderen dat het het 

fonds ontbrak aan legitimiteit doordat gemeenten verklaren dat de heffing van BTW in de 

praktijk hun afwegingen rond zelf doen of uitbesteden niet of nauwelijks verstoorde.

Anderzijds geven gemeenten aan dat, naast een groot aantal andere motieven, het 

efficiencymotief relevant is in het geval zij een afweging maken om een taak al dan niet 

uit te besteden aan de markt. Daarbij geldt wel dat de grotere efficiency van de externe 

dienstverlener vaak wordt verondersteld en maken de gemeenten niet een expliciete 

kostprijsvergelijking tussen beide alternatieven. Het fonds zou daarmee – in ieder geval 

impliciet – een effect moeten hebben op de mate waarin taken aan private ondernemers 

worden uitbesteed, de kosten van hun taakuitoefening en daarmee de efficiency van 
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gemeenten. Voor zowel gemeenten als provincies laat het fonds sinds de invoering een 

groei zien die hoger is dan de feitelijke niet-ondernemersprestaties van deze lichamen die 

voor compensatie in aanmerking komen. Dit is een indicatie dat zij geleidelijk meer taken 

uitbesteden aan de private sector. Echter, dit zou ook een trend kunnen zijn die al gaande was 

voor invoering van en daarmee onafhankelijk is van het fonds. Deze conclusie is consistent 

met voorzichtig positieve conclusies over de effectiviteit van vergelijkbare regimes in andere 

Europese landen, 

Naast het creëren van een gelijk speelveld tussen zelf doen en uitbesteden met betrekking tot 

de BTW, had het fonds twee andere doelstellingen: het beëindigen van de prikkel om BTW-

besparende constructies aan te gaan en het vereenvoudigen van het onderling uitwisselen 

van personeel tussen overheidslichamen. In theorie zou het fonds positieve effecten op 

beide aspecten moeten hebben. Deze studie en andere evaluaties laten hiervoor geen bewijs 

zien, zowel niet voor het bestaan van het probleem, als voor de mate waarin het fonds een 

oplossing zou bieden.

Het uitbesteden van taken is vanwege schaalvoordelen eerder aantrekkelijk voor kleinere dan 

voor grotere gemeenten. Voor de komende jaren wordt een groot aantal herindelingen tussen 

gemeenten verwacht, die leiden tot een afname van het aantal kleinere gemeenten, wat leidt 

tot een afname van de behoefte aan uitbesteden. Anderzijds leidt de toenemende budgettaire 

krapte door de financiële crisis bij veel gemeenten, tot een prikkel om op zoek te gaan naar 

mogelijke efficiencyverbeteringen, zoals door uitbesteden van taken aan de private sector. 

Daardoor is het mogelijk dat de komende jaren het fonds alsnog een impuls zal geven aan het 

uitbesteden, en daarmee positiever zal worden beoordeeld.

Gezien de nog steeds negatieve houding van de meeste gemeenten over het fonds, zou het 

nuttig zijn als het Rijk de interne evaluatie van gemeentelijke taakuitoefening zou stimuleren, 

net als de kwaliteit van de gemeentelijke inkooporganisaties, omdat beide aspecten kunnen 
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bijdragen aan een meer positieve beoordeling van het BTW-compensatiefonds, een optimale 

ingerichte gemeentelijke organisatie.

Tot slot, deze studie laat zien dat in het geval van een grootschalige beleidswijzing, met 

vergaande implicaties, het van belang is dat er een gedegen ex-ante beleidsevaluatie wordt 

uitgevoerd. Een dergelijke studie zou zowel een op feiten gebaseerde analyse van de 

voordelen moeten bevatten, als een inzicht in de neveneffecten, waarbij administratieve 

consequenties niet onderschat moeten worden. In het bijzonder zouden bij de voorgenomen 

invoering van een BTW-compensatiefonds voor de zorgsector, zoals opgenomen in het 

regeerakkoord van het Kabinet Rutte-Verhagen, vooraf de kosten en de baten gedegen in 

beeld moeten worden gebracht.
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Nawoord

Ook al blijft het schrijven van een proefschrift een activiteit in eenzaamheid, zonder de 

bijdrage, steun en betrokkenheid van een groot aantal mensen, had ik deze na al die jaren niet 

kunnen voltooien.

Allereerst dank ik vanzelfsprekend mijn hooggeschatte promotoren, Prof. Dr. R.H.J.M. 

Gradus en Prof. Dr. T.L.C.M. Groot. Beste Raymond, al snel na onze kennismaking midden 

jaren negentig bij het Ministerie van Financiën, bracht je jouw enthousiasme voor het 

combineren van wetenschappelijk onderzoek en het werken aan financieel-economisch beleid 

bij een Ministerie over aan je directe collega’s. Ik heb veel geleerd van ons gezamenlijke 

onderzoek, zoals dat naar voren is gekomen in de hoofdstukken 2, 4 en 5 van dit proefschrift. 

Toen enkele jaren geleden jouw enthousiasme zich richtte op het laten neerslaan van ons 

werk in een proefschrift, kon ik niet anders dan daar in meegaan. 

Beste Tom. Op jouw eigen wijze, complementair aan die van Raymond, heb ik van jou bij 

de begeleiding van mijn promotieonderzoek veel geleerd over het opzetten en uitvoeren 

van wetenschappelijk onderzoek, in het bijzonder bij hoofdstuk 5 en het formuleren van de 

conclusies van deze studie. Onze overleggen aan de VU heb ik altijd als inspirerend ervaren.

De leden van de commissie, Prof. Dr. M.A. Allers, Prof. Dr. G.M. Bel, Prof. Dr. H.J. ter Bogt, 

Prof. Mr. M.E. van Hilten en Prof. Dr. N.P. Mol dank ik hartelijk voor het kritisch beoordelen 

van het manuscript. Prof. Dr. S. Cnossen dank voor zijn deelname aan de promotie.

Dit proefschrift is voortgekomen uit het werk dat ik als beleidsmedewerker bij het Ministerie 

van Financiën in de periode 1999 tot en met 2003 uitvoerde, toen ik aan de wieg mocht staan 

van het BTW-compensatiefonds. Als econoom heb ik in die periode veel geleerd van de 

collega-fiscalisten van het Ministerie van Financiën, vooral Leen Lengkeek, Henk Wolvers, 

Brigitte Bijl en Huub Hieltjes, die ook nauw betrokken waren bij de invoering van het fonds. 
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Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift is voor een deel gebaseerd op het boek dat ik met Henk 

en Brigitte over dit onderwerp schreef. Dat ik het na al die jaren nog niet helemaal alleen 

kon, bleek uit jullie gedegen commentaar op de eerdere versies van hoofdstuk 3. Dank 

daarvoor! Peter Wilms en Boudewijn Peters stimuleerden als directeur mij in die periode 

om naast beleidsnota’s ook artikelen voor een breder publiek te schrijven. Peter, nu je voor 

het Ministerie van Financiën het fonds ook mocht evalueren, was het aangenaam met je van 

gedachten te wisselen over ons onderzoek en de conclusies over het BTW-compensatiefonds. 

Michiel Sorber van het Ministerie van Financiën leverde in de eindfase van het schrijven 

van dit proefschrift een goede bijdrage door mij op de hoogte te houden van de laatste 

beleidsmatige ontwikkelingen rond het fonds.

Met Elbert Dijkgraaf en Raymond Gradus voerde ik een eerste onderzoek uit naar de effecten 

van de invoering van het BTW-compensatiefonds. Het onderzoek is als hoofdstuk 4 in dit 

proefschrift opgenomen. Elbert, ik heb bij deze studie veel van je geleerd over het uitvoeren 

van wetenschappelijk onderzoek, en vooral de statistische analyse.

Het onderzoek dat is opgenomen in hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op een 

serie interviews die ik in 2009 en 2010 met een aantal gemeentesecretarissen of andere 

gemeenteambtenaren heb mogen houden. Naast dat de gesprekken het datamateriaal voor 

het onderzoek opleverden, waren het ook interessante gesprekken over het aansturen van 

de gemeenten. Ik wil de heer drs. H. Bakker (gemeente Groningen), de heer M. van Beek 

(gemeente Westland), de heer T. Beekum (gemeente Rijnwoude), de heer mr. A. Boele 

(gemeente Krimpen aan den IJssel), de heer J. van Delden (gemeente IJsselstein), de heer 

drs. H.J.M. van Dijk (gemeente Zijpe), de heer drs. O. Dijkstra (gemeente Zwolle), de heer 

H. Drijfhout (gemeente Heerenveen), de heer drs. D. de Jonge (gemeente Amersfoort), 

de heer J.J. Kerkhof (gemeente Nunspeet), de heer K. Kool (gemeente Midden-Delfland), 

mevr. drs. C. Koopmans (gemeente Breukelen), mevrouw drs. M.-J. H. Smulders (gemeente 

Purmerend), de heer D. Tuijtjens (gemeente Leeuwarden), de heer W. van Twuijver 
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(gemeente Oostzaan), de heer F.J.G. Wiertz (gemeente Hoogezand-Sappemeer) en de heer 

D.J. Willems (gemeente Lelystad) daarvoor hartelijk bedanken.

Het schrijven van een proefschrift als buitenpromovendus heeft onvermijdelijk gevolgen 

voor het dagelijkse werk. Ook in de drukke tijden op het werk, kon ik op de vrije vrijdag 

stug doorwerken aan dit proefschrift. Tijdens de dagen op het werk zullen mijn gedachten 

wel eens zijn afgedwaald naar dit onderzoek. Mijn collega’s bij het Ministerie van Sociale 

Zaken en Werkgelegenheid, in het bijzonder Manon Leijten, Herman Schepers en Annemarie 

Sipkes, hebben daarvoor enthousiast de ruimte gegeven en wanneer nodig mijn mindere inzet 

opgevangen. 

Mijn vrienden en familie dank ik voor hun belangstelling voor deze licht afwijkende hobby, 

het is zeker een stimulans geweest om het geheel af te ronden. In het bijzonder Wim en Peter, 

dank voor jullie bereidheid mij op deze dag als paranimfen te ondersteunen.

Tot slot. Lieve Jildou en Bente, het blijft voor jullie vreemd dat je een boek schrijft dat bijna 

niemand leest. Ik heb jullie vraag waarom ik dit dan allemaal heb gedaan ook nog niet tot 

jullie tevredenheid kunnen beantwoorden. Misschien weet ik het antwoord zelf ook niet. Ik 

hoop maar dat jullie in ieder geval een leuke dag hebben. Lieve Juliëtte. Al jaren helpt jouw 

steun en nuchterheid mij bij de dingen die ik onderneem. Als meer ervaren wetenschapper 

heb je met je kritische opstelling mij geholpen het onderzoek zo veel mogelijk te verdiepen. 

Ik hoop dat ons leven na 24 mei weer ruimte biedt voor andere bezigheden.
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